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GOVT SANCTIONS RS 1 CR AS FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE FOR ADVOCATES DURING COVID-19

LIMITS OF NAYA KASHMIR

BY now, it seems that the stirrings of a political 
process in Jammu and Kashmir may have 
less to do with the latest version of the great 
game that is drawing to a chaotic climax in 
the region, or with the Biden administration’s 
gentle reminders about the need to restore... 

 In view of adverse effect on legal profession consequent to 
restricted functioning of Courts due to Covid-19 pandemic, 
the Lieutenant Governor of Jammu and Kashmir has...

A Sikh woman, who was restored to her family from her alleged 
kidnapper amid allegations of forced conversion, was Tuesday 
married off to a man from the Sikh community....

6CITY STATE3 5

500 SUICIDE CASES REPORTED AT SMHS 
HOSPITAL IN ONE YEAR

T
H
IN
K

LG Hails Doctors For 
Fighting Pandemic
SRINAGAR:  Lieutenant Governor, 
Manoj Sinha, in his message on the 
eve of “National Doctors’ Day” has 
expressed his deepest gratitude 
to all the doctors for epitomizing 
sacrifice and dedication in the face 
of this unprecedented public health 
crisis by rendering selfless services 
to humanity. “Our country is grateful 
for the extraordinary courage and 
leadership exhibited by the medical 
fraternity, who  More On P10

Fire Triggers Landmine 
Blasts Along LoC
JAMMU: A forest fire triggered 
several landmine explosions along 
the Line of Control (LoC) in Poonch 
district of Jammu and Kashmir on 
Wednesday, officials said.
The fire started in a forest across the 
LoC and spread to the Indian side in 
Mendhar sector, they said.
The officials said the fire triggered 
the explosion of nearly half a dozen 
landmines that were part of the 
anti-infiltration obstacle system.
The fire was still  More On P10

No Weekend 
Picnicking In Pahalgam
ANANTNAG: Authorities on 
Wednesday ordered closure of fa-
mous tourist destination of Pahal-
gam for day-picnickers on weekends 
to prevent “possible COVID-19 
resurgence and save ecology of the 
fragile area”. However, people who 
have confirmed booking in hotels 
in Pahalgam shall be allowed on 
producing valid proof. “It has been 
observed  More On P10

Jammu Sizzles At 42.9 
Degree Celsius
JAMMU: The winter capital Jammu 
recorded its hottest day of the sea-
son on Wednesday with the mercury 
settling at 42.9 degrees Celsius 
– five notches above season’s 
average, weather office said. The 
minimum temperature in the city 
was also 2.4 notches above normal 
at 28 degrees Celsius, the regional 
meteorological department official 
said. Most parts of Jammu and 
Kashmir have been reeling under 
scorching  More On P10

Somewhere, something 
incredible is waiting 

to be known.

— Carl Sagan

‘No Evidence Found’: How Innocent Kashmiri Man Spent 11 Years In Gujarat Prison

3 Militants 
Killed In Kulgam 
Encounter: Police

Drone Sightings Continue In 
Jammu, 2 More Spotted
Cops Begin House-To-House Verification Drive Near Jammu Airport

NSG, CISF Chiefs 
Inspect Strike Spot

T
he chiefs of the counter-terror force NSG 
and the civil airports guarding Central 
Industrial Security Force (CISF) on 

Wednesday inspected the scene of the first-
of-its-kind militant attack using drones at the 
Air Force station in Jammu, officials said.
National Security Guard  More On P10

UN Chief Asks India To End 
Pellet Gun Use In Kashmir

Diplomatic Relations 
Only If India 
Reverses Kashmir 
Changes: Imran

LG Rolls Out Scheme For Covid Hit Families
Scholarships For Students, Monthly Rs 1000 For Families Who Lost Their Bread Earners

Delimitation Commission 
To Visit J&K From Jul 6-9

End Of ‘Durbar’?

Employees Given 21 Days 
To Vacate Govt Quarters

Trains To 
Chug Off After 
7 Weeks Today
Agencies

SRINAGAR: After remaining 
suspended for more than seven 
week, train services are resuming 
partially in Kashmir Valley from 
Thursday, officials said.

Official sources said that two 
pairs of trains shall operate be-
tween Budgam to Banihal in the 
morning and evening only. There 
shall be no services towards 
Baramulla, they said.

“In the morning one pair 
(04617/04618) and in the evening 
session one pair (04619/04622) 
will run between Budgam –
Banihal only as per their existing 
time table,” they said.

On May 10, the  More On P10

J&K Reports 
364 New Cases, 
7 Corona Deaths
Firdaus Ali

SRINAGAR: As many as 364 
fresh cases of coronavirus 
were detected across Jammu 
and Kashmir on Wednesday 
while seven more people suc-
cumbed to the infection 
across the Union 
Territory during 
the last 24 hours.

W h i l e 
Kashmir re-
ported 215 
new cases of 
Covid-19, the 
remaining 149 
were confirmed 
by officials from the 
Jammu division, taking the 
total number of people infected 
since the outbreak of pandemic 
last year in J&K to 315662.

Giving district-wise details, 
the officials said that Srinagar 
reported 67, Baramulla 32, 
Budgam 31,   More On P10

Two Soldiers Also 
Injured, Airlifted 
To Army Hospital

Zaid Bin Shabir

SRINAGAR: Three local 
militants of Lashkar-e-
Taiba were killed and two 
soldiers injured in an en-
counter in south Kashmir’s 
Kulgam district, police said 
Wednesday.

Acting on specific in-
put about the presence of 
militants, police, army’s 9 

RR and the personnel of 
CRPF18 battalion cordoned 
off the Chimmer area of 
the district on Wednesday 
afternoon and launched a 
search operation, a police 
spokesperson said. When 
the joint team zeroed in 
on the suspected spot, the 
holed-up militants, he said, 
turned down the surrender 
offer and opened indis-
criminate fire leaving two 
soldiers injured.

Both the soldiers, police 
spokesperson said, were 
airlifted to  More On P10

Press Trust Of India

JAMMU: The Jammu and 
Kashmir administration on 
Wednesday cancelled resi-
dential accommodations of 
‘durbar move’ employees in 
Jammu and Srinagar, days af-
ter Lieutenant Governor Manoj 
Sinha announced an end to the 
age-old practice.

The officials have been asked to 
vacate their quarters in the twin 
capital cities within three weeks.

The L-G had on June 20 

announced that the Jammu and 
Kashmir administration has 
completely transitioned to e-of-
fice, thereby ending the practice 
of the biannual ‘durbar move’.

Now both the Jammu and 
Srinagar secretariats can func-
tion normally for 12 months. 
This will save the government 
Rs 200 crore per year, which will 
be used for the welfare of the 
deprived sections, he had said.

Now an order issued by 
Commissioner Secretary, 
Estates  More On P10

HC To Resume Physical 
Hearing From July 5
Press Trust Of India

SRINAGAR: The Jammu 
and Kashmir High Court 
will resume physi-
cal hearing of cases 
from Monday but 
only advocates and 

staff members who have 
been vaccinated against 
COVID-19 will be allowed to 

enter the court premises, 
an official order said 
on Wednesday.

The order issued by 
 More On P10

Drone Use Banned In Rajouri

A
mid heightened security across 
Jammu and Kashmir after the 
recent bombing of IAF station by 

armed drones here, authorities in border 
district Rajouri on Wednesday ordered 
ban on the storage, sale or possession and 
use and transport of the  More On P10

Press Trust Of India

Jammu: Police began a 
house-to-house verifica-
tion drive in residen-
tial colonies near 
the Jammu air-
port, three 
days after 
an Indian 
Air Force 
(IAF) station 
there was tar-
geted in a first-of-its-
kind militant attack using 
drones, officials said on 
Wednesday.

In the drive that began 
from Peer Baba in the 
Chatta area, police per-
sonnel collected details of 
residents, including their 

contact numbers.
The IAF also deployed 

an unmanned aerial vehi-
cle (UAV) fitted with cam-

era that hovered 
over its station 

and nearby 
r e s i d e n -
tial areas 

for several 
hours in the 

afternoon, the 
officials said.

They said additional 
floodlights have been in-
stalled at the IAF base and 
more lights on high masts 
are being set up.

In what was the first 
instance of militants de-
ploying drones to strike 
vital  More On P10

Agencies

GENEVA: United Nations 
Secretary-General Antonio 
Guterres has expressed con-
cern over “grave violations” in 
Kashmir and has asked the Indian 
government to end the use of 
shotgun pellets against children.

“I call upon the government 
to take preventive measures 
to protect children, including 
by ending the use of pellets 
against children, ensuring that 
children are not associated 
in any way to security forces, 
and endorsing the Safe Schools 
Declaration and the Vancouver 
Principles,” he said in the UN 

Report on Children 2021, Al-
Jazeera reported Wednesday.

“A total of 39 children (33 
boys, 6 girls) were killed (9) and 
maimed (30) by pellet guns (11) 
and torture (2) by unidentified 
perpetrators (13) (including 
resulting from explosive rem-
nants of war  More On P10

P
rime Minister Imran Khan said on 
Wednesday that Pakistan would not 
restore diplomatic ties with India until 

New Delhi revokes its decision of scrapping the 
special status of Jammu  More On P10

Press Trust Of India

NEW DELHI: The delimitation 
commission on Jammu and 
Kashmir will be on a four-day 
visit there from July 6-9 to in-
teract with political parties, 
their leaders and government 
officials to gather "first hand" 
inputs on the ongoing process 
of redrawing the boundaries of 
electoral constituencies there, 
a statement said Wednesday.

The decision was taken after 
a meeting of the commission 
Wednesday at the poll panel 
headquarters here which was 
chaired by commission head 
Justice (Retd) Ranjana Prakash 
Desai and also attended by 
Chief Election Commissioner 
(CEC) Sushil Chandra.

The Jammu and Kashmir chief 
electoral officer is another mem-
ber of the three-member commit-
tee who was not in attendance.

"During the visit period, the 
commission will interact with 
political parties, public repre-
sentatives and Union Territory 
administration officials includ-
ing district election officers/
deputy commissioners of 20 
districts of the UT to gather 
first hand information and 
input concerning the ongo-
ing process of delimitation as 
mandated under the Jammu 
& Kashmir Reorganisation Act, 
2019," the delimitation com-
mission said in a statement.

The commission, it said, ex-
pects that all stakeholders will 
"cooperate" in this endeavour and 
provide their valuable suggestions 
so that the task of delimitation is 
completed timely, it said.

It is understood that the com-
mission will hold its first series 
of meetings in Srinagar before 
going to Jammu on July 8.

The statement  More On P10

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: The Jammu and 
Kashmir Lieutenant Governor, 
Manoj Sinha on Wednesday 
rolled out a special scheme that 
offers scholarship to school and 
college students hit by pan-
demic besides financial assis-
tance to families who have lost 
their sole bread earner due to 
Coronavirus disease.

‘Special Assistance Scheme 
for COVID Mortalities – 
SASCM’, was rolled out by LG 
on Wednesday by handing 
over the grant of Scholarship 
and Pension certificates to the 
children and the members of 
the families affected due to 
coronavirus.

“J&K government is commit-
ted to support children who 
lost their parents in this pan-
demic. The administration as a 
guardian will take all necessary 

steps for their well-being and 
education, so they can have a 
bright future,” Sinha said, as per 
an official spokesperson.

“We stand in  More On P10

Auqib Javeed

SRINAGAR: A decade of dirges, dis-
tress and disturbing dreams is fi-
nally over for Bashir Baba’s mother.

The day her diligent son was 
held captive in a Gujarat jail in 
early 2010, she compensated his 
absence by regularly taking rest 
in his room, touching his books, 
singing dirges in his longing, whis-
pering his name, praying for his 
return and dreaming about him. 
She would often rush to tell her 
husband, her younger son, and 
two daughters, “I saw Bashe Lal 
[Bashir’s sobriquet] in my dream. 
Tell me he’s fine there!”

Spending 11 years in this ag-
ony tormented this once happy 

Kashmiri family which exhausted 
all the means to prove their son’s 
innocence.

But now, the void has been filled 
with the return of their loved one.

It’s a sweltering summer day 
in Srinagar, and visitors are arriv-
ing in twos and threes to meet 
the free man in his old city home. 
Bashir steps out of the washroom 
after performing ablution for Asar 
prayers. The joy of gratitude re-
flects from his face. He doesn’t 
seem to carry any anguish about 
his long-drawn incarcerated life.

“All praise to Allah that I’m final-
ly a free man,” he tells a group of 
well-wishers, including his friends 
and relatives.

The long walk to freedom came 

on June 22, 2021, when a Sessions 
court in Gujarat “acquitted” Bashir 
of all charges under the Unlawful 

Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) 
and ordered his release.

Additional Sessions judge 

rejected the Anti-Terrorism Squad 
of Gujarat’s case that Bashir was as-
sociated with Hizbul Mujahideen.

The judge said that no evidence 
was found that he was in touch 
with “terrorist elements” through 
electronic gadgets. The court ob-
served that the prosecution relied 
on emotional argument and “a 
person cannot be held guilty mere-
ly on its fear of anarchy”.

But like in many such cases, 
Bashir came out after spending his 
prime years behind the bar.

A number of Kashmiris who 
have spent years and decades in 
multiple jails across India were 
acquitted after the courts found 
them not guilty.

At his home, Bashir’s mother 

Mokhta is happy and excited over 
the return of her “bridegroom”. 
The years of separation is now be-
ing compensated with constant 
hugs and kisses. The sentimental 
scene makes everyone emotional 
inside the room.

“I never knew that his last call 
about his homecoming will take 11 
years to mature,” the mother says.

A night before his dramatic 
detention, Bashir had called his 
mother from Gujarat where he had 
gone for a training program.

“Besides running a computer 
institute in my hometown, I was 
also working as assistant project 
manager of a cleft centre run by 
NGO Kimaya, associated with a 
German NGO Maya Foundation,” 

Bashir says.
The NGO runs projects for surgi-

cal treatment of cleft lips in chil-
dren. Bashir was selected by his 
foundation to attend a training ses-
sion in Gujarat in February 2010.

“I had gone to Ahmedabad on 
February 19, 2010 for training,” he 
recalls his life’s turning point.

But while his mother waited 
for his homecoming, the son soon 
landed in a quagmire known to 
consume many Kashmiris in the 
name of “terror and terrorists”.

“After the training ended, I was 
planning to come back home on 
February 27, 2010. However, in the 
midnight, Gujarat’s Anti-Terrorism 
Squad and Intelligence Bureau 
raided   More On P10

PERTINENTLY, ZAKIR BASHIR HAD 
recently joined the outfit. As per police 
records, all the killed militants were part 

of a group involved in various militancy crimes.”

Youth Found Dead 
In Baramulla
SRINAGAR: A youth allegedly 
committed suicide on Wednesday 
inside his home in Wagoora area of 
north Kashmir’s Baramulla district. 
The 24-year-old was found hanging 
inside his house in Wagila village of 
Wagoora on Wednesday morning by 
his family members, an official said. 
The youth was a first year college 
student and is suspected to have 
ended his life by strangulation, he 
said. Meanwhile, police have started 
inquest proceedings  More On P10

KoFile Photo
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OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL TRANSPORT 
OFFICER KASHMIR 

Notice
Where as an application for trans-
fer of  ownership has been received 
from  Vakeel Ahamd Laway S/O Haji 
Mohammad Ismail R/o Naweedabad 
Batamloo Sgr   (Transferor) of Duster 
bearing registration No. JK01X-0281 

chasis No: 8038156 Engine No: 106430 Model 2014 in favour 
of Imtisall Rasool S/O Ghulam Rasool R/O H. NO 114 Ward No 1 
near Fisheries Office Kishtwar Kmr (Transferee). 
Now, therefore, it is notified for the information of the general, 
public that representation/ Objection, if any in connection 
with proposed transfer will be received within 7 days from the 
date of publication of this notice in the daily newspaper Kash-
mir Observer to the address of undersigned.
No, representation/ objection shall be considered unless it is 
made writing it is made in the aforesaid period.
NOJK-RTOK 2790 Sd/-
Dated: 29/06/2021 Regional Transport Office, 
fko Kashmir

OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL TRANSPORT 
OFFICER KASHMIR 

Notice
Where as an application for transfer of  
ownership has been received from  Abdul 
Majeed Lone S/O Lt Ghulam Hassan Lone 
R/o Umar Colony Wanabal Rawalpora 
Sgr (Transferor) of KWD-RXT bearing 
registration No. JK01AB-7442 chasis No: 

3340529 Engine No: 03 5616  Model 2016 in favour of Sajad 
Ahmad Baba S/O Abdul Rehman Baba R/o Barthana Rehm-
atullah Shah Colony Qamarwari Sgr (Transferee). 
Now, therefore, it is notified for the information of the general, 
public that representation/ Objection, if any in connection 
with proposed transfer will be received within 7 days from the 
date of publication of this notice in the daily newspaper Kash-
mir Observer to the address of undersigned.
No, representation/ objection shall be considered unless it is 
made writing it is made in the aforesaid period.
NOJK-RTOK 2829 Sd/-
Dated: 30/06/2021 Regional Transport Office, 
fko Kashmir

Deptt. of Indian Systems of Medicine & 
Homeopathic   (AYUSH)  District  Anantnag. 

AYUSH Immune Booster Medicine Distributed at village  Rain 
Chowgund Anantnag from ISM Dispy. R.C.Gund  Anantnag 

On 29/06/2021 The Directions of Director Indian Systems of Medicine (AYUSH)  J & K & 
ADMO ISM Anantnag/ DNO ISM AYUSH Anantnag . FREE AYUSH Immune Booster Medi-
cines were  distributed at  Village Rain Chowgund Anantnag and also importance of COVID 
SoPs and vaccination  was explained in detail From Govt.ISM Dispensary  R.C.Gund Anant-
nag 357 beneficiaries received immunity boosting drugs 

mja

 Office Of The Assistant Regional  
Transport Officer  Anantnag 

Whereas an joint application 
has been received by this 
office from MrMohd Anwar 
Lone  S/o MohdJabar Lone 
R/o Push KririSrigufwara 
Anantnag(Party no ist) as 
transferor (seller) owner of 

the vehicle MarutiSuz.car 800 bearing regis-
tration No JK03C 1266 (commercial /non-commercial) cover-
ing under R/p No Nil 
           and MrsMasrat Jan  W/o Zahoorahmad Shah R/o Khahpora 
Bon nambal Anantnag ( party no 2nd ) as transferee (purchas-
er) requesting for transfer of R/C & R/P of the above noted ve-
hicle from party ni 1st to 2nd and cancellation of hire purchase 
agreement withJ&K Bank BaghatBarzulla Srinagar.
Before the case is disposed off on its merits,anybody having 
any objection regarding the proposed transfer may file his ob-
jection within 7 days from the publication of this notice to the 
office of the undersigned .No any representation /objection 
shall be entertained after sitipulated period. 

No: 101/7073/Ang
Dated : 30/06/2021                                                Assistant regional
RNA  transport  officer anantnag

Novel Face Mask Developed By MIT, 
Harvard Can Detect COVID-19 Infection

B
oston: Researchers 
at MIT and Harvard 
University have de-
signed a new face 

mask that can diagnose if 
the wearer is infected with 
SARS-CoV-2, the virus 
which causes COVID-19, 
within 90 minutes.
The mask design, described 
in the journal Nature Biotech-
nology, has embedded tiny, 
disposable sensors that can be 
fitted into other face masks, 
and could also be adapted to 
detect other viruses.
The researchers showed 
that the sensors could be 
incorporated into not only 
face masks but also cloth-
ing such as lab coats, poten-
tially offering a new way to 
monitor health care work-
ers' exposure to a variety of 
pathogens or other threats.
"We have demonstrated that 
we can freeze-dry a broad 
range of synthetic biology 
sensors to detect viral or 
bacterial nucleic acids, as 
well as toxic chemicals, in-
cluding nerve toxins," said 
James Collins, a professor at 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) in the US.
"We envision that this plat-
form could enable next-gen-
eration wearable biosensors 
for first responders, health 
care personnel, and military 
personnel," Collins, the se-
nior author of the study, said.
The face mask sensors are 
designed so that they can 
be activated by the wearer 
when they are ready to per-
form the test, and the results 
are only displayed on the in-
side of the mask, for the pri-
vacy of the user.

As the researchers were 
finishing up their work on 
the wearable sensors early 
in 2020, COVID-19 began 
spreading around the globe, 
so they quickly decided to 
try using their technology 
to create a diagnostic for the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus.

To produce their diagnostic 
face mask, the researchers 
embedded freeze-dried sen-
sors into a paper mask.
These freeze-dried compo-
nents are surrounded by 
silicone elastomer, the re-
searchers said.
The sensors are placed on 
the inside of the mask, so 
they can detect viral parti-
cles in the breath of the per-
son wearing the mask.
The mask also includes a 
small reservoir of water 
that is released at the push 
of a button when the wearer 
is ready to perform the test.
This hydrates the freeze-
dried components of the sen-
sor, which analyses accu-
mulated breath droplets on 
the inside of the mask and 
produces a result within 90 

minutes.
"This test is as sensitive as 
the gold standard, highly sen-
sitive PCR tests, but it is as 
fast as the antigen tests that 
are used for quick analysis of 
Covid-19," said Peter Nguyen, 
a research scientist at Har-
vard University in the US.

The prototypes have sensors 
on the inside of the mask to de-
tect a user's status, as well as 
sensors placed on the outside 
of garments, to detect expo-
sure from the environment.
The researchers can also 
swap in sensors for other 
pathogens, including influ-
enza, Ebola, and Zika, or 
sensors they have developed 
to detect organophosphate 
nerve agents.
"Through these demonstra-
tions we have essentially 
shrunk down the function-
ality of state-of-the-art mo-
lecular testing facilities into 
a format compatible with 
wearable scenarios across 
a variety of applications," 
said MIT's Luis Soenksen, a 
lead author of the research 
paper.

Thursday| 01-07-2021
Monday - Saturday (9am - 6pm)
No 5- Dal Lake Boulevard Srinagar, 190001, Kashmir
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GOVERNMENT OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER, 
MECHANICAL IRRIGATION DIVISION SRINAGAR

NEAR J&K BANK,(Zaldagar)
Telefax No. 0194-2503195 e.mail Id: xenmidsrinagar@gmail.com

Gist of Short Term e-NIT No. 09 OF 2021-22, Dated: 29-06-2021 
Gist of Short Term e-NIT No. 09 OF 2021-22, Dated: 29-06-2021 

   For and on behalf of Lt. Governor of UT of J&K, Executive Engineer, Mechanical Irrigation 

Division, Srinagar, invites e- tenders on item rate basis by e-tendering mode for:- 

S. 
No. 

Particulars of the work 

Tender 
fee 

(In Rs.) 

Estimated 
Cost of 

work “Rs” 
in Lacs 

Exemption 
Allowed  

Completion 
Period 

Class/ Registration Type 

1 2 3 4 4 5 6 

1. 

Repairing of 75HP VT motor at 
De-Watering cum Lift Irrigation 
Scheme Takenwari Old. 

100.00 
0.705 

Yes 05 days 
Electrical Contractors/ SSI 
Unit Holders/ Workshop 
holders/ firms having 
relevant experience.. 

2. 

Fabrication, providing and fitting 
of 350 mm dia MS extension pipe 
to the suction line and urgent 
repairs to be carried out at LIS 
Bakshipora Kernabal. 

100.00 
0.684 

Yes 05 days 
Mechanical Contractors/ 
SSI Unit Holders/ 
Workshop holders/ firms 
having relevant experience. 

3. 

Rewinding of 90HP horizontal 3-
Phase motor at LIS Bakshipora 
Kernabal. 

100.00 
0.60 

Yes 05 days 
Electrical Contractors/ SSI 
Unit Holders/ Workshop 
holders/ firms having 
relevant experience.. 

4. 

Repairs to be carried out to 100 
KVA HT/LT transformer at De-
Watering Station Khushipora. 

100.00 
0.484 

Yes 05 days 
Electrical Contractors/ SSI 
Unit Holders/ Workshop 
holders/ firms having 
relevant experience.. 

 

The bidding process shall be completed online in single cover containing Tender Document fee, Bid 

Security Declaration, prequalification and technical bid. Financial Bid in the prescribed BOQ. 

 

The critical dates are as tabulated below:- 

i Publish Date  29 /06/2021 at 1600 hrs 

ii Document Download/sale start Date 29 /06/2021 from 1600 hrs 

iii Clarification start date N.A 

iv Bid submission start date  29/06/2021 from 1600  hrs  

v Clarification end date N.A 

vi Bid submission/ Document Download/sale end date 05 /07/2021 upto 1400 hrs 

vii Date and time of Bid opening 06 /07/2021 at 1400 hrs 

 

 

The bid uploaded on the website up to due date and time will be opened on scheduled date /time 

or any other date convenient to the tender opening authority in the office of the Executive 

Engineer, Mechanical Irrigation Division, Zaldagar Srinagar. 

         

               All other terms and conditions shall remain same as laid down in PWD Form No. 25 & 33. 

 

        







Position of funds Available 

Position of AAA Under Submission 
Position of Technical sanction  Sanctioned vide No’s. 34, 35 & 37, 36 and 27 of 06/21 respectively. Sd/-

No. MIDS/Ts/ 1201-06   DIPK-3828/21 Executive Engineer,
Dated:- 29-062021  Mechanical Irrigation Division,  Srinagar

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

NOTICE 
It is notified for information of all the concerned that the last date for submission of 

online application forms for admission to various Programmes notified vide Admission 

Notification No. 02 of 2021 Dated: 04-06-2021 has been extended upto 15-07-2021. The 

candidates can apply online for the aforesaid academic programmes on the University 

Website www.iust.ac.in  

Queries, if any, can be made on EPABX: 01933-247252 Phone: 9858306455/ 9906400789     

Email ID: admissions@islamicuniversity.edu.in.  

No: IUST/Acad/Admissions/21/177                                                                                                        Sd/- 

Dated:  30-06-2021                                                                                Assistant Registrar, Academics 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EMPLOYMENT NOTIFICATION  Online applications are invited from the eligible candidates for engagement to the posts of Software Engineer, Content 
Writer & Graphic Designer on short term contract/need basis. The detailed eligibility conditions and online prescribed application form is available on the University website www.cukashmir.ac.in. The last date for submission of online application form is 15-07-2021.  
No.  04 of 2021                                                                 Sd/ Registrar  
Dated: 21-06-2021                        
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Distt. Anantnag Department of AYUSH Indian 
Systems of Medicine & Homeopathic   Anantnag. 

AYUSH Immune Booster MedicineDistributed at village  

Narupora Anantnag from ISM Dispy. Narupora   Anantnag 

On 30/06/2021 The Directions of Director Indian Systems of Medicine (AYUSH)  J & K & 
ADMO ISM Anantnag/ DNO ISM AYUSH Anantnag . FREE AYUSH Immune Booster Medi-
cines were  distributed at  Village Narupora Anantnag and also importance of COVID SoPs 
and vaccination  was explained in detail From Govt.ISM Narupora 220 beneficiaries re-
ceived immunity boosting drugs .

mja
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DIAL-EMMA

•	 TRAFFIC POLICE : 9419993745, 01998-266686
•	 PCR: 0194-2452092,2455883
•	 PDD: 0194-2450213
•	 FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES : 
 2479488,2452222,2452155
•	 CAPD: 18001807011
•	 SMC HEALTH OFFICER: 9469409081

AIRPORTS

SHIEK UL ALAM AIRPORT: 01942303311

RAILWAYS
•	 SRINAGAR: 0194-2103259
•	 ANANTNAG: 01932-228243
•	 BARAMULLA: 0194-102029
•	 BIJBHERA: 01932-228243
•	 PAMPORE: 01933-294132
•	 PATTAN: 01954-293507
•	 QAZIGUND: 01951-296153

HIGHWAY STATUS

•	 Sgrr-Jammu highway - (Open)

•	 Mughal Road - (Open)

•	 Srinagar- Leh- (Open)

This Day in History

•	 69 -  Roman General Vespasian is first 
proclaimed Emperor by troops in Egypt, during 
year of the four emperors

•	 251  - The Battle of Abrittus is won by the Goths 
against the Romans. Roman Emperors Decius 
and Herennius Etruscus are killed

•	 1097 -  1st Crusaders defeat Sultan Kilidj Arslan 
of Nicea

•	 1200  - In China, sunglasses are invented
•	 1253 -  Battle at Westkapelle-Floris the 

Guardian beats Gwijde van Dampierre
•	 1543  - England & Scotland sign Peace treaty of 

Greenwich
•	 1674 -  Spain, France & Netherlands form Triple Alliance
•	 1690 -  Army of Protestant King William III 

defeats deposed Roman Catholic King James II 
in Battle of Boyne in Ireland

•	 1747 -  Battle at Lafeld: France beat British/
Dutch army USA

•	 1776  -1st vote on Declaration of Independence 
for Britain's North American colonies

•	 1798  - Napoleon's fleet reaches Alexandria, Egypt
•	 1810 -  Louis Napoleon abdicates as king of the 

Netherlands
•	 1839  - Abdul-Medjid succeeds Mahmud II as 

Sultan of Turkey
•	 1862  - Battle of Malvern Hill [Poindexter's 

Farm], day 7 of 7 days battles, Union forces 
repel Confederate attack, Tactical Union 
victory (US Civil War)

•	 1890  - Great Britain and Germany sign 
Zanzibar-Helgoland Treaty

•	 1896 -  Wilfrid Laurier sworn in as 1st French 
speaking Prime Minister of Canada

•	 1905 -  Albert Einstein introduces his theory 
of special relativity

•	 1910  - Union of South Africa becomes a dominion
•	 1913 -  Serbia and Greece declare war on Bulgaria
•	 1916 -  First day of the Battle of the Somme: 

the British Army suffers its worst day, losing 
19,240 men (WWI)

•	 1921 -  The Communist Party of China is founded 
and Chen Duxiu elected its leader

•	 1930  - Great Britain signs accord for 
Independence of Iraq

•	 1942 -  German troops conquer Sebastopol
•	 1945 -  Allies troop land on Balikpapan
•	 1950 -  1st 407 US soldiers flown to South Korea
•	 1954  - Khalid Hasan, Pakistani cricket leg-

spinner makes his Test debut against England 
at just 16 yrs 352 days, then world record

•	 1956  - Ibrahim Hashiroe succeeds Said el-
Moefti as premier of Jordan

•	 1959 -  Israeli Knesset agrees to weapon sales 
to West Germany

•	 1960 -  The independent Somali Democratic 
Republic, commonly known as Somalia, is formed 
out of former British and Italian territories

•	 1960 -  Ghana becomes a republic
•	 1960- USSR shoots down US RB-47 

reconnaissance plane
•	 1962- Algeria votes for independence from France
•	 1962- Burundi & Rwanda gain independence 

from Belgium (National Days)
•	 1968- US, Britain, USSR & 58 nations sign 

Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty
•	 1968- USSR performs underground nuclear test
•	 1971- Britain and Argentina sign accord about 

Falkland Islands
•	 1982- Kosmos 1383, 1st search & rescue 

satellite, launched
•	 1992- Ali Kafi becomes president of Algeria
•	 1993 Russian manned space craft TM-17, 

launches into orbit
•	 1993- STS-57 (Endeavour) lands
•	 1997- United Kingdom returns Hong Kong and the 

New Territories to the People's Republic of China
•	 2002- The International Criminal Court is established 

to prosecute individuals for genocide, crimes against 
humanity, war crimes, and the crime of aggression

•	 2004 - Saturn Orbit insertion of Cassini-Huygens 
begins at 01:12 UTC and ends at 02:48 UTC.
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Geelani Accuses Pak Of 
Influencing Oic's Move

Observer News Service

SRINAGAR - perturbed over not being invited for OIC foreign 
ministers' meet in Yemen, the hardline Hurriyat Conference 
today charged Pakistan with  using its good offices in getting 
invitation for Mirwaiz-led Hurriyat from OIC and justifying its 
decision to recognise that  faction as the real one.

'Since Pakistan recognises Mirwaiz Umer Farooq led Hurri-
yat as real Hurriyat to prove its decision correct it used its good 
offices and got invitation from OIC for the Hurriyat, hardline 
Hurriyat chairman Syed Ali Shall Geelani told here.

However, he said he was not worried for not being invited by 
OIC as Islamic countries have no role with regard to Kashmir issue.

“I Trust in God and not Islamic countries for resolution of 
Kashmir issue." he added.

Geelani said the people of Jammu and Kashmir have to decide 
and support the Hurriyat which represents them correctly. 

(Kashmir Observer, 01 July, 2005)

RASM-E-CHAHARUM 
 
With profound grief, we inform the sad demise of Begum Aga 
Syed Muzaffar Hussain Rizvi of Wani Mohalla, Amda Kadal, 
at present Lawaypora Srinagar. She left for heavenly abode 
during the intervening night of June 29-30after brief illness. 

Congregational Fateh Khwani will be held on Friday, July 
2, at our ancestral graveyard at Wani Mohalla, Amda Kadal 
at 6:30 am. Later, condolence meetings will be held at her 

home in Lawaypora throughout the day. 
 

BEREAVED 
Aga Syed Muzaffar Hussain Rizvi and family

500 Suicide Cases Reported 
At SMHS Hospital In One Year

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: Over 500 suicide 
cases from different areas of the 
Valley have been reported at Sri-
nagar’s Shri Maharaja Hari Singh 
(SMHS) hospital in last one year, 
officials said Wednesday.

The officials said most of the 
cases reported at the hospital had 
consumed poisonous substances.

For the last one year, a total of 

515 people, who were brought to 
SMHS hospital, had consumed 
poisonous substances, adding 
that 172 among them are male 
while 343 are female.

The officials said that from 
April this year, a total of 17 per-
sons were brought to SMHS, who 
had committed suicide by hang-
ing themselves at different plac-
es. They said most of them were 
brought dead to the hospital.

The officials further said that 
at least 15 cases of suicides by 
jumping into water bodies have 
been reported at the hospital 
since April, 2021.

Meanwhile, the experts said 
that the parents can play a piv-
otal role in curbing the number 
of cases.

Dr. Junaid Nabi, a psychia-
trist said that intolerance power 
among the people has resulted in 
an increase in the suicidal cases, 
adding that job loss and drug 
abuse is also among the causes, 
which has recorded an increase 
in the suicide cases.

He said that killing oneself is 
not a solution, there is a need to 
put efforts to curb the number, 
adding that the parents can play 
a pivotal role in this matter. “We 
should talk to the people facing 
mental issues and help them to 
come out from such a situation,” 
he said.

FCS&CA Directed 
To Complete Ration 
Distribution Ahead Of Eid 

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: The Deputy Com-
missioner (DC) Srinagar, Mo-
hammad Aijaz Asad Wednes-
day passed directions to 
FCS&CA to ensure that process 
of Ration distribution is com-
pleted before Eid so that peo-
ple do not face any difficulty in 
this regard. 

He directed the officers to 
intensify the market checking 
and ensure all commodities 
are sold at already fixed prices 
besides ensure availability of 
all essential supplies in the 
market to avoid hoardings and 
profiteering.

He directed the SMC authori-
ties to ensure proper fumiga-
tion, sanitation and cleanliness 
at all the places amid COVID-19 
pandemic besides proper func-
tioning of all street lights.

The DC said strict orders 
have been placed that no one 
should be allowed to violate 
SOPs related to COVID-19 be-
cause of anticipated consumer 
rush in the markets, and any-
one found in such involvement 
will be dealt strictly under law.

The meeting was informed 
that on the eve of Eid ul Azha 
the  Sheep Husbandry De-
partment would set up sale 
outlets(Mandees) for sale of  Sac-
rificial animals (Goats/Sheeps) at 
designated places across Srinagar.

The DC asked the concerned 

to take appropriate measures 
for ensuring Covid-19 protocols 
at the sale mandies and place 
banners/poster's regarding Co-
vid-19 SOPs to sensitize the 
masses. It was also directed that 
teams of Veterinary department 
be kept at these mandees.

During the meeting, the DC 
urged upon Sectoral officers 
of PHE  and PDD to ensure un-
interrupted supply of water 
and electricity barring curtail-
ment schedule to the district. 
He asked the PHE department 
to keel water tankers in ready 
state to cater any exigent need. 
The R&B authorities were 
asked to complete   necessary 
road repairs in the City

The DC instructed the Food 
Safety department to activate 
its market surveillance Squads 
to check the quality of food 
items such as Bakery, Confec-
tionery, Milk, Meat Chicken, 
Vegetables and other essentials 
in the market  and take strict ac-
tion against the erring traders.

On the occasion, the Traffic 
police authorities were asked 
to ensure smooth movement 
of traffic across the City and 
issue necessary route plans if 
required to overcome any traf-
fic jams. Similarly, Fire & Emer-
gency authorities were asked to 
remain alert and establish fire 
tenders at specific places in-
cluding near Shrines and other 
prominent religious places.

Regional Conference On 
Good Governance Practices 
Begins In Srinagar Today

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: A two day Regional 
Conference on the theme “Rep-
lication of Good Governance 
Practices” will be held in Sri-
nagar on July 1 and 2, 2021. The 
Conference is being organised 
by the Department of Admin-
istrative Reforms and Public 
Grievances (DARPG) under the 
Ministry of Personnel, Pub-
lic Grievances and Pensions in 
collaboration with Jammu and 
Kashmir Administration.

The Conference will take place 
at the Sher-e-Kashmir Interna-
tional Convention Centre (SKICC) 
through semi-virtual mode.

Dr. Jitendra Singh, Minister of 
State (Independent charge) of 
the Ministry of DONER, Minis-
ter of State for PMO, Personnel, 
Public Grievances & Pensions; 

Atomic Energy & Space along 
with Manoj Sinha, Lieutenant 
Governor of the Union Territory 
of Jammu & Kashmir, will in-
augurate the 2-day event. Arun 
Kumar Mehta, Chief Secretary, 
J&K and Sanjay Singh, Secretary, 
DAR&PG will also address the 
Inaugural Session.

Delegates from 10 States/Union 
Territories will participate in the 
Conference.  Around 400 dele-
gates from Jammu & Kashmir and 
300 delegates from other States 
will participate in the conference 
through semi-virtual mode.

The e-Magazine titled ‘MINI-
MUM GOVERNMENT, MAXIMUM 
GOVERNANCE’ (MGMG), com-
prising of write-ups on select Ad-
ministrative Innovations will be 
released during the Conference. 

V Srinivas, Additional Secretary 
(AR&PG) will Chair the inaugural 
Session on the topic "Innovation 
(Centre)". In the post lunch ses-
sion, presentations will be made 
on Innovations (States), and Inno-
vations (Districts). On the second 
day, presentations will be made on 
‘Administrative Innovations in J&K’, 
‘Aspirational Districts”, “Annual 
Credit Plan” and “Swachh Bharat”.

SKIMS Doctor 
Bags First Prize 
At National Level

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: Post graduate resi-
dent of psychiatry SKIMS Med-
ical College & Hospital Bemina 
has bagged the first prize at 
national level. 

In a statement, SKIMS PRO 
said that Dr Hadiya Kar, a post 
graduate student at psychiatry 
SKIMS medical college Bemi-
na, Srinagar won the first prize 
for short case presentation at 
national level. 

"The virtual mock practical 
examination was organised 
by Topiwala National Medical 
College & BYL Nair Ch. Hospi-
tal & Department of Psychiatry 
in association with the Indian 
Psychiatric Society Sub-com-
mittees on Post Graduate Edu-
cation and Faculty Training 
from 24th to 26th june 2021."

As per the statement, HOD 
psychiatry Dr Abdul Majid in-
formed that Dr Hadiya Kar was 
the youngest presenter all over 
India to compete in the event. 
"The award will be big boost to 
the ongoing postgraduate edu-
cation for the department of 
psychiatry, which has started 
post graduate course just few 
years ago," he added.

NIT Srinagar Hosts FC, 
BOG Meetings With 
Ministry Of Education

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: The National Institute 
of Technology (NIT) Srinagar on 
Wednesday held Finance Com-
mittee (FC) and Board of Gover-
nors (BOG) meetings in which 
various issues related to finance 
and budget were discussed with 
representatives of the Ministry of 
Education (MoE).

Director NIT Srinagar, Prof. 
Rakesh Sehgal, who chaired the 
twin meetings, paid tributes to 
Madan Mohan, ADGC (NIT's) and 
termed his departure as a big loss 
for the nation in general and the 
ministry of education in particular.

"He played a crucial role in 
converting Regional Engineering 
Colleges (REC) to NIT's. Especially 
in the case of NIT Srinagar, he was 
extraordinary all the possible help 
and advice,' Director NIT said.

Prof. Sehgal said various issues 
related to finance, budget alloca-
tion, issues regarding and funds, 
up-gradation of facilities, faculty, 

students, nomination of new 
members for the FC, BOG were 
discussed during the meetings.

"Various pending issues were 
approved during the meetings" 
he said.

The Agenda of the Finance 
Committee (FC) was presented 
by Registrar NIT Srinagar Pro-
fessor Kaiser Bukhari.

Enforcement Wing Of SDA 
Demolishes Illegal Structures 
At Nowgam Bypass

Govt Warns Secretariat 
Employees Over Laxity In 
Covid Appropriate Behavior

HC Directs Srinagar Admin 
To Allow KCCI Elections

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: Government on 
Wednesday warned employ-
ees working in civil secretariat 
against any laxity regarding Co-
vid appropriate behaviour. 

“It has been observed that 
some employees working in 
various departments of Civil 
Secretariat are not displaying 
COVID appropriate behaviour 
viz violating social distancing 
norms, not wearing face masks 
or wearing face masks improp-
erly,” a government order reads. 

“This irresponsible behaviour 
on part of these employees not 

only endangers their own lives 
but also risks the lives of other 
employees working on the 
premises, an issue which has 
been viewed seriously by the 
authorities,” noted the order.

Accordingly, all employees 
working in Civil Secretariat 
have been asked to follow COV-
ID appropriate behaviour, wear 
face masks properly and adhere 
to social distancing norms.

“Any violation in this regard 
shall be treated as breach of con-
duct rules and disciplinary action 
including forfeiture of annual in-
crement shall be initiated against 
such employees,” the order added.

"
HE PLAYED A 
crucial role in converting 
Regional Engineering 

Colleges (REC) to NIT's. 
Especially in the case of NIT 
Srinagar, he was extraordinary 
all the possible help and 
advice,' Director NIT said.Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: The Jammu and 
Kashmir High Court has di-
rected Deputy Commissioner 
Srinagar to allow the holding 
of elections of Kashmir Cham-
ber of Commerce and Industry 
(KCCI) in 15 days time, a state-
ment issued by the trade body 
said on Wednesday.

The statement said, the judg-
ment has come on a petition 
filed by Sheikh Ashiq Ahmad, 
the President of KCC&I.

In his petition, Sheikh had 
sought directions to the Deputy 
Commissioner, Srinagar to per-
mit the holding of elections of 
Kashmir Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry at the earliest.

After the court orders were 
issued Sheikh Ashiq has ap-
pealed all contesting candi-
dates and members of KCC&I to 
prepare for free and fair elec-
tions being hold anytime in the 
next two weeks.

Pertinently, KCC&I executive 
body election date was earlier 
fixed as April 26, 2021. Howev-
er, the polls were deferred just 
a day ago when the District Ad-
ministration declared Sonawar 
area of Srinagar as a Covid red 
zone, where Amar Singh Club, 
the proposed polling centre is 
located.

Justice Tashi Rabstan, in his 
order issued on Monday, “this 
application is disposed of with 
a direction to the Deputy Com-
missioner, Srinagar to conduct 
the elections of the Executive 
Committee of Kashmir Cham-
ber of Commerce and Industry 
within a period of 15 days from 
the date of receipt of the copy 
of this order, to be supplied 
by the applicants herein, pro-
vided the Sonwar area where 
Amar Singh Club is situated 
has not been declared as a con-
tainment zone as also keeping 
in view the feasibility to con-
duct the elections in view of 
Covid-19 pandemic.”

Court has already formed an 
Election Committee of six per-
sons for conducting the election 
of Kashmir Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry.

KCC&I President Sheikh 
Ashiq said that with the fresh 
Court directions, elections of 
the Executive Committee are 
expected to hold anytime in 
the coming two weeks. He has 
assured that the elections will 
be held in a free and fair envi-
ronment and by the guidelines 
of the KCC&I Constitution.  He 
has appealed all the contest-
ing candidates to adhere the 
norms and regulations of the 
election process. 

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: Enforcement wing 
of Srinagar Development Au-
thority in continuation to their 
Demolition drive in their ar-
eas of jurisdiction carried out 
a Drive at Nowgam bypass 
wherein few unscrupulous 
persons had carried out illegal 
construction.

The enforcement wing swing 
into action on 29th June 2021 

and removed the unauthorised 
construction.

General public residing with-
in SDA jurisdictions are advised 
not to indulge in any illegal 
constructions whether resi-
dential or commercial without 
obtaining building permission 
from SDA. Any structure raised 
in without

obtaining building permis-
sion shall be sealed /demol-
ished.

HC Asks Govt 
To Ensure 
Vaccination Of 
Disabled Persons

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: The High Court on 
Wednesday asked authorities 
to ensure vaccination of the 
disabled persons in Jammu and 
Kashmir.

Hearing a petition, a bench of 
Justice Ali Mohammad Magrey 
asked the authorities to take 
effective steps for their vacci-
nation as per the guidelines of 
Ministry of Health and Family 
Welfare, Government of India.

“The Additional Chief Secretary, 
Health and Medical Education 
Department shall file an affidavit, 
indicating therein the steps for en-
suring vaccination of the disabled 
persons in the Jammu and Kash-
mir. The affidavit shall be filed by 
or before the next date of hear-
ing,” the court said as per GNS and 
posted the matter on July 8.

In petition filed by one Javed 
Ahmad Tak on behalf of Humani-
ty Welfare Organization Helpline, 
representing specially abled per-
sons, the petitioner seeks direc-
tion to the government to treat 
all the persons with disabilities as 
special category and ensure their 
vaccination in terms of the policy 
of Government of India, Ministry 
of Health and Family Welfare, as 
also that of Government of Union 
Territory of J&K

Referring to Rights of Persons 
with Disabilities Act, 2016, advo-
cate Syed Musaib , said the leg-
islation enables all persons with 
disabilities certain benefits on 
priority basis. He submitted that 
despite having approached the 
authorities in the shape of rep-
resentations, no effective action 
has been taken for vaccination of 
the disabled persons in Jammu 
and Kashmir, which formed a 
ground for seeking indulgence of 
the Court in the present petition. IZ-KO
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Afghan Civilians Take Up 
Arms As Us-Led Forces Leave

REUTERS

PARWAN, AFGHANISTAN: Gun 
in hand, 55-year-old Dost Mo-
hammad Salangi recites po-
etry as he leads a small group 
of men to a look-out post high 
in the rugged hills of Parwan 
province, north of the Afghan 
capital Kabul.

Heavily bearded and wear-
ing a traditional circular pakol 
hat to keep off the sun, he has 
a warning for the militant Tali-
ban movement, which has in-
creased attacks on Afghan forc-
es and claimed more territory 
as foreign troops withdraw.

“If they impose war on us, 
oppress us and encroach on 
women and people’s property, 
even our seven-year-old chil-
dren will be armed and will 
stand against them,” he told 
Reuters.

Salangi is one of hundreds 
of former “mujahideen” fight-
ers and civilians who have felt 
compelled to take up arms to 
help the army repel a growing 
Taliban insurgency.

The group’s ascendancy on 
the ground comes as the last 
US-led international forces pre-
pare to leave after two decades 
of fighting that ended with no 
clear victory for either side.

“We have to protect our coun-
try ... now there is no choice as 
the foreign forces abandon us,” 
said Farid Mohammed, a young 
student who joined a local anti-
Taliban leader from Parwan.

He was speaking as the 
German military concluded 
the withdrawal of the second 
largest contingent of for-

eign troops after the United 
States with around 150,000 
soldiers deployed over the 
past two decades, many of 
them serving more than one 
tour in the country.

US President Joe Biden and 
NATO said in mid-April they 
would pull out the roughly 
10,000 foreign troops still in 
Afghanistan by Sept. 11, the 
20th anniversary of the at-
tacks on the World Trade Cen-
ter in New York that prompted 
the mission.

The United Nations envoy for 
Afghanistan said this week the 
Taliban had taken more than 
50 of 370 districts and was po-
sitioned to control provincial 
capitals as the country looked 
increasingly unstable as for-
eign military support ended.

Armed mainly with old as-
sault rifles, pistols and grenade 
launchers, men like Salangi 
and Mohammed have joined 
local shopkeepers and trad-

ers as part of a loosely-formed 
Public Uprising Force trying to 
reclaim some of those areas.

Ajmal Omar Shinwari, a 
spokesman for the Afghan de-
fense and security forces, said 
Afghans keen to take up arms 
against the Taliban were being 
absorbed intro the structure of 
territorial army forces.

But some political analysts 
warn of the growing risk of 
a return to civil war as more 
groups took up arms.

Faced with rising violence, 
President Ashraf Ghani visited 
Washington in June to meet 
Biden, who pledged US sup-
port to Afghanistan but said 
Afghans must decide their 
own future.

Talks to try and find a politi-
cal settlement in Afghanistan 
have stalled, although the head 
of the Afghan peace council 
has said they should not be 
abandoned despite the surge 
in Taliban attacks.

“
IF THEY IMPOSE WAR ON US, OPPRESS US AND ENCROACH 
on women and people’s property, even our seven-year-old children will be armed and 
will stand against them,” 

Covaxin "Effectively 
Neutralises" Delta Variant: 
Top US Health Institute

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

WASHINGTON: India's Covaxin, de-
veloped by Bharat Biotech in col-
laboration with the Indian Council 
of Medical Research, effectively neu-
tralises both Alpha and Delta vari-
ants of coronavirus, the US' National 
Institute of Health has said.

The NIH said results of two stud-
ies of blood serum from people who 
had received Covaxin suggest that 
the vaccine generates antibodies 
that effectively neutralise the B.1.1.7 
(Alpha) and B.1.617 (Delta) variants 
of SARS-CoV-2, first identified in the 
UK and India, respectively.

The top American health research 
institute, which has a history of 
strong scientific collaboration with 
India, also said that an adjuvant 
developed with funding from it has 
contributed to the success of the 
highly efficacious Covaxin, which 
has been administered to roughly 
25 million people till date in India 
and elsewhere.

Adjuvants are substances formu-
lated as part of a vaccine to boost 
immune responses and enhance a 
vaccine's effectiveness.

Covaxin comprises a disabled 
form of SARS-CoV-2 that cannot 
replicate but still stimulates the im-
mune system to make antibodies 
against the virus. Published results 
from a phase 2 trial of the vaccine 
indicate that it is safe and well toler-
ated, the NIH said, adding that safety 
data from a phase 3 trial of Covaxin 
will become available later this year.

"Meanwhile, unpublished in-
terim results from the phase 3 trial 
indicate that the vaccine has 78 
per cent efficacy against symptom-
atic disease, 100 per cent efficacy 
against severe COVID-19, including 
hospitalisation, and 70 per cent ef-
ficacy against asymptomatic infec-
tion with SARS-CoV-2, the virus that 
causes COVID-19," it said.

"The results from two studies of 
blood serum from people who had 
received Covaxin suggest that the 
vaccine generates antibodies that ef-
fectively neutralise the B.1.1.7 (Alpha) 
and B.1.617 (Delta) variants of SARS-
CoV-2, first identified in the UK and 
India, respectively," the NIH said.

Ending a global pandemic re-
quires a global response, said Antho-
ny S Fauci, director of the National 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases (NIAID), part of NIH.

"I am pleased that a novel vaccine 
adjuvant developed in the US with 
NIAID support is part of an effica-
cious COVID-19 vaccine available to 
people in India," he said.

The adjuvant used in Covaxin, Al-
hydroxiquim-II, was discovered and 
tested in a laboratory by the biotech 
company ViroVax LLC of Lawrence, 
Kansas with support from the NIAID 
Adjuvant Development Program.

Alhydroxiquim-II is the first ad-
juvant in an authorised vaccine 
against an infectious disease to ac-
tivate receptors TLR7 and TLR8 that 
play a vital role in the immune re-
sponse to viruses.

In addition, the alum in Alhydrox-
iquim-II stimulates the immune sys-
tem to search for an invading pathogen. 
Molecules that activate TLR receptors 
stimulate the immune system power-
fully, but the side effects of Alhydrox-
iquim-II are mild, the NIH said.

According to the NIH, the NIAID 
Adjuvant Program has supported 
the research of the founder and 
chief executive officer of ViroVax, 
Sunil David, MD, PhD, since 2009. 
His work has focused on searching 
for novel molecules that activate 
innate immune receptors and devel-
oping them as vaccine adjuvants.

The collaboration between Dr Da-
vid and Bharat Biotech International 
Ltd. of Hyderabad was initiated during 
a 2019 meeting in India coordinated 
by the NIAID Office of Global Research 
under the auspices of NIAID's Indo-US 
Vaccine Action Program.

A delegation of five NIAID-funded 
adjuvant investigators, including Dr 
David; two members of the NIAID 
Division of Allergy, Immunology, 
and Transplantation; and the NIAID 
India representative, visited four 

UN Chief Urges US To 
Remove Iran Sanctions As 
Agreed In 2015

Agencies

UN Secretary-General Antonio 
Guterres appealed to US President Joe 
Biden’s administration to lift or waive 
all sanctions on Iran as agreed under 
a 2015 deal aimed at stopping Tehran 
from developing a nuclear weapon.

In a report to the United Nations 
Security Council, Guterres also urged 
the United States to “extend the 
waivers with regard to the trade-in 
oil with the Islamic Republic of Iran, 
and fully renew waivers for nuclear 
non-proliferation projects”.

The 15-member council will on 
Wednesday discuss the secretary-
general’s biannual report on the 
implementation of a 2015 resolution 
that enshrines the nuclear deal be-
tween Iran, the United States, France, 
the United Kingdom, Germany, Rus-
sia, China and the European Union.

Guterres’ appeal to Washington 
comes amid talks to revive the deal 
– known as the Joint Comprehensive 
Plan of Action (JCPOA) – under which 
Iran accepted curbs on its nuclear 
programme in return for a lifting of 
many foreign sanctions against it.

Former US President Donald 
Trump abandoned the pact in 2018 
and reimposed harsh sanctions, 
prompting Tehran to start violating 
some of the nuclear limits in 2019.

One of Iran’s moves to reduce com-
pliance was a decision to end extra 
monitoring of its nuclear sites by the 
IAEA in February. The inspections were 

extended twice by temporary deals, 
the last of which ended last week.

“I appeal to the United States to 
lift or waive its sanctions outlined in 
the plan,” said Guterres, who also ap-
pealed to Iran to return to full imple-
mentation of the deal.

Iran has refined uranium up to a 
purity of roughly 60 percent, far above 
the deal’s limit of 3.67 percent and 
much closer to the 90 percent suitable 
for atom bomb cores, though it main-
tains that it seeks only civilian nuclear 
power and could quickly reverse its 
moves if Washington rescinded sanc-
tions and returned to the 2015 deal.

Some experts believe that Iran 
had been waiting for the election of 
Ebrahim Raisi, whose hardline ap-
proach is backed by Supreme Leader 
Ali Hosseini Khamenei, the ultimate 
arbiter of Iran’s foreign policy.

Analysts have said Iran could strike 
a deal before Raisi takes office in Au-
gust – letting him take the credit for 
the expected economic boost but 
blame outgoing President Hassan 
Rouhani, a moderate who champi-
oned a better relationship with the 
West, if the situation deteriorates.

Biden Meets Israeli Counterpart, 
Conveys Unwavering Support

Agencies

Washington: US President Joe 
Biden conveyed his unwavering 
support for Israels security and 
also committed to deepen the co-
operation between the two coun-
tries during a meeting with his 
Israeli counterpart Reuven Rivlin.

During their meeting at the 
White House on Monday, the 
two leaders discussed "the many 
challenges facing the region, 
including the threat posed by 
Iran", as per an official readout.

Rivlin is due to retire next 
month after the end of his 
seven-year term. Biden also 

emphasised under his admin-
istration, Iran will never get a 
nuclear weapon, said the White 
House readout.

“He also assured President Riv-
lin the US remains determined 
to counter Iran's malign activity 
and support for terrorist proxies, 
which have destabilizing conse-
quences for the region.”

Separate infra bill from reconcili-
ation, Dems urged

US Senate Republican Leader 
Mitch McConnell has urged con-
gressional Democrats to follow 
President Biden in separating the 
bipartisan infrastructure bill from 
a larger reconciliation legislation.

Foreign Vessels Should 
Leave Persian Gulf: Iran

Agencies

TEHRAN: Stating that there is no 
reason for the existence of foreign 
forces in the Persian Gulf, Iran’s 
Navy Commander said that the 
presence of US and EU vessels near 
our shores should be suspended.

Rear Admiral Hossein Khanzadi 
made the remarks on the sidelines 
of the Seventh Indian Ocean Naval 
Symposium (IONS) in his meeting 
with Pierre Vandier, the Chief of 
Staff of the French Navy.

Referring to the geostrategic posi-
tion of Iran in the region, Khanzadi 
said, "The Islamic Republic of Iran is 
located in a special position in the 
northern region of the Indian Ocean, 
and many geopolitical experts refer 
to Iran as the heart of the earth."

"One of the reasons for this is the 
very good passage capacity, energy 
and also the existence of very impor-
tant straits in this area," he added.

"While the Persian Gulf and the 
Sea of Oman is a safe and stable 
region, in recent years we have 
witnessed a lot 
of insecurity in 
the Gulf of Aden 
and the Bab al-
Mandab Strait," 
he noted, add-
ing, "For this 
reason, we do 
not understand the existence of 
coalition forces in the Persian Gulf 
region, and we believe that the 
main reason for this presence is 
that the dialogue between the ef-
fective navies has diminished."

Stating that Iran is closely follow-
ing the moves of the coalition forc-
es, Khanzadi said, "Today, a number 
of American and European vessels, 
as well as France, are present in the 
Persian Gulf region, but we monitor 
all their moves and vessels."

Iran’s Navy Commander empha-
sized that the security of the maritime 
areas of any geography should be pro-
vided by the countries of that region.

He also highlighted that these 
undesirable security combinations 
[coalition forces] do not enhance 

collective security and should be 
suspended.

Pierre Vandier, for his part, point-
ed to the performance of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran during the presiden-
cy of the IONS, saying, "Despite the 
coronavirus pandemic, the Iranian 
navy was able to successfully man-
age the summit for three years."

During Trump's presidency, when 
he was very sensitive about Iran's 
nuclear program, the Americans 
stepped up military pressure and 
invited all their allies to the region 
to increase pressure on Iran, but the 
French navy backed down slightly 
from the US stance, he added.

Of course, European countries 
should have been present in the 
Persian Gulf to ensure the security 
of the region but France was not 
present in any of the American op-
erations, Vandier noted.

Stating that Denmark and the 
Netherlands participated in US na-
val operations, he added that this 
cooperation has also been to help 
reduce tensions and pressures. 

The approach 
of France and 
Europe is to 
maintain inter-
action and bal-
ance in the re-
gion, and in the 
last two years, 

the position of France and Europe 
has been a balanced position with 
dialogue, and instead of increasing 
tensions, they are trying to defuse 
and reduce tensions, he said.

"France and European countries 
are seeking peace in the region. Of 
course, the French navy, with the 
help of the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs, is helping to reduce tensions 
in Yemen and the Persian Gulf, and 
we wish that peace and friend-
ship return to the world and that 
all countries have this mutual un-
derstanding," Vandier added. "This 
meeting was very important to me, 
and from now on, the relationship 
between the navies of the two coun-
tries should be increased in order to 
help reduce tensions in the region."

Record Shattering Heat In Canada, Blackouts In US Cities
Bloomberg

T
he rare and powerful heat 
wave that's shattering records 
across the U.S. Northwest is 

taking a bruising toll on the region's 
infrastructure, buckling highways, 
hobbling public transit and trigger-
ing rolling power outages.

Avista Corp. -- which serves 
nearly 340,000 customers in east-
ern Washington, Idaho and Oregon 
-- instituted rolling outages for the 
first time in company history as 
temperatures soared. The blackouts, 
affecting about 9,300 customers late 
Monday, are expected to last into 
Tuesday. Heat also warped Seattle 
highways and scorched Portland's 
streetcar wires, suspending service.

The breakdowns amid the worst 
recorded heat wave in Pacific North-
west history are the latest sign that 
unprecedented challenges loom this 
summer. Heat, drought and wildfires 

tied to climate change have authori-
ties on edge as they try to keep the 
power on and avoid more heat-relat-
ed deaths that claim about 650 U.S. 
lives annually. President Joe Biden 
will meet governors of Western 
states Wednesday to discuss how to 
address wildfire threats.

In Portland, the mercury hit 116 
degrees Fahrenheit (47 Celsius) 
Monday, a third-straight record, 
while Seattle notched another 

all-time high at 108, the National 
Weather Service said. Lytton, British 
Columbia reached 118, a new record 
for Canada just one day after shat-
tering a prior high since 1937.

"I have never seen anything like 
this in my 40 years of forecasting," 
said Paul Walker, a meteorologist 
with AccuWeather Inc. in State Col-
lege, Pennsylvania.

Meanwhile, the Northeast also is 
kicking off a heat wave from Penn-

sylvania to Maine that could push 
New York into the upper 90s, the 
National Weather Service said. Hu-
midity will make it feel even hotter 
this week, driving energy demand 
across the region that relies on air 
conditioners to beat summer heat.

Boston tied a daily record of 97 
Monday, the 10th time this year 
the city topped 90, while Newark 
tied a record at 99. The East Coast 
heat wave however will be differ-
ent from the Northwest's because 
it will reverse in coming days, with 
rain and a high of just 77 forecast 
for New York Friday.

"It is hot all over, which is put-
ting a demand on already tight re-
sources," said Scott Miller, execu-
tive director of the Western Power 
Trading Forum. "There is limited 
transmission to move generation 
around. Folks weren't used to hav-
ing such high temperatures in the 
Pacific Northwest."

Elon Musk's Starlink To Deliver Internet 
Nearly Worldwide Within Weeks

Thomas Seal, Bloomberg

E
lon Musk's satellite network 
Starlink is on track to beam 
broadband internet every-

where in the world except polar re-
gions by August, he said on Tuesday.

Space Exploration Technolo-
gies Corp. has launched more than 
1,500 satellites so far and has Star-
link operations in about a dozen 
countries, Musk said during a 
presentation at the Mobile World 
Congress conference. That's cost-
ing a lot. SpaceX's total investment 
in the network will be between $5 
billion and $10 billion before cash 
flow is positive, he said.

"We recently passed the strategi-
cally notable number of 69,420 active 
users," Musk joked. "We're I think 
on our way to having a few hun-
dred thousand users, possibly over 

500,000 users within 12 months."
SpaceX aims to offer broadband 

to as much as 5% of the world's 
population where conventional 
fiber and wireless networks can't 
reach. Musk said he's signed two 
deals with "major country" tele-
com operators but he couldn't 
name them yet, and he's in dis-
cussions with more. Starlink will 
provide so-called "data back haul" 
spines for their networks. The sat-
ellite network currently moves 
about 30 terabits of data per sec-

ond, and Musk said he's targeting 
a user latency -- or network re-
sponse time -- of less than 20 mil-
liseconds.

Musk, who turned 50 on Mon-
day, discussed several additional 
upgrades in the works during an 
update on the $74 billion SpaceX 
business.

The company is set to launch 
a new version of Starlink's satel-
lites next year that will have inter-
satellite laser links to help them 
cover polar regions. Its engineers 
are developing a new ground ter-
minal to stem losses: the dishes 
customers are currently installing 
on rooftops cost more than $1,000 
to make but only retail for half 
that, he said.

SpaceX is also planning an orbital 
flight of its giant Starship rocket "in 
the next few months" he said.
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Infant Among Four Killed In 
Kashmir Highway Accident
Four Others Suffer Injuries

Observer News Service 

RAMBAN: Four people includ-
ing two women and a two-
year-old kid were killed in 
the wee hours of Wednesday 
when their vehicle skidded 
off the road and plunged into 
a deep gorge on the Kashmir 
highway, officials said.

The vehicle was on its way 
to Srinagar from Jammu with a 
group of labourers from Chhat-
tisgarh when the accident oc-
curred at around 5:30 am near 
Khuni Nallah in Ramban dis-
trict, they said.

A rescue operation was im-
mediately launched by the po-
lice and local volunteers.

Three people including two 
women were found dead while 
five others were taken to dis-
trict hospital Ramban where 
two-year-old Aryan suc-
cumbed to injuries, the official 
added.

Three of the injured have 
been identified as Narayan 
Manji (21), Dinesh Kumar (19) 
and Maghe Lal (17), they said.

The Kashmir highway, offi-
cially known as the Srinagar-
Jammu highway— the only 
major road link connecting 
Kashmir to rest of the world — 
has reported over 8,000 road 
accidents in the last ten years 
that caused nearly 1,800 fatali-
ties, official data reveals.

The data compiled by the 
J&K Traffic Police Department 
reveals, the Srinagar-Jammu 
highway reported a total of 
8,128 accidents between 2010 

to 2020 that led to 1,750 deaths 
and 12,131 injuries.

The treacherous stretch from 
Banihal to Chanderkote in par-
ticular has been the most fatal 
witnessing 858 deaths as per 
the data.

Officials have attributed the 
highway accidents to the in-
creasing volume of traffic on 
the highway and the rocky 
terrain of the road, saying it 
would take three to four years 
to "stabilise" the highway.

A traffic police official said 
that the vulnerability of the 
highway often leads to ve-
hicles being stranded for a 
couple or more days, "which 
exhausts the drivers and they 
often meet accidents when 
sleep overtakes them."

Experts believe that a lot of 
bad engineering and unneces-
sary barricades on the high-
way were causing majority of 
the accidents.

THE KASHMIR HIGHWAY HAS REPORTED OVER 8,000 
road accidents in the last ten years that caused nearly 1,800 fatalities, 
official data reveals.

LG Calls For Robust Public 
Distribution System In J&K
Directs For Streamlining Distribution Chain, Aadhaar Seeding Of Beneficiaries

SRINAGAR: Lieutenant Gover-
nor, Manoj Sinha Wednesday 
said the Government is taking 
huge strides in ensuring food 
security for the residents of 
the UT through timely avail-
ability, efficient Supply Chain 
Management and stream-
lining distribution of food 
grains, besides moving to-
wards 100% Aadhaar seeding 
of the beneficiaries under 
various schemes.

He made these remarks dur-
ing the meeting he chaired to 
review the Public Distribution 
System in the Union Territory 
of J&K, at Civil Secretariat.

During the meeting, the Lt 
Governor took stock of the 
performance and future tar-
gets for the Food, Civil Supplies 
& Consumer Affairs (FCS&CA) 
department under Public Dis-
tribution System.

Emphasising on streamlin-
ing the distribution chain, be-
sides rationalising the avail-
ability of quality food grains 
at subsidised and affordable 
prices, the Lt Governor di-

rected the concerned officials 
to bring reforms at the policy 
planning level to make the 
system more robust.

“Make all schemes available 
online, besides fully automat-
ing the distribution process, 
authentication of beneficia-
ries and putting special focus 
on public grievance to facili-
tate the people,” the LG di-
rected the officials.

He further passed directions 
pertaining to timely winter 
dumping and providing them 
to the beneficiaries in advance.

Laying stress on the need to 
be proactive towards the is-
sues of public in the wake of 
Covid pandemic, the Lt Gover-
nor directed the department 
to ensure seamless distribu-
tion of additional free-of-cost 
food grains under the Pradhan 
Mantri Garib Kalyan Anna Yo-
jana (PMGKAY) to alleviate 
the hardships faced by the 
poor and needy.

The LG observed that ‘One 
Nation, One Ration Card’, 
part of the Prime Minister’s 

Technology Driven System Re-
forms under the AatmaNirb-
har Bharat Abhiyan, has em-
powered the poor and the 
needy. It is one of the game 
changer initiatives giving flex-
ibility and seamless access 
to PDS and delivery of food-
security entitlements to all 
beneficiaries, anywhere in the 
country. “A perfect example of 
integrating technology with 
the government process and 
putting it to optimum use for 
benefit of poor”, he added.

The Lt Governor also 
stressed on ensuring seam-
less availability of food grains 
to the consumers, while iden-
tifying priority assessments 
including moving maximum 
ePOS machines to online 
mode, introduction of Nomi-
nation Policy to cover de-
prived claimants, coverage of 
vulnerable groups, streamlin-
ing distribution of Kerosene 
oil, tracking of Supply Chain 
Management, formulation of 
NFSA Rules, Aadhaar seeding 
of Non-NFSA etc.

“
MAKE ALL SCHEMES AVAILABLE ONLINE, BESIDES FULLY 
automating the distribution process, authentication of beneficiaries and 
putting special focus on public grievance to facilitate the people,” the LG 

directed the officials.

National Electrical Safety Week

Safety Not A One Time 
Affair, Constant Alertness 
Necessary: Kansal 
    12,000 Field Level PDD Employees Insured To 

    Rs 5 Crores Being Spent On Safety Equipment This Year

    PDD observes National Electrical Safety Week

SRINAGAR: Principal Secre-
tary, Power Development De-
partment (PDD), Rohit Kansal 
Wednesday remarked that the 
motto of the department is to 
ensure a zero accident system. 
He was speaking in a function 
organised to observe the Nation-
al Electrical Safety Week. He also 
informed that the department is 
spending nearly Rs 5 crores for 
various safety devices this year. 
He also revealed that 12,000 
employees at the field levels had 
been insured this year. 

Speaking at the event organ-
ised at Electric Division Rajbagh 
in Srinagar, Kansal observed 
that safety cannot be a one time 
or part time affair and constant 
alertness and observance of 
SoPs is required. He emphasised 
on ensuring operationalisation 
of every layer of protection, be 
it personal protection or system 
isolators and other protective 
equipment.

Kansal further exhorted upon 

the staff especially the field staff 
to operate system protection 
measures like use of isolators and 
temporary earthing before tak-
ing up any tasks in the field. He 
advised them to work as per the 
SoPs and liaise with the feeder 
managers so that there is no mis-
communication between them. 
He stated that if all  SoPs are faith-
fully implemented the chances of 
accidents would be eliminated.

He further emphasised that 
feeder managers and other staff 
are accountable for safety and 
that they should ensure that be-
fore taking up any of the repair 
work adequate communica-
tion at all levels to ensure shut-
downs is made. They should 
also encourage and ensure use 
of personal protection gear like 
safety belt, hand gloves, helmet, 
shoes with rubber soles and re-
flective jackets. He warned that 
there would be zero tolerance 
for accidents and all cases of 
negligence would invite action.

Mumkin Scheme

DC Shopian Discusses 
Modalities For Execution 
Of CLG Programme

Observer News Service 

SHOPIAN: The District Devel-
opment Commissioner (DDC) 
Shopian, Sachin Kumar Vaishya 
Wednesday chaired the maiden 
meeting of District Level Imple-
mentation Committee (DLIC) 
to discuss modalities for the 
implementation of Customized 
Livelihood Generation (CLG) 
Scheme- “Mumkin" in the dis-
trict at Mini Secretariat here.

At the outset, the Assistant 
Labour Commissioner apprised 
the meeting that a list of eligi-
ble unemployed youth has been 
framed after they filed applica-
tions online. He said the same 
will be submitted for sanction-
ing to higher authorities after 
the approval by the DLIC.

It was given out in the meet-
ing that around 41 applications 
were received from the benefi-
ciaries submitted through on-
line mode, out of which 29 have 
been approved and the rest are 

under process.
He informed that under this 

scheme eligible youth of J&K 
shall be encouraged to start a 
sustainable livelihood in the 
transport sector by providing fi-
nancial assistance for purchase 
of small commercial vehicles 
like load carriers, taxis, mini 
bus, light commercial vehicles, 
tempo and other modes of 
transportation of similar nature 
under public carrier permit.

The DDC called upon the 
members to create mass aware-
ness about the scheme so that 
eligible candidates can avail its 
benefits. Besides, he directed 
the concerned to ensure error 
free compilation of all applica-
tions fulfilling all the criteria 
conditions before approval for 
further sanctioning.

The meeting was attended by 
Lead District Manager, Gh Mo-
hammad Dar, Assistant Labour 
Commissioner, Abdul Majid 
Tantray and other concerned.

Chairman DDC, DC 
Kupwara Distribute Relief 
Under SASCM

Observer News Service 

KUPWARA: On the launching 
ceremony of Social Assistance 
Scheme for Covid Mortalities 
(SASCM) by Lieutenant Gov-
ernor J&K today, Chairman, 
District Development Council, 
Kupwara, Irfan Sultan Pandit-
pori and Deputy Commissioner 
Kupwara, Imam Din distributed 
relief among the beneficiaries 
under the scheme, here at D.C. 

Office, Kupwara.
On the occasion, 12 sanction 

orders pertaining to monthly 
pension of Rs.1000 were handed 
over by the dignitaries to the 
beneficiaries. Besides, 10 sanc-
tion orders of scholarships were 
also distributed among ben-
eficiaries, consisting 8 scholar-
ships of Rs.20000 each and 2 
scholarships of Rs.40000 each. 
The scheme is sponsored by the 
Social Welfare Department. 

MC Chairman Sumbal, BDC 
Chairman Naidkhai Asked To 
Vacate Govt Accommodation

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: The district ad-
ministration Bandipora on 
Tuesday ordered the Munici-
pal Committee, Chairman, 
Sumbal and BDC Chairman 
Naidkhai to vacate the accom-
modation and warned them of 
initiating necessary action un-
der law if they fail to do so in 
the stipulated time.

Jahangir Ahmad, the incum-
bent Chairman of Municipal 
Committee, Sumbal and BDC 
Chairman Naidkhai Ghulam 
Nabi Ganai in North Kashmir's 
Bandipora district said that they 
have been asked to vacate the 
government accommodation 
provided to them when they 
won the chairman elections.

They said that on Tuesday 
morning they received a letter 
from the Executive Engineer of 

I & FC, Sumbal directing them 
to vacate the accommodation. 
Jahangir added that they have 
been warned of action if they 
fail to do so.

"Despite facing continuous 
threats from different quarters, 
we always uphold the dignity 
and credibility of democracy and 
persuade the people to believe 
in democracy. Why are we being 
directed to vacate the accommo-
dation at a time when militant at-
tacks on soft targets are on rise in 
the valley," he said.

They alleged that this all is be-
ing done by the concerned Sub 
Divisional Magistrate as Jahangir 
said that he had confronted him 
several times and didn't fall into 
SDM's line.

They appealed to the DGP, IGP, 
SSP Bandipora and Deputy Com-
missioner Bandipora to inter-
vene in the matter. 

Four Vehicles 
Seized For Illegal 
Extraction Of 
Minerals In 
Baramulla

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: The Jammu and Kash-
mir Police Wednesday said that it 
seized four vehicles involved in 
illegal extraction and transporta-
tion of minerals in Kreeri & Mir-
gund areas of Baramulla district.

A police spokesperson said that 
officers from Police Station Kreeri 
& PP Mirgund under the supervi-
sion of senior officers seized four 
vehicles involved in extraction 
and transportation of raw materi-
als illegally extracted in Kreeri & 
Mirgund areas of Baramulla.

The spokesperson requested 
the people not to indulge in illegal 
mining activities from any Nallah 
as it is the violation of Govern-
ment rules. “Persons found in-
dulging in illegal mining activities 
shall be dealt as per law.” 

Govt Sanctions Rs 1 Cr 
Assistance For Advocates

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: In view of adverse 
effect on legal profession conse-
quent to restricted functioning 
of Courts due to Covid-19 pan-
demic, the Lieutenant Gover-
nor of Jammu and Kashmir has 
sanctioned an amount of Rs 1 
crore as financial assistance in 
favour of Advocates.

The amount has been sanc-
tioned in favour of Advocates 
working in different courts of 
Jammu and Kashmir.

Additional Secretary to Gov-
ernment of J&K issued a com-
munication to the Register Gen-
eral of the High Court along with 
a cheque of the said amount. A 
Bench of Justice Ali Mohammad 
Magrey took the same on record 
on Tuesday.

"Today, Sajad Ashraf, learned 
GA, Assisting Counsel of Mr. D.C. 

Raina, learned Advocate General, 
has produced a communication 
bearing No. LAW-Jud/41/2021-10 
dated 24.06.2021, addressed to 
Registrar General, J&K, High Court, 
Srinagar, by Additional Secretary to 
Government, intimating that the 
Hon'ble Lieutenant Governor, J&K, 
has sanctioned an amount of Rs. 
1.00 Crore as financial assistance 
in favour of Advocates working in 
different courts of UT of Jammu 
and Kashmir out of Relief Fund. 
The cheque bearing No. 652739 is 
enclosed with the communication. 
Copy of the communication along 
with cheque is taken on record," 
the order stated.

The Bench has also directed the 
Registrar General to expedite the 
matter for release of amount in 
favour of the deserving lawyers, 
who have already applied, so as 
to ensure their timely help and 
assistance.

Optimum Use Of Infrastructure Necessary For 
Betterment Of Rural Society: Adv Khan

Observer News Service 

SRINAGAR: Advisor to Lieu-
tenant Governor, Baseer 
Ahmad Khan Wednesday 
visited Dara, Fakir Gujree Sri-
nagar to review the Covid-19 
arrangements and inspected 
the ongoing Rural Develop-
ment works in the area.

He said that it is the re-
sponsibility of the PRI mem-
bers to inform and educate 
the people about the Covid 
appropriate behaviour and 
said that they need to be 
proactive in this regard. He 
said there are clear and cat-
egorical directions to get the 
vaccination of above 45 years 
age done and in this regard 
high degree of acceleration 
in the vaccination drive is re-
quired to be undertaken.  Si-
multaneously vaccination for 
18 and above is also needed 
to be pursued at a faster pace.

He directed the PRI mem-
bers to intensify the Infor-
mation Education and Com-
munication (IEC) activities 
through awareness camps 
and lend their support to the 
health department so that 
maximum number of peo-
ple are vaccinated. He said 
that they should make an-

nouncements on daily basis 
to inform people about the 
Covid appropriate behaviour 
and the need for vaccination. 
He advised the PRIs to go for 
door to door implementation 
of the vaccination drive to 
make the program effective 
and to have a positive result 
in the fight against Covid. 

During his visit, the Advi-
sor also visited the Covid 
Care Centres at Government 
High School Dara-B and New 
Type Public Health Centre 
Faqir Gujree and reviewed 
the status of vaccination and 
facilities provided to the pa-
tients. He impressed upon 
the officers to intensify the 
vaccination drive and start 
door to door campaigns in 
order to achieve the desired 
results, besides generating 
awareness among the local 
populace.

Advisor Khan said that 
rural infrastructure should 
be put to optimum use for 
overall betterment of the 
rural society.

He said that works should 
be properly thought-out be-
fore sanctioning and there 
should be strict monitoring 
of works on regular basis for 
smooth execution of projects. 

Sikh Body Demands 
Implementation Of 
Inter-Caste Marriage Act, 
Anti-conversion Law In J&K

Press Trust of India

SRINAGAR: A Sikh organisation 
here on Wednesday demanded 
the implementation of the In-
ter-Caste Marriage Act and the 
enactment of an anti-conver-
sion law in Jammu and Kashmir.

This comes amid a row over 
the allegations of alleged forced 
conversion of four women from 
the Sikh community to Islam in 
the union territory.

"I, on the behalf of the Sikh 
community, would request that 
the Inter Caste Marriage Act 
is implemented in Jammu & 
Kashmir. Once this Act is put in 
practice at this place, the inter-
caste marriages would come to 
an end automatically," All Par-
ties Sikh Coordination Commit-
tee Chairman Jagmohan Singh 
Raina told reporters here.

Raina, also a senior office-
bearer of the Apni Party, said 
these laws would safeguard 
the interests of the people be-
longing to different faiths and 
religions.

"The elements who want to 

take mileage out of such mar-
riages would also face an inevi-
table defeat," he added.

Raina said that over the years, 
the members of elite political 
families of Jammu and Kashmir 
have entered into inter-caste 
marriage but nobody pointed 
fingers at them.

"Whenever such an incident 
happens in a normal (ordinary) 
family, the issue gets blown out 
of proportion. This needs to be 
analyzed and people should be 
vigilant so that the opportu-
nistic politicians don't exploit 
them," he said.

"At the same time, it is also 
important that Anti-Conversion 
Law is implemented in Jammu 
& Kashmir. This would stop the 
forcible conversion of people 
belonging to any religion what-
soever. As a result of the same, 
the friction between the differ-
ent communities would also 
come to an end once for all. 
There would be no tensions be-
tween the communities and all 
the people would live without 
fear," he said.

KO Photo Abid Bhat
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Back to tourism

K
ashmir looks forward to a renewed tour-
ist inflow following a drastic decline in the 
number of fresh Covid-19 infections across 
the country. From a peak of over four lakh 

cases, the daily infections are now under 50,000. The 
caseload has come down in the Valley too. And to 
this end, the administration is taking steps to project 
the Valley as a safe destination. This involves a two-
pronged strategy: one, vaccination of the people as-
sociated with the tourism. Second, strict enforcement 
of the Standard Operating Procedure to ensure the 
safety of the tourists during their stay in the Valley. 

The administration has already carried out vac-
cination drives at tourist destinations. However, it 
would be sometime before the tourist arrivals get to 
the levels before the second wave. Tourism in the 
Valley has been battered by the turmoil of the last 
two years - albeit, the tourists had started arriving 
in increasing numbers by November last, helped 
largely by the ban on international travel due to 
the pandemic which still continues.  Another factor 
that worked in favour of Kashmir tourism is snow, a 
novelty for most Indians. The union tourism minis-
ter Prahlad Singh Patel had then said in a statement 
in Rajya Sabha that the tourist footfall in the union 
territory this year had broken the record of the last 
16 years. In January all the 1800 hotel rooms in Gul-
marg, Kashmir's winter wonderland,  were booked 
till the end of March. 

But following the winter’s uptick, the fresh tour-
ist arrivals petered out as the second wave reared its 
head and soon overwhelmed the country and J&K. 
Since the latter part of March, there have hardly 
been any tourists, cutting the nascent recovery of the 
sector in its bud. This has once again led to the loss 
of livelihoods. Hardest hit have been the low-wage 
workers like ponywallas,  tourist guides, cab drivers, 
hotel staff, boatmen etc.

The government has now been doing its best to 
push tourism recovery. In J&K budget 2021-2022, Rs 
1,000 crore shall be taken up for development of tour-
ism infrastructure. Officials said the budget for tour-
ism and culture was Rs 283 crore in 2020-2021  it is Rs 
780 crore this financial year. 

Going forward, the government wants to make 
tourism a holistic experience by combining it with 
art, culture and cuisine. This will, however,  only be 
possible if the pandemic gets out of the way.  As things 
stand, the number of fresh Covid-19 cases has drasti-
cally reduced. The government has already cancelled 
the Amarnath pilgrimage, lest it spread infections 
in Kashmir and across the country. If the infections 
continue to decline at the current rate, the situation 
could become normal soon. This would automatically 
lead to the return of tourists to the Valley.

O T H E R  O P I N O N

Reasonable plea

T
he prime minister’s appeal to fellow Indians to put 
their faith in science is welcome. Narendra Modi’s 
plea was made in an address in which he touched 
upon a crucial challenge confronting India: the fes-

tering public hesitancy towards the Covid-19 vaccination 
programme. The pace of inoculation has been woefully slow 
in the country; around 4 per cent of the citizens of this popu-
lous country have been fully vaccinated. The government’s 
numerous lapses account for a large part of the inertia. But 
it must also be conceded that public reluctance to receive the 
jab has had a role to play too; one survey pegged the national 
vaccine hesitancy at nearly 30 per cent. Lack of awareness, 
prejudiced opinion, illiteracy and — this cannot be ignored 
— irresponsible statements from public figures have com-
pounded the problem.

It must be said that Mr Modi’s party has stolen a march 
on its rivals when it comes to disseminating patently unsci-
entific views. Several leaders of the Bharatiya Janata Party 
are on record endorsing, among other things, such outland-
ish cures for the coronavirus as cow urine, sun bathing, 
blowing conch shells, administering holy smoke, and so on. 
The flock has responded to these primitive entreaties enthu-
siastically: reports of cow urine therapy being administered 
publicly have not been unknown in New India. This is only 
to be expected in a country where the government has been 
keen to let the anti-science genie out of the bottle. Notwith-
standing Mr Modi’s new-found respect for science, it must 
not be forgotten that the prime minister had thought noth-
ing about blurring the lines between myth and reason: his 
claim of Ancient India mastering the modern marvels of cos-
metic surgery and reproductive genetics bears testimony to 
this troubling conflation. At the root of the problem lies the 
tension between an authoritarian impulse and rationality. 
History has shown that the survival of repressive regimes is 
predicated upon the clouding of reason and judgment with 
falsehood. That is because reason — is it anathema to the 
BJP? — is the seed that sprouts into the fruit of enquiry.

Telegraph India

K O  V I E W

Limits of Naya Kashmir
Why did the government really initiate J&K talks?

B
Y now, it seems that the 
stirrings of a political 
process in Jammu and 
Kashmir may have less 

to do with the latest version of 
the great game that is drawing to 
a chaotic climax in the region, or 
with the Biden administration’s 
gentle reminders about the need to 
restore normalcy in the truncated 
and downgraded state, and more to 
do with the BJP’s push to further 
its ideological and electoral proj-
ects in Kashmir and elsewhere in 
the country.

The June 24 meeting, by all 
accounts, was about getting the 
regional parties of J&K to endorse 
and participate in the delimitation 
exercise. The task of redrawing 
electoral boundaries is a fraught 
exercise anywhere in the demo-
cratic world. In J&K, it carries the 
additional burden of a communal 
divide between the two regions 
and a powerful national party that 
belongs to an ideological stream 
that wants to see a “Hindu” chief 
minister in the Muslim-majority 
former state.

The Jammu and Kashmir Re-
organisation Act, 2019 provides for 
an increase in the number of as-
sembly seats in the Union territo-
ry from 107 to 114. Jammu, which 
counted for 37 seats before the 2019 
changes — 46 were in Kashmir, 
four in Ladakh, plus 20 symboli-
cally reserved for PoK — may gain 
more constituencies through de-
limitation. There has been no de-
limitation in J&K since 1995. In the 
intervening years, as election after 
election has shown, including the 
District Development Council 
election in 2020, Jammu and Kash-
mir have become increasingly po-
larised into religiously identified 
regions.

When the Prime Minister in-
vited the mainstream regional 
parties for talks, what stood out 
was the walk-back from his earlier 
stand that the parties were irrel-
evant to the “Naya Kashmir” that 
had been inaugurated in August 
2019. It was an out-of-character 
move. Most observers of the Modi-
Shah BJP agree that the party does 
not do U-turns. These tend to be 
perceived by both supporters and 
detractors as admissions of fail-
ure. From demonetisation in 2016 
to the farm laws that triggered the 
still-ongoing farmers’ agitation, 
there have been no U-turns by this 
government.

That is why BJP camp follow-
ers, who had bought into the vitri-
olic rhetoric against the “Gupkar 
Gang”, are aghast that the party 
is doing business with the same 
politicians they thought had been 
cast into the dustbin of history. 

Those outside this circle of believ-
ers believe the walk-back signals 
the BJP’s Kashmir policy has hit a 
wall, and the government is look-
ing for a way out against the larger 
backdrop of the turmoil in Afghan-
istan and a hostile neighbourhood.

But there had to be a compel-
ling reason for the government to 
have made this U-turn. On the face 
of it, the external environment — 
in which Pakistan might be in the 
driving seat in Kabul through the 
proxy of the Taliban before the end 
of this year, the situation on the 
Line of Actual Control where the 
Chinese have adamantly stayed 
put, the spectre of a two-front war, 
therefore the need to strengthen 
the ceasefire on the Line of Con-
trol and begin a dialogue with Pak-
istan, as well as remove Kashmir 
from the agenda of US congres-
sional hearings — does present 
a compelling package of national 
security reasons for the sudden 
decision to engage these political 
parties after two years of saying 
they don’t matter.

However, this government has 
hardly tailored its ideological proj-
ects to the demands of diplomacy 
or global geopolitics. After all, it is 
the same government that walked 
out of the Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership (RCEP), 
and was ready to throw away a 
carefully built relationship with 
Bangladesh for the communally 
polarising Citizenship Amend-
ment Act (2019). Plus, it seems to 
carry the burden of demonstrating 
that it can take on international 
pressure better than its predeces-
sors. In the 1990s, the Narasimha 
Rao government withstood much 
stronger international pressures 
on Kashmir than the gentle rap on 
the knuckles that the US delivers 
now and then to the Modi govern-
ment. Can Modi be seen to be do-
ing deals with the Taliban or even 
Pakistan that would dilute the 
Sangh Parivar’s Mission Kashmir, 
that too months ahead of an impor-
tant round of assembly elections?

In any case, this government’s 
first-ever all-party meeting lacked 
both the substance and optics that 
would bring the reassurance of 
a “return to normalcy” that both 
Kashmiris and international in-
terlocutors are looking for. Home 
Minister Amit Shah’s tweet, after 
the meeting, about strengthening 
the “democratic process” might 
have carried more conviction had 
it not been under his watch that 
the world’s biggest democracy im-
posed the longest internet ban on 
a section of its citizens, preventing 
both access to and dissemination 
of information, jailed thousands 
of Kashmiri politicians, and pre-

empted all protest via blanket re-
strictions.

Rather, it was the emphasis on 
delimitation in J&K by the Prime 
Minister and Home Minister at the 
meeting with J&K political leaders 
that certainly suggested a focus 
narrower than the shifting sands 
of regional geopolitics, which 
demand grand gestures of rec-
onciliation, people-friendly con-
fidence-building measures, and 
big promises. There were none of 
those in the meeting, and there is 
no indication that such gestures 
are in the pipeline. There was no 
timeline to the assurance on the 
restoration of statehood, a reitera-
tion of a commitment made by the 
Home Minister in Parliament.

What the government made 
clear was the chronology. Elec-
tions and statehood may follow de-
limitation. The J&K leaders, who 
wanted statehood restored first, 
did not agree with this sequencing, 
but Prime Minister Modi tweeted 
that “delimitation has to happen 
at a quick pace so that polls can 
happen and J&K gets an elected 
government that gives strength 
to J&K’s development trajectory”. 
Shah tweeted that “the delimita-
tion exercise and peaceful elec-
tions are important milestones in 
restoring statehood as promised in 
Parliament”.

The renewed attention to J&K, 
and the emphasis on a process that 
is likely to create more bad blood, 
more polarisation along Hindu-
Muslim lines, more suspicion in 
the Valley, could carry a wider 
resonance in the run-up to a string 
of assembly elections. Indeed, the 
compelling reason for a big move 
by the government could be a re-
sult of its single-minded focus at 
this point — how to ensure a BJP 
victory in the upcoming elections 
in crucial states, vital to its pros-
pects for a third term in 2024.

If at all there is a message 
for Pakistan or the international 
community in this new phase of 
engagement with J&K’s political 
leadership, it is the limits of what 
can be reversed to the pre-August 
5, 2019 position. This is the gov-
ernment’s roadmap towards “nor-
malisation”. It is for the hybrid 
military-civilian regime now to 
decide how to re-engage with India 
within this framework.

Views expressed in the article 
are the author's own and do not 

necessarily represent the editorial 
stance of Kashmir Observer 

The article first appeared 
in The Indian Express on 28th 

of June, 2021.

Nirupama Subramanian

P
en is mightier than the 
sword’’ is a metonymic ad-
age that indicates the power 
of writing. This means that 

a pen has the power to achieve than 
a sword does. A king can rule only 
his kingdom, but a poet or writer can 
rule the whole world through his/her 
inspirational writing. The man who 
holds the pen is a knowledgeable and 
learned man, and those who hold the 
sword become ineffective and unsuc-
cessful. All respected well-known ph
ilosphers,writers,doctors,poets,eng
ineers,and wise educated men were 
guided by the pen.

The pen writes words, and these 

words have power. Words have pow-
er to persuade, influence, dry tears, 
and forge smiles. Words can heal 
emotional wounds and eliminate 
fears. The words of a pen are always 
better than the fallen blood and gore 
of the sword. The pen has won many 
countries independences, and na-
tional leaders have used it to obtain 
the jewel of liberty. Great writers and 
thinkers have inspired the masses, 
since times immemorial. French rev-
olution was boosted by the writings 
of Rousseau and Voltaire. 

On the other hand the victories 
of the sword are short-lived. Alexan-
der’s desire to conquer the world re-

mained unfulfilled. Hitler was even-
tually defeated in the Second World 
War. However, the plays and poems 
of Kalidas, Shakespeare and  word-
sworth are still afresh among read-
ers.

Battles are fought for a certain 
period of time over a particular area. 
But the teachings of prophet ( Pbuh), 
Buddha and Gandhi are universal in 
their appeal.

So drop the sword and pick up the 
pen. Unite the world and have global 
peace .Stop all wars and live without 
fears. The sword is tyranny whereas 
the pen brings knowledge and wis-
dom. The sword will bring you noth-

ing but death and burdens. The power 
of the pen is so great, that the pen will 
rule, as the sword will beg at its feet. 
Shun the path of violence and make a 
cordial bound with pen. Abolish the 
sword, and live in the agenda of peace 
and knowledge.

Let us embrace the pen and throw 
away all swords and weapons of 
mass-destruction. This is the surest 
way of making brotherhood and hu-
manity prevail in the world.

....
Adil Afroz

adilafroz932@gmail.com
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Power of Pen 
“

In the 1990s, 
the Narasimha 

Rao government 
withstood much 
stronger international 
pressures on Kashmir 
than the gentle rap on 
the knuckles that the 
US delivers now and 
then to the Modi 
government. Can 
Modi be seen to be 
doing deals with the 
Taliban or even 
Pakistan that would 
dilute the Sangh 
Parivar’s Mission 
Kashmir, that too 
months ahead of an 
important round of 
assembly elections?



I
s India ready for a third wave of CO-
VID? The second wave still hasn’t 
ended but worries about a new vari-
ant, called Delta plus along with the 

end of most restrictions across states, 
has sent experts into overdrive warning 
us to brace ourselves. But are we really 
ready? Have we learnt any lessons from 
the devastating second wave that hit 
large parts of the country?

Health experts have repeatedly said 
the key to mitigating the effects of anoth-
er wave lies in fully vaccinating people 
as fast as possible. But while the pace 
of vaccination has stepped up in recent 
days, it is still far from what is required 
to meet the government’s ambitious tar-
get of inoculating all adults by the end of 
this year. So far, only about 5.6 per cent 
of the adult population of the country 
has received two doses of the vaccine.

Health experts have said that unlike 
the Alpha variant for which even one 
dose was enough to secure decent protec-
tion, the Delta variant, which devastated 
India in the second wave, requires both 
doses for adequate protection.

Real concerns of a third wave

Then there is the newly discovered 
Delta plus variant, which has so far been 
found in 12 states in India and is spark-
ing real concerns of a third wave.

The highest number of Delta plus 
cases in the country, 22, have been re-
ported from Maharashtra. The World 
Health Organisation or the WHO says 
this variant spreads even faster and 
binds more easily to lung cells, which is 
why full vaccination along with masks is 
essential.

One of India’s most respected virolo-
gists, Dr Shahid Jameel, has expressed 
concern that the Delta plus variant may 
be capable of dodging vaccines and im-
munity from previous infections. But 
while more research is needed on this, 
what we do know at the moment is that 
both doses of vaccines are essential to 
preventing severe disease.

Meanwhile, the Indian Council of 
Medical Research says it is still too early 
to say whether the Delta plus variant will 
be responsible for India’s third wave. 
The ICMR is studying the efficacy of vac-
cines against this mutation as well.

In the Supreme Court, the govern-
ment of India has drastically reduced its 
estimation of the number of vaccine dos-
es that are projected to be available in 

India by December 31, 2021.
From initially stating in May that In-

dia would have 216 crore (2.1 billion) vac-
cine doses by December to vaccinate all 
adults, the centre now says this number 
is 135 crores (1.3 billion), which is a gap 
of 81 crores (800 million).

In the affidavit filed before the court, 
the government has said “the total popu-
lation of the country aged 18 years and 
above is approximately 93-94 crore (930 

million). As such, administering two 
doses to these beneficiaries would re-
quire an estimated 186 to 188 crore (1.8 
billion) vaccine doses.

Out of this requirement, 51.6 crore 
(500 million) doses will be made avail-
able for administration by July 31, 2021, 
leaving a requirement of approximately 
135 crore (1.3 billion) vaccine doses for 
complete vaccination to the eligible pop-
ulation”.

Warning by the WHO
The WHO has warned that vaccines 

are not enough to deal with the Delta 
variants, and that masks must be used as 
well. A lesson Israel is learning the hard 
way. The country, which is the world’s 
most 2-dose, fully-vaccinated country 
with 60% of its people receiving two dos-
es of Pfizer, has reintroduced face masks 
as cases have surged with the Delta vari-
ant.

Dr. Ashish K Jha of Brown Univer-
sity has said this is largely driven by the 
unvaccinated part of the population and 
is spilling over into vaccinated people 
too but that those who have two doses 
are only getting mild disease. So vac-
cines work.

In India, we have virtually opened 
everything up with a minuscule portion 
of the population fully vaccinated. Peo-
ple are throwing social distancing norms 
to the wind, acting like everything is 
normal again. The government needs to 
ensure that we are not left scrambling 
for hospitals and oxygen ever again.

Maharashtra is actually being very 
careful in unlocking the economy, as 
Delta plus cases are detected there. But 
unless we learn lessons from the past, we 
are doomed to repeat our mistakes. The 
ugly political bickering over Delhi’s re-
quirement for oxygen at the peak of the 
second wave is a case in point.

Most of all, our vaccination drive 
simply has to ramp up urgently. Because 
as we unlock further in most of the coun-
try, and Delta plus begins to spread, this 
is a ticking time bomb. One can only 
hope and pray it is not as bad as last 
time. For that, we must rely on science.
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Suicide:  A Storm Brewing 
T

he everyday news of suicides has left one 
unnerved and numb. Besides, when such 
acts take place around the corner, the 
scare is inscrutable.  Suicide— a deliber-

ate and impulsive act of ending one's own life— has 
hauntingly been rampant in Kashmir. Especially 
among the youth; the prevailing situation paints a 
perilous picture that is more perplexing than it has 
ever been in the recent past.

Broadly speaking, according to the World 
Health Organization report, more than seven lakh 
people worldwide, die every year due to suicide. 
Many psychologists and psychiatrists emphasize 
that factors like mental disorder, chronic pain and 
illness, traumatic experience,helplessness, finan-
cial crisis, unemployment, isolation play an indis-
pensable role in this act. Likewise, according to the 
data accumulated by the National Crime Records 
Bureau (NCRB), the erstwhile Jammu and Kash-
mir has witnessed around six thousand suicide 
cases in the last two decades. In 2018, Jammu and 
Kashmir recorded 330 cases of suicide and 284 cases 
in 2019. The report further outlines that the sub-
stantial cause behind the majority of suicide cases 
in Jammu and Kashmir goes unknown and the 
other causes include unemployment, family pres-
sure etc. Ever since the outbreak of the Covid-19 
pandemic, the situation has ostensibly worsened 
further. Now, it appears that the phantom of sui-
cide looms large in almost every nook and cranny 
of the valley. 

In Kashmir, the economic,  and biological fac-
tors responsible for suicide are well discerned, but 
one can't turn a nelson's eye to the conspicuous 
fact that it is more of the sociological, geographi-
cal, and psychological factors that primarily drive 
individuals to these unfortunate deaths. According 
to a survey conducted in 2015 by a humanitarian 
organisation, Médecins Sans Frontières/Doctors 
Without Borders (MSF), around 45% of the popu-
lation in Kashmir valley are trapped in mental 
distress. Given the past few years, mental health 
issues could be highly prevalent across the valley 
hitherto. The active cases now can be far more than 
the above statistics. This is palpable because, in a 
conflict-ridden area, various kinds of devastations 
keep competing with each other daily.

Besides, the other main factors that accelerate 
the suicide rate especially among youth are both 
psychological and sociological in nature and occur 
mainly due to relationship breakdown, family con-
flict, abuse, violence, bad parenting and excessive 
use of the internet, mobile phones and computers 
etc. These factors lead to the disintegration and 
detachment of an individual from society. Unfor-
tunately and inadvertently, our collective apathy 
and indifference furthers this lack of integration 
of an aggrieved individual. This leaves the affected 
ones forlorn and impels them to shut themselves 
within themselves. These factors alienate a person 
from society, as a result, they find it difficult to 
cope with the situation. Hence, introvertive pecu-
liarities overpower them and they feel compelled 
to commit suicide. 

Suicide is a global and complex phenomenon. 
Considering the Kashmir scenario, the social fab-
ric has always been at test. Our society is currently 
bearing the brunt of this horror in full swing. In 
these circumstances, the onus is on us more than 
ever before. To prevent suicides, collective efforts 
are required at different levels.  Firstly, to impede 
the menace of suicide among the youth, parents 
need to inculcate moral and ethical values in their 
children; especially from a tender age. They need to 
encourage their young children to strive for good 
and despise wrong. They need to pay attention to 
their behaviours, commiserate with them in their 
hard times, understand their individuality, and 
spend some quality time with them to abridge the 
gap that exists between them. Secondly, religious 
and moral education needs to be imparted to both 
lettered and unlettered at different levels, irrespec-

tive of age. A serious lack of religious awareness 
exposes a large number of individuals to such 
menaces today. Thirdly, as responsible and con-
scious citizens of society, we are required to back 
emotionally and socioeconomically such individu-
als—to the best of our capabilities—who fell victim 
to mental, financial and other crisis. Moreover, 
underneath the act of suicide lies the fallacious be-
lief that death is an eternal escape from the tran-
sient tribulations of life, that needs to be hacked off 
through large-scale awareness campaigns. A storm 
may be brewing, but together we should—we can, 
and we will—definitely turn the tide. 

The author pursues law at 
Central University of Kashmir and can be reached 

at amjed.ashraf20@gmail.com
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scenario, the social 
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been at test. Our 
society is currently 
bearing the brunt of 
this horror in full 
swing. In these 
circumstances, the 
onus is on us more 
than ever before

Delta plus: Is India ready for 
a deadly third COVID-19 wave?
One can only hope it is not as bad as last time. 

For that, we must rely on science
Nidhi Razdan | Gulf News

Amjed Ashraf

Most of all, our 
vaccination drive 

simply has to ramp up 
urgently. Because as 
we unlock further in 
most of the country, 
and Delta plus begins 
to spread, this is a 
ticking time bomb. 
One can only hope 
and pray it is not as 
bad as last time. For 
that, we must rely on 
science

One can't turn a nelson's eye to the conspicuous fact that it is 
more of the sociological, geographical, and psychological factors that 

primarily drive individuals to these unfortunate deaths.
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   NOTIFICATION NO. PSC/EXAM/2021/43 

   D A T E D : 2 4 . 0 6 . 2 0 2 1  
      ----  
 

 The result of Secretariat Assistants Course/Foundation Course Departmental Examination 

Session March, 2021 is declared as under:- 

 

SECRETARIAT ASSISTANTS COURSE  

 
ROLL 

NO 

NAME OF 

THE 

CANDIDATE 

PARENTAGE PI PII PIII PIV Total Remarks 

1 JAVID 

AHMAD 

LONE 

MOHD YOUSUF 

LONE 

58 44 35 61 198 Passes. 

2 SYED SABIYA 

GEELANI 

SYED IFTIKHAR 

GEELANI 

49 38 35 53 175 Passes. 

3 SHABIR 

AHMAD 

SHAH 

MOHD 

MAQBOOL SHAH 

47 42 35 56 180 Passes. 

4 HARPAL 

SINGH 

JAGJEET SINGH 35 27 35 36 133 Passes in Papers I, 

III & IV. Fails in 

Paper II. 

5 VEENA 

KUMARI 

MAKHAN LAL 

BONI 

71 47 36 43 197 Passes. 

6 AAFAQ 

NISSAR WANI 

NISSAR AHMAD 

WANI 

71 66 42 69 248 Passes. 

7 NASEER 

AHMAD 

BHAT 

MOHD SIDIQ 

BHAT 

A A A A A Absent. 

8 RIYAZ 

AHMAD 

BEIGH 

ABDUL AHAD 

BEIGH 

     Withheld. 

9 MOHAMMAD 

FAROOQ 

KUMAR 

ALI MOHAMMAD 

KUMAR 

43 33 35 46 157 Passes. 

10 TALAT ALI ALI MOHAMMAD A A A A A Absent. 

11 FAROOQ 

AHMAD 

WANGNOO 

ABDUL SALAM 

WANGNOO 

55 38 35 60 188 Passes. 

12 MUSHTAQ 

AHMAD SOFI 

GHULAM MOHD 

SOFI 

16 9 0 4 29 Fails. 

13 RANGIL 

SINGH 

GURBACHAN 

SONGH 

49 19 31 49 148 Passes in Papers I & 

IV. Fails in Papers II 

& III. 

14 SUSHIL 

KUMAR 

MANOHAR LAL 55 41 35 32 163 Passes in Papers I, II 

& III. Fails in Paper 

IV. 

15 SAJAD 

HUSSAIN 

MOHD ALI 52 43 35 36 166 Passes. 

16 KUNZANG 

DOLMA 

TUNDUP SONAM 53 44 35 65 197 Passes. 

17 KULSUM 

KHATOON 

GHULAM ABBAS 45 39 36 52 172 Passes. 

18 RAJESH KOUL BANSI LAL KOUL 74 55 39 63 231 Passes. 
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19 SOURAB BALI DEVINDER BALI 63 57 42 66 228 Passes. 

20 BASHIR 

AHMAD 

WANI 

GH QADIR WANI 39 28 32 41 140 Passes in Papers I & 

IV. Fails in Papers II 

& III. 

21 ANITA 

KUMARI 

MOHAN LAL 

PANDITA 

65 39 42 63 209 Passes. 

22 NASRULLAH 

WAFAI 

MOHAMMAD 

AMIN WAFAI 

51 36 35 56 178 Passes. 

23 AHMAD 

HUSSAIN 

LONE  

AB RASHID 

LONE 

55 31 35 22 143 Passes in Papers I & 

III. Fails in Papers II 

& IV. 

24 ZAHOOR 

AHMAD 

BEIGH 

GHULAM 

HASSAN BEIGH 

51 35 35 45 166 Passes. 

25 ALI 

MOHAMMAD 

MIR  

MOHD ABDULLA 

MIR  

A A A A A Absent. 

26 GH NABI 

PASWAL 

JAMAL UD DIN 

PASWAL 

37 29 35 26 127 Passes in Papers I & 

III. Fails in Papers II 

& IV. 

27 GH MOHD 

WANI 

GH AHMAD 

WANI 

50 34 31 50 165 Passes in Papers I, II 

& IV. Fails in Paper 

III. 

28 ASHAQ 

HUSSAIN 

BHAT 

SH AHMAD 

ULLAH BHAT 

54 61 39 73 227 Passes. 

29 ASHWANI 

KUMAR 

KHAJURIA 

SITA RAM 46 18 30 22 116 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II, III 

& IV. 

30 REYAZ 

AHMAD DAR 

MOHD 

ASSADULLAH 

DAR 

67 40 36 44 187 Passes. 

31 MOHAMMAD 

LATIEF 

PARRY 

GH NABI 

ADOPTED SON 

OF M SHABA 

42 26 30 27 125 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II, III 

& IV. 

32 RIYAZ 

AHMAD 

KHAN 

ALI MOHD KHAN 59 30 39 49 177 Passes in Papers I, 

III & IV. Fails in 

Paper II. 

33 BALVINDER 

SINGH 

MAKHAN SINGH A A DID NOT 

APPLY 

DID NOT 

APPLY 

A Absent in Papers I & 

II. Did not apply for 

rest of the papers. 

34 SUNIL 

SUDAN 

DOULAT RAM 43 29 31 21 124 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II, III 

& IV. 

35 AYAZ 

HUSSAIN 

SHAH 

SYED AKRAM 

ALI SHAH 

43 A A A 43 Passes in Paper I. 

Absent in Papers II, 

III & IV. 

36 MANZOOR 

AHMAD PAUL 

GH MOHI UD DIN 

PAUL 

35 28 30 28 121 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II, III 

& IV. 

37 AIJAZ 

AHMAD MIR  

ALI MOHD MIR  50 13 31 30 124 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II, III 

& IV. 

38 DEEPAK 

KUMAR 

LATE KEWAL 

KRISHAN 

44 39 35 42 160 Passes. 

39 GH RASOOL 

BHAT 

AB AZIZ BHAT 37 27 18 38 120 Passes in Papers I & 

IV. Fails in Papers II 

& III. 

40 MANZOOR 

AHMAD DAR  

AMIR UD DIN 

DAR 

35 22 38 45 140 Passes in Papers I, 

III & IV. Fails in 

Paper II. 

41 AKRITI 

KESAR 

RAM RATTAN 

KESAR 

62 63 38 67 230 Passes. 

42 GOPAL 

CHAND  

LATE SH 

GOVIND RAM 

44 44 37 61 186 Passes. 

43 JYOTI 

PARKASH 

BANARSI DASS A A A A A Absent. 
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44 RAJESH 

KUMAR 

GIRDHARI LAL A A 33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

A 33 Absent in Papers I, 

III & IV. 

45 PARVEZ 

AHMAD 

BHAT 

GHULAM QADIR 

BHAT 

42 36 36 34 148 Passes. 

46 ARSHIDA 

BANO 

GH NABI KHAN 55 43 32 46 176 Passes in Papers I, II 

& IV. Fails in Paper 

III. 

47 FAROOQ 

AHMAD MIR 

GH NABI MIR A A A A A Absent. 

48 SURINDER 

KUMAR 

KARAM CHAND 61 41 37 A 139 Passes in Papers I, II 

& III. Absent in 

Paper IV. 

49 MOHAMMAD 

AKBAR KHAN 

GH AHMAD 

KHAN 

20 33 25 25 103 Fails in Papers I, III 

& IV. Passes in 

Paper II. 

50 NEERU BHAT GIRDHARI LAL 

BHAT 

53 33 30 51 167 Passes in Papers I, II 

& IV. Fails in Paper 

III. 

51 PARSHOTAM 

SINGH 

MUNSHI SINGH A A A A A Absent. 

52 MANJU 

GUPTA 

OM PARKASH 

GUPTA 

A A DID NOT 

APPLY 

DID NOT 

APPLY 

A Absent in Papers I & 

II. Did not apply for 

rest of the papers. 

53 MEHRAJ UD 

DIN SHAH 

LATE 

MOHAMMAD 

AKBAR SHAH 

45 41 30 17 133 Passes in Papers I & 

II. Fails in Papers III 

& IV. 

54 MEENA 

KUMARI 

MOHAN LAL 

RAZDAN 

50 23 35 21 129 Passes in Papers I & 

III. Fails in Papers II 

& IV. 

55 FAHMIDA 

JAN 

MOHAMMAD 

ABDULLAH ITOO 

A A A A A Absent. 

56 PINKI 

KUMARI 

LATTO 

GAWASH LAL 

LATTO 

48 18 30 7 103 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II, III 

& IV. 

57 REHANA 

QADRI 

MOHAMMAD 

YASEEN QADRI 

A A A A A Absent. 

58 VEENA KOUL AMAR NATH 

KOUL 

A A A A A Absent. 

59 ABDUL 

RASHID 

BHAT 

LATE 

MOHAMMAD 

ISMAIL BHAT 

27 4 0 15 46 Fails. 

60 HANEEF 

AHMAD 

QADRI  

PIR SALAM UL 

DIN QADRI  

72 38 35 36 181 Passes. 

61 TILAK RAJ BACHITAR LAL 23 22 30 8 83 Fails. 

62 RAKESH 

KUMAR 

GHAMBIR 

CHAND 

60 36   

Passed in 

09/2018 

31 20 147 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers III & 

IV. 

63 FAROOQ 

AHMED 

FEROZ DIN 47 34 35 29 145 Passes in Papers I, II 

& III. Fails in Paper 

IV. 

64 SHABNUM 

AHMAD 

GULAM AHMAD A A A A A Absent. 

65 YANGCHAN 

DOLMA 

SONAM DORJAY 76 44 45 65 230 Passes. 

66 RENU GUPTA BAL KRISHAN 

GUPTA 

A A A A A Absent. 

67 IFTIKHAR 

AHMAD 

BUTT 

NAZIR AHMAD 

BUTT 

A A A A A Absent. 

68 SYED 

MEHMOOD 

SYED ABUL 

KALAM 

A 45   

Passed in 

09/2020 

47   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

A 92 Absent in Papers I & 

IV. 
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69 MOHD 

WASEEM 

MOHD LATIEF 53 35 30 11 129 Passes in Papers I & 

II. Fails in Papers III 

& IV. 

70 SHAHID ALI ALI MOHAMMAD 

DIGOO 

A A A A A Absent. 

71 DEEPAK 

KUMAR 

BHALLA 

GURBACHAN 

SINGH 

A A A A A Absent. 

72 NISSAR 

AHMAD GAMI 

GHULAM MOHD 

GAMI 

52 28 30 33 143 Passes in Papers I & 

IV. Fails in Papers II 

& III. 

73 SHEIKH 

MOHAMMAD 

ABDULLAH 

LATE ABDUL 

REHMAN 

43   

Passed 

in 

1/2014 

42   

Passed in 

04/2017 

36   

Passed 

in 

10/2015 

42 163 Passes. 

74 MOHD SHAFI 

HAKEEM 

LATE HABIB-

ULLAH 

61   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

51   

Passed in 

09/2020 

60   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

49 221 Passes. 

75 SUJATA 

JALALI 

JAWAHIR LAL 

JALALI 

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

46   

Passed in 

09/2020 

36  

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

59 181 Passes. 

76 TARIQ 

AHMAD MIR 

AB. REHMAN 

MIR 

61   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

53   

Passed in 

09/2020 

46  

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

71 231 Passes. 

77 NAZIR 

AHMAD 

BHAT 

AB. KABEIR 

BHAT 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

53   

Passed in 

09/2020 

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

45 173 Passes. 

78 TANVEER 

AHMAD 

NAJAR 

MOHD ISMAIL 

NAJAR 

42   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

45   

Passed in 

09/2020 

41   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

46 174 Passes. 

79 PERVAZ 

AHMAD 

BHAT  

MOHD 

MAQBOOL BHAT  

     Withheld. 

80 BILAL 

AHMAD DAR 

AB AZIZ DAR 37   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

50   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

57 179 Passes. 

81 ALTAF 

HUSSAIN 

SHAH  

MUBARAK SHAH 41   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

46   

Passed in 

09/2020 

39   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

42 168 Passes. 

82 MOHMAD 

MUZAFFER 

SOFI 

ALI MOHD SOFI 37   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

39   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

25 136 Fails in Paper IV. 

83 MANOJ 

GANDOTRA 

YASH PAL 

GANDOTRA  

57   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

45   

Passed in 

09/2020 

44  

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

38 184 Passes. 

84 VED 

PRAKASH 

LT SH.MOHANT 

RAM 

47   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

46   

Passed in 

09/2020 

36   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

54 183 Passes. 

85 VIJAY KUMAR  TIRTH RAM 43   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

42   

Passed in 

09/2020 

43   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

62 190 Passes. 

86 BILAL 

AHMAD 

WANI 

GHULAM 

AHMAD WANI 

45   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

36   

Passed in 

09/2018 

43   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

41 165 Passes. 

87 ANANT RAM SH. PURAN 

CHAND 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

40   

Passed in 

09/2020 

30 39 144 Fails in Paper III. 

Passes in Paper IV. 

88 RAJESH 

DOGRA 

CHARAN DASS 47   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

40   

Passed in 

09/2018 

43   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

42 172 Passes. 
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89 PARSHOTAM 

KUMAR 

SHIV LAL 40   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

48   

Passed in 

09/2018 

33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

44 165 Passes. 

90 KUL BUSHAN 

KAUL 

RATTAN LAL 48   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

45   

Passed in 

09/2020 

48   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

37 178 Passes. 

91 SAHIL GUPTA ROMESH 

CHANDER 

GUPTA 

67 35   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

17 84 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Paper IV. 

92 BALVINDER 

KOUR 

S. GURDEV 

SINGH 

60   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

40   

Passed in 

09/2020 

46   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

30 176 Fails in Paper IV. 

93 ANIL KUMAR 

GANDOTRA 

LATE SHRI. 

JUGAL KISHORE 

GANDOTRA 

55   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

45   

Passed in 

09/2020 

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

25 165 Fails in Paper IV. 

94 JAGMOHAN 

KHAJURIA 

KHARATI LAL 38 38   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

17 128 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Paper IV. 

95 NEETU 

RAINA 

JAWHAR LAL 

RAINA 

57   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

50   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

32 159 Fails in Paper IV. 

96 SHUBHAN 

KRISHAN  

LATE SHRI 

AMAR NATH 

BHAT  

53 47 33 24 157 Passes in Papers I, II 

& III. Fails in Paper 

IV. 

97 SHAMIM 

AHMAD SOFI 

ABDUL AZIZ 

SOFI 

56   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

48   

Passed in 

09/2020 

39   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

63 206 Passes. 

98 

* 

GULSHAN 

ARA 

SHEIKH 

TANVEER 

AHMAD  

     Withheld 

99 MADAN LAL LATE SH. BADRI 

NATH 

57   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

57   

Passed in 

09/2020 

45   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

60 219 Passes. 

100 JATINDER 

KOUR 

S. JOGINDER 

SINGH 

61 23 34   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

24 142 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II & 

IV. 

101 SANJEET 

KUMAR 

LATE SHRI. 

NATHU RAM 

     Withheld. 

102 RAM CHAND SHRI. RATTAN 

LAL 

53 34 35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

25 147 Passes in Papers I & 

II. Fails in Paper IV. 

103 JIWAN LAL SH SHAM LAL 8 26 36   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

8 42 Fails in Papers I, II & 

IV. 

104 ASHOK 

KUMAR 

DHAR 

SHAM LAL DHAR 55   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

51   

Passed in 

09/2020 

41  

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

28 175 Fails in Paper IV. 

105 VIKAS 

SHARMA 

LATE. SH 

KULDEEP RAJ 

SHARMA 

33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

41   

Passed in 

09/2018 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

60 169 Passes. 

106 VENOOD JI 

BHAT  

CHUNI LAL 

BHAT 

62   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

58   

Passed in 

09/2020 

42   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

60 222 Passes. 

107 KIRAN BHAT MADHU SUDAN 

BHAT 

51   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

42   

Passed in 

09/2020 

37   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

43 173 Passes. 
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108 BHUMICA 

SHARMA 

VINOD KUMAR 77   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

38   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

47 197 Passes. 

109 BHAJAN 

SINGH 

S. CHET SINGH 51   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

46   

Passed in 

09/2018 

65   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

62 224 Passes. 

110 RAJAN LT. SH. KHAJAN 

CHAND 

50   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

46   

Passed in 

09/2020 

A A 96 Absent in Papers III 

& IV. 

111 TARIQ 

RASOOL 

MUNSHI 

GHULAM 

RASOOL 

MUNSHI 

34   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

41   

Passed in 

09/2018 

46   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

20 141 Fails in Paper IV. 

112 NATIQ 

HUSSAIN 

SHAH  

ZAID HUSSAIN 

SHAH  

42 41   

Passed in 

09/2018 

39   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

42 164 Passes. 

113 HARVINDER 

KUMAR  

RAM SARAN 34   

Passed 

in 

04/2017 

43   

Passed in 

10/2016 

34   

Passed 

in 

04/2017 

36 147 Passes. 

114 JAVED IQBAL  MOHD SHARIEF  44   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

54   

Passed in 

09/2020 

44   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

50 192 Passes. 

115 DHEERAJ 

DUBEY 

S P DUBEY  41   

Passed 

in 

10/2016 

A 45   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

A 86 Absent in Papers II 

& IV. 

116 MUNISH 

SHARMA  

LATE KRISHAN 

DUTT SHARMA 

30 35   

Passed in 

09/2020 

30 10 105 Fails in Papers I, III 

& IV. 

117 SHAKEEL 

HUSSAIN 

MALIK  

MOHD SHAFI 

MALIK  

33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

35 40   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

48   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

156 Passes. 

118 SHASHI 

PRABHA  

NASIB SINGH  76 41   

Passed in 

09/2018 

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

36   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

193 Passes. 

119 BRHAM 

DUTT 

MELA RAM  75 51   

Passed in 

09/2020 

50   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

48 224 Passes. 

120 KAMALJEET 

SINGH  

LATE NIRANJAN 

SINGH  

57 43   

Passed in 

09/2020 

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

38 178 Passes. 

121 SEEMA 

RAZDAN 

LATE SH 

MAHARAJ 

KRISHEN 

RAZDAN 

39   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

40   

Passed in 

09/2018 

50   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

37 166 Passes. 

122 AIJAZ 

AHMAD 

BHAT  

ABDUL GANI 

BHAT  

35   

Passed 

in 

1/2014 

37   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

32 139 Fails in Paper IV. 

123 HARCHARAN 

SINGH  

MOHINDER 

SINGH  

41   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

41   

Passed in 

09/2020 

37   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

47 166 Passes. 

124 KAMAL 

KUMAR  

RAM LAL  54 29 31 18 132 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II, III 

& IV. 

125 SAMINA 

QOUNSAR  

ABDUL GANI 

MIR  

43   

Passed 

in 

04/2017 

A A DID NOT 

APPLY 

43 Absent in Papers II 

& III. Did not apply 

for Paper IV. 

126 SHAKEEL 

AHMAD 

CHOOR  

LATE ABDUL 

GAFAR CHOOR  

45 15 39   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

13 112 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II & 

IV. 
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127 BALWAN 

SINGH  

MUNSHI SINGH  41   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

50 43   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

46 180 Passes. 

128 OM PRAKASH  LATE SH BELI 

RAM  

A 51   

Passed in 

09/2020 

36   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

A 87 Absent in Papers I & 

IV. 

129 PRIYA 

BHARTI  

SURESH 

CHANDER 

SHARMA  

57   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

53 39   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

40 189 Passes. 

130 MOOL RAJ 

CHANAYAL  

SH PUNNU RAM  58   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

55   

Passed in 

09/2020 

39   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

51 203 Passes. 

131 MOHD 

RAMZAN  

MOHD HUSSAIN  51   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

66   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

31 183 Fails in Paper IV. 

132 MOHD ARIF  LAL HUSSAIN  33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

A A A 33 Absent in Papers II, 

III & IV. 

133 PREM LATA  SH SHIV RAM  38   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

43   

Passed in 

09/2020 

43   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

55 179 Passes. 

134 SHAM LAL JAGAN NATH 62   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

49   

Passed in 

09/2018 

33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

47 191 Passes. 

135 KRISHAN LAL  SH TEJ RAM  21 21 36   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

17 95 Fails in Papers I, II & 

IV. 

136 RAJ KUMMAR 

RAINA  

SH TARA CHAND 

RAINA  

41   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

39   

Passed in 

09/2020 

31 5 116 Fails in Papers III & 

IV. 

137 NEERJA R J 

SINGH 

LATE DR 

GOVIND SARAN 

SAXENA   

52   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

50   

Passed in 

09/2020 

42   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

63 207 Passes. 

138 BALVIR 

SINGH  

VAKIL SINGH  55   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

52   

Passed in 

09/2020 

45   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

71 223 Passes. 

139 ZAFFRULLAH  ABDUL GANI  34   

Passed 

in 

04/2016 

42   

Passed in 

04/2016 

44   

Passed 

in 

07/2014 

24 144 Fails in Paper IV. 

140 NOOTEN 

PAUL  

KRISHAN 

CHAND  

60 35   

Passed in 

09/2020 

41   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

54 190 Passes. 

141 FAROOQ 

AHMAD DAR 

MOHD SIDIQ 

DAR 

64 34 48   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

39  

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

185 Passes. 

142 IMTIYAZ 

AHMAD 

NAJAR 

ABDUL GANI 

NAJAR 

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

39  

Passed in 

09/2020 

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

36 155 Passes. 

143 MOHD IQBAL 

MIR 

BASHIR AHMAD 

MIR 

45.50   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

36   

Passed in 

09/2018 

45   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

27 153.5 Fails in Paper IV. 

144 GUL MOHD 

SHAN  

GH AHMAD 

SHAN 

34  

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

 

40  

Passed in 

09/2020 

39  

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

29 142 Fails in Paper IV. 
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145 MAQSOOD 

AHMAD 

SHEIKH  

NAZIR AHMAD 

SHEIKH  

10 38   

Passed in 

09/2018 

45   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

9 102 Fails in Papers I & 

IV. 

146 DALVIR 

SINGH  

KARTAR SINGH  49 37  

Passed in 

09/2020 

36  

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

15 137 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Paper IV. 

147 MOHD 

MAQBOOL 

MALIK  

GH MOHD 

MALIK  

72 38  

Passed in 

09/2020 

36  

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

58 204 Passes. 

148 FAROOQ 

AHMAD 

BHAT 

MOHD YOUSF 

BHAT 

68 36  

Passed in 

09/2020 

35  

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

54 193 Passes. 

149 MEHRAJ UD 

DIN WANI  

GH NABI WANI  66  

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

50   

Passed in 

09/2020 

45   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

46 207 Passes. 

150 SHAKEEL 

AHMAD 

MALLA  

GHULAM 

MOHMMAD  

A A A A A Absent. 

151 ABDUL 

RASHID 

PUSHU  

MOHD SHABAN 

PUSHOO 

69   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed in 

09/2020 

36   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

A 140 Absent in Paper IV. 

152 RAJESH 

BHAT 

MOTI LAL BHAT 41   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

16 30 14 101 Fails in Papers II, III 

& IV. 

153 ABDUL 

MAJEED 

LONE 

GHULAM 

MOHAMMAD 

LONE 

41 28 37   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

10 116 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II & 

IV. 

154 JEETENDRA 

KUMAR 

BHAT 

SOOM NATH 

BHAT 

52   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

53   

Passed in 

09/2020 

39   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

59 203 Passes. 

155 MOHD SHAFI 

HAKIM 

ZAFFER AHMED 

HAKIM 

46 38   

Passed in 

09/2018 

38   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

9 131 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Paper IV. 

156 NAZIMA 

HASSAN 

GHULAM 

HASSAN 

68 35   

Passed in 

09/2020 

30 26 159 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers III & 

IV. 

157 MIR 

MUZAFFAR 

MIR ABDUL 

SALAM 

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

20 A A 60 Fails in Paper II. 

Absent in Papers III 

& IV. 

158 NAZIR 

AHMAD 

THOKER 

GH MOHD 

THOKER 

A 11 35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

6 52 Fails in Papers II & 

IV. Absent in Paper 

I. 

159 MOHAMMAD 

ASHRAF DAR 

MOHAMMAD 

RAMZAN DAR 

A A A A A Absent. 

160 JAVEED 

AHMAD 

BHAT 

MR. 

MOHAMMAD 

ABDULLAH 

BHAT 

65 33   

Passed in 

09/2018 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

166 Passes. 

161 MOHD 

YOUSUF MIR 

MOHD SHABAN 

MIR 

A 36   

Passed in 

09/2020 

23 38 97 Fails in Paper III. 

Passes in Paper IV. 

Absent in Paper I. 

162 ABDUL 

HAMID 

MALIK 

ABDUL AZIZ 

MALIK 

37   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

46   

Passed in 

09/2020 

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

44 167 Passes. 

163 AIJAZ 

AHMAD 

SHAH 

LATE GH NABI 

SHAH 

53   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

36   

Passed in 

09/2018 

49   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

39 177 Passes. 

164 MUZAFAR 

HASSAN 

NAJAR 

GHULAM 

HASSAN NAJAR 

6 33   

Passed in 

09/2020 

24 12 75 Fails in Papers I, III 

& IV. 
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165 MOHD 

SHAFAT 

AHMED 

MOHD SADIQ 

MIR 

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

47   

Passed in 

09/2020 

44   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

45 176 Passes. 

166 AIJAZ 

AHMAD 

SHEIKH 

GH RASOOL 

SHEIKH 

41   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

39   

Passed in 

09/2018 

37   

Passed 

in 

10/2015 

31 148 Fails in Paper IV. 

167 MOHD RAFIQ 

WANI 

AB KHALIQ 

WANI 

38   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

45   

Passed in 

09/2020 

43   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

45 171 Passes. 

168 ARSHID 

AHMAD 

PISLOO 

GH NABI PISLOO 55 38   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

30 158 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Paper IV. 

169 SHAMEEMA ALI MOHMAD 56   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

53   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

58 202 Passes. 

170 SYED 

MEHMOOD  

SYED ABUL 

KALAM 

70 45   

Passed in 

09/2020 

47   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

47 209 Passes. 

171 

* 

KOUNSAR 

JAN 

GHULAM NABI 

WANI 

     Withheld. 

172 FAYAZ 

AHMAD  

HABIB ULLAHA 70   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

62   

Passed in 

09/2018 

65   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

52 249 Passes. 

173 AB HAMID 

WANI 

AB AHAD WANI 42   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

39   

Passed in 

09/2020 

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

42 163 Passes. 

174 SHABIR 

AHMAD DAR 

KH AMIR UD DIN 

DAR 

38   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

48   

Passed in 

09/2020 

38   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

64 188 Passes. 

175 SHEIKH 

JAVEED 

AHMAD  

AB RASHID 

SHEIKH 

51   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

53   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

63 202 Passes. 

176 JAMEEL 

AHMAD DAR 

MOHAMMAD 

ABDULLAH DAR 

56   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

52   

Passed in 

09/2020 

41   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

48 197 Passes. 

177 MOHD 

MAQBOOL 

MALLA 

ALI MOHD 

MALLA 

44.50   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

50   

Passed in 

09/2020 

46   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

52 192.5 Passes. 

178 GH MOHI UD 

DIN HAJAM 

HAJI MOHD 

AKBAR HAJAM 

49 38   

Passed in 

09/2020 

36   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

38 161 Passes. 

179 FAYAZ 

AHMAD 

BHAT  

GHULAM 

AHMAD BHAT 

63   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

49   

Passed in 

09/2020 

46   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

63 221 Passes. 

180 

* 

MUZAFFAR 

AHMAD 

BHAT 

ABDUL AHAD 

BHAT 

     Withheld 

181 AMIR NABI 

SOFI 

GHULAM NABI 

SOFI  

52   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

52   

Passed in 

09/2020 

47   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

62 213 Passes. 

182 MOHD 

MAQBOOL 

WAR 

ABDUL GAFAR 

WAR 

41   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

38   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

50 164 Passes. 

183 JAVED 

AHMAD VAR  

ABDUL JABBAR 

VAR  

44   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed in 

09/2020 

47   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

31 157 Fails in Paper IV. 
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184 GULZAR 

AHMAD 

LONE 

GH MOHMMAD 

LONE 

57   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

48   

Passed in 

09/2020 

45   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

56 206 Passes. 

185 ASHRAF 

MAJID LONE  

AB MAJID LONE  40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed in 

09/2020 

42   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

46 163 Passes. 

186 AB RASHID 

BABA 

MOHD YOUSF 

BABA 

55   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

45   

Passed in 

09/2020 

38   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

39 177 Passes. 

187 ABDUL 

QAYOOM 

SHIEKH 

ABDUL KHALIQ 

SHIEKH 

46   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

37   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

30 148 Fails in Paper IV. 

188 SAJAD 

AHMAD 

BHAT  

MOHD ASHOOR 

BHAT  

55   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

65   

Passed in 

09/2020 

37   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

60 217 Passes. 

189 SHABIR 

AHMAD DAR  

LATE GHULAM 

MOHD DAR  

54   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

44   

Passed in 

09/2020 

46   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

66 210 Passes. 

190 GH AHMAD 

TANTARY  

GH MOHD 

TANTARY 

34   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

33 41   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

36 144 Passes. 

191 DILSHAD 

AHMAD DAR  

GHULAM 

AHMAD DAR  

40   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

44 32 45 161 Passes in Papers II & 

IV. Fails in Paper III. 

192 LATIF 

AHMAD 

RATHER  

ALI MOHD 

RATHER  

42   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

35 38   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

37 152 Passes. 

193 SHOWKET 

AHMAD 

BHAT  

MOHD YOUSF 

BHAT  

58.50   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

49 42   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

49 198.5 Passes. 

194 QAZI 

IMTIYAZ 

AHMAD 

SHAH 

QAZI GHULAM 

MOHMMAD 

SHAH 

A A A A A Absent. 

195 REYAZ 

AHMAD 

BHAT  

MOHD ISMAIL 

BHAT  

43   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

27 35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

58 163 Fails in Paper II. 

Passes in Paper IV. 

196 SUBASH 

CHANDER  

JAGAN NATH  64 45   

Passed in 

09/2020 

45   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

47 201 Passes. 

197 ZAHOOR 

AHMAD 

BEIGH  

GHULAM 

HASSAN BEIGH 

43   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

57   

Passed in 

09/2020 

43   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

69 212 Passes. 

198 RINKOO 

KUMAR 

BHAT  

MOHAN LAL 

BHAT 

44   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

45   

Passed in 

09/2018 

33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

39 161 Passes. 

199 RAJESH 

GUPTA  

YOG RAJ GUPTA  42   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

33   

Passed in 

09/2018 

48   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

22 145 Fails in Paper IV. 

200 NIRMAL 

KUMARI 

OM PRAKASH  61   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

59   

Passed in 

09/2020 

39 70 229 Passes. 

201 SURAYA 

BANOO  

GH NABI  46   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

50   

Passed in 

09/2020 

35   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

A 131 Absent in Paper IV. 

202 KRISHAN LAL  LATE SH BELI 

RAM  

10 4 6 1 21 Fails. 
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203 JAGIR RAM SH GAIN CHAND  36   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

37   

Passed in 

09/2018 

48   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

61 182 Passes. 

204 PHOLI 

VERMA  

RATTAN LAL  43   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

39   

Passed in 

09/2018 

34   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

36 152 Passes. 

205 RAJNI 

SHARMA  

OM PRAKASH 

SHARMA 

38   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

33   

Passed in 

09/2018 

33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

53 157 Passes. 

206 RAKESH 

KOHLI  

  33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

29 33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

33   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

128 Fails in Paper II. 

207 FAROOQ 

AHMAD 

LONE 

ALI MOHD LONE 46   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

39   

Passed in 

09/2020 

45   

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

A 130 Absent in Paper IV. 

208 RUHANA 

QAMAR 

GHULAM 

MUSTAFA KHAN 

40 15 20 11 86 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II, III 

& IV. 

209 FIRDOUSA 

AKHTER 

ALI MOHD KHAN 0 0 10 0 10 Fails. 

210 AB MAJID 

MIR 

MOHD RAJAB 

MIR 

73 54 37 55 219 Passes. 

211 FEIZOO 

JOWHAR 

BASHIR 

BASHIR AHMAD 

WANI 

73 46 42 63 224 Passes. 

212 SYED ABDUL 

HAYE SHAH 

SYED GULZAR 

AHMAD 

52 18 20 32 122 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II, III 

& IV. 

213 RAJAN 

PADHA  

SHAMBHU DUTT 

PADHA  

34   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

8 18 36   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

96 Fails in Papers II & 

III. 

214 AKHTAR 

HUSSAIN 

SOFI 

AMIR UD DIN 

SOFI 

A A A A A Absent. 

215 RUBINA 

RAHMAN 

KH. ABDUL 

RAHMAN 

A A A A A Absent. 

216 SHABIR 

AHMAD 

GANAI 

MOHD RAMZAN 

GANAI 

50 20 30 20 120 Passes in Paper I. 

Fails in Papers II, III 

& IV. 

515 RUKHSANA 

BASHIR 

LATE MOHD 

JAMAL BHAT 

0 0 7 0 7 Fails. 

E&OE 

 

FOUNDATION COURSE  

 
ROLL 

NO 

Name of the 

Candidate 

Parentage PI                PII             PIII           PIV          PV            PVI           Tot

al        

Remarks 

217 NAZA 

AKHTER 

GH 

RASOOL 

LONE 

60   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

39   

Passed 

in 

12/2017 

35   

Passed 

in 

11/2016 

32 52   

Passed 

in 

11/2016 

44   

Passed 

in 

11/2016 

262 Fails in 

Paper IV. 

218 RAHUL 

BAKSHI 

JYOTI 

SAROOP 

35 39 30 45 53 47 249 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper III. 

219 ASHUMAN 

SHARMA 

PRABU 

DAYAL 

59 36 36 46 41 77 295 Passes. 

220 ASHOK RAJ SH 

BACHITTA

R LAL 

59 34 32 34 51 58 268 Passes in 

Papers I, V 

& VI. Fails 

in Papers II, 

III & IV. 
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221 ASHU KUMAR BHUSHAN 

LAL 

59 33 32 25 49 63 261 Passes in 

Papers I, V 

& VI. Fails 

in Papers II, 

III & IV. 

222 FAYAZ 

HUSSAIN  

MOHD ALI 54 46   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

37   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

37   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

66   

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

41 281 Passes. 

223 KHALID 

BASHIR 

BASHIR 

AHMAD 

WANI 

42 33 35 50 44 44 248 Passes in 

Papers I, III, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper II. 

224  SARABJEET  

SINGH 

 JASWANT 

SINGH  

57 26 35 45 45 53 261 Passes in 

Papers I, III, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper II. 

225 RAJINDER 

KOUL 

MOHAN 

KRISHAN 

KOUL 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

226 HARSHALI 

DHAR 

BBDHAR 56 49 36 55 69 66 331 Passes. 

227 PREETY 

SHARMA 

RAMESH 

CHANDER 

37 25 31 15 38 44 190 Passes in 

Papers I, V 

& VI. Fails 

in Papers II, 

III & IV. 

228 LEELAMBER 

SHARMA 

BODH RAJ  47 46 36 42 45 66 282 Passes. 

229 CHANDER 

NARAYAN 

SINGH 

SAMBYAL 

BRAHAM 

SINGH 

SAMBYAL 

47 48 35 55 43 48 276 Passes. 

230 SHABEER 

AHMED 

GHULAM 

NABI BHAT 

38           

Passed 

in 

7/2011 

49           

Passed 

in 

7/2011 

43           

Passed 

in 

7/2011 

35           

Passed 

in 

7/2011 

51           

Passed 

in 

7/2011 

47 263 Passes. 

231 GURMEET 

KOUR 

RACHPAL 

SINGH 

57 36 33 31 41 40 238 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

V & VI. Fails 

in Papers 

III & IV. 

232 NEERAJ 

GUPTA 

KEEMTI 

LAL GUPTA 

46 33 30 36 51 41 237 Passes in 

Papers I, IV, 

V & VI. Fails 

in Papers II 

& III. 

233 MOHD 

HUSSAIN 

HAYDER 

ALI 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

234 RIYAZ 

AHMAD 

KATHJOO 

GH MOHD 

KATHJOO 

20 14 42           

Passed 

in 

7/2013 

38           

Passed 

in 

7/2013 

56           

Passed 

in 

7/2012 

26 196 Fails in 

Papers I, II 

& VI. 

235 PRIYA 

SHARMA 

PURAN 

CHAND 

SHARMA 

61 37 35 61 56 64 314 Passes. 

236 PARVINDER 

KUMAR 

RAM 

KRISHAN 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

237 IKHLAQ 

HUSSAIN 

GHULAM 

HUSSAIN 

GIRE 

50 34 35 27 33 60 239 Passes in 

Papers I, III 

& VI. Fails 

in Papers II, 

IV & V. 

238 MANOHAR 

SINGH 

THORU 

SINGH 

59 45 36 50 37 59 286 Passes. 

239 AFROZA 

SHAFI 

MOHAMMA

D SHAFI 

DAR 

35 35 32 22 41 37 202 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

V & VI. Fails 

in Papers 

III & IV. 

240 HILAL 

AHMAD 

KHAJA 

MOHD 

RAMZAN 

KHAJA 

50 39 35 40 43 46 253 Passes. 

241 ZAMROODA 

AKTHER 

GH 

MOHAMMA

D BHAT 

52 40 38 42 52 60 284 Passes. 
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242 NUSARAT 

MIR 

MOHD 

YOUSUF 

MIR 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

243 NASIR AMIN 

TUGOO 

MOHD 

AMIN 

TUGOO 

58 24 36 32 37 37 224 Passes in 

Papers I, III, 

V & VI. Fails 

in Papers II 

& IV. 

244 SABREENA 

BANOO 

AKHOON 

GHULAM 

HUSSAIN 

AKHOON 

51 27 35 15 37 42 207 Passes in 

Papers I, III, 

V & VI. Fails 

in Papers II 

& IV. 

245 SHAHEENA 

RASHID 

AB RASHID 

BHAT 

20 23 26 32 6 35 142 Fails in 

Papers I, II, 

III, IV & V. 

Passes in 

Paper VI. 

246 KOUSER 

NAZIR BUTT 

NAZIR 

AHMED 

BUTT 

53 40 35 41 36 48 253 Passes. 

247  MISBAH 

BINTI AMIN   

MOHAMMA

D AMIN 

WANI 

71 50 40 68 76 74 379 Passes. 

248 SUMARA 

SHAKEEL 

SHAKEEL 

AHMAD 

SHAH 

72 53 37 58 74 70 364 Passes. 

249 REETU 

JAMWAL 

SURAT 

SINGH 

JAMWAL 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

250 DAYIM 

HASSAN 

GHULAM 

HASSAN 

KOUSAR 

56 43 36 60 63 82 340 Passes. 

251 BAKHTAWAR 

ALI BHAT 

ALI MOHD 

BHAT 

56 49 37 57 40 45 284 Passes. 

252 MOHD IRFAN 

BHAT 

JALAL UD 

DIN BHAT 

67 55 40 70 49 56 337 Passes. 

253 RAHUL 

DUTTA 

MAHESH 

DUTTA 

51 48 36 57 50 A 242 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

III, IV & V. 

Absent in 

Paper VI. 

254 NAZIMA GULAM 

NABI 

55 50 35 57 59 55 311 Passes. 

255 FIRDOUS 

AHMAD DAR 

MOHAMMA

D SHAFI 

DAR 

48 40 35 56 53 65 297 Passes. 

256 RITIKA 

GUPTA 

ASHOK 

GUPTA 

51           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

27 30 45           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

46           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

29 228 Fails in 

Papers II, 

III & VI. 

257 ARSHID 

AHMAD DAR 

MEHRAJ 

UD DIN 

DAR 

59 42 39 53 60 53 306 Passes. 

258 MERAJ UD 

DIN 

ABDUL 

REHMAN 

DAR 

A A A A DID NOT 

APPLY 

DID NOT 

APPLY 

A Absent in 

Papers I, II, 

III & IV. Did 

not apply 

for Papers 

V & VI. 

259 ROSHAN LAL KUNJ LAL 44 29 21 9 40 30 173 Passes in 

Papers I & 

V. Fails in 

Papers II, 

III, IV & VI. 

260 GH MUSTAFA 

BHAT 

GH 

MOHMAD 

BHAT 

35 33 30 22 26 31 177 Passes in 

Paper I. 

Fails in 

Papers II, 

III, IV, V & 

VI. 

261 KHURSHEED 

AHMAD 

MALLA 

GH MOHD 

MALLA 

11 A 30 37 DID NOT 

APPLY 

DID NOT 

APPLY 

78 Fails in 

Papers I & 

III. Passes 

in Paper IV. 

Absent in 

Paper II. 

Did not 

apply for 

Papers V & 

VI. 
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262 RIYAZ 

AHMAD BHAT 

HABIB 

ULLAH 

BHAT 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

263 MEHRAJ UR 

REHMAN 

ABDUL 

REHMAN 

RATHER 

55 53 36 59 68 61 332 Passes. 

264 AB RASHID 

BHAT 

GH MOHI 

UD DIN 

53 54 37 65 52 56 317 Passes. 

265 BASHIR 

AHMAD 

NAJAR 

ABDUL 

KHALIQ 

NAJAR 

35 24 35 13 16 38 161 Passes in 

Papers I, III 

& VI. Fails 

in Papers II, 

IV & V. 

266 SHABIR 

AHMAD 

SHEERGOJRI 

MOHD 

JAMAL 

SHEERGOJRI 

25 26 21 45          

Passed 

in 

2/2012 

5 35           

Passed 

in 

7/2012 

157 Fails in 

Papers I, II, 

III & V. 

267 KISHORE 

SINGH 

DHYAN 

SINGH 

5 2 3 0 0 4 14 Fails. 

268 MOHD RAFIQ 

KHOJA 

AB HAMID 

KHOJA 

53 33 36 38 70 54 284 Passes in 

Papers I, III, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper II. 

269 BISMA JAN GHULAM 

MOHAMMAD 
A 52 A 57 A A 109 Passes in 

Papers II & 

IV. Absent 

in Papers I, 

III, V & VI. 

270 MADHU BALA JAI RAM 11 3 18 14 7 13 66 Fails. 

271 IMTIYAZ 

AHMAD 

MALIK 

AB 

RAHMAN 

MALIK 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

272 AJIT KUMAR KRISHAN 

LAL 

56 50 37 57 33 57 290 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

III, IV & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper V. 

273 MOHD YAHYA 

DAR 

ABDUL 

KHALIQ 

DAR 

73           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

61           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

60           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

67           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

56 58 375 Passes. 

274 SUNIL KUMAR  KAMAL 

CHAND 

51 44 33 51 46 47 272 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper III. 

275 AMIR TARIQ TARIQ 

AHMAD 

BHAT 

50 50 33 43 46 52 274 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper III. 

276 PARVEEZ 

AHMAD 

KUMAR 

GHULAM 

MOHD 

KUMAR 

61 41 35 52 42 57 288 Passes. 

277 SHOAIB 

MOHD SOFI 

GH MOHD 

SOFI 

62 54 39 56 55 77 343 Passes. 

278 UMMAR 

RASHID 

ABDUL 

RASHID 

DAR 

52 33 35 47 47 46 260 Passes in 

Papers I, III, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper II. 

279 SAJAD 

AHMAD BHAT 

BASHIR 

AHMAD 

BHAT 

 

55 56 42 62 66 65 346 Passes. 

280 KETAN 

SHARMA 

SUBASH 

CHANDER 

SHARMA  

 

43 36 35 46 51 37 248 Passes. 

281 ROMEY 

SHARMA 

 

DEWAN 

CHAND 

2 2 10 2 8 12 36 Fails. 

282 AJAZ AHMAD 

SHEIKH 

MOHD 

MAQBOOL 

SHEIKH 

54 35 32 49 43 43 256 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper III. 
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283 MOHD YAQUB 

BHAT 

MANZOOR 

AHMAD 

BHAT 

36 39 30 40 46 51 242 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper III. 

284 MUZAMIL 

FAYAZ KHAN 

FAYAZ 

AHMAD 

KHAN 

49 42 37 49 60 62 299 Passes. 

285 ROUF RASHID AB RASHID 

DAR 

55 55 31 36 49 48 274 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper III. 

286 PARAMJEET 

SINGH 

DHANWAN

T SINGH 

57 37 35 38 36 49 252 Passes. 

287 SHOWKET 

AHMAD DAR 

ABDUL 

SAMAD 

DAR 

42 17 22 6 20 35 142 Passes in 

Papers I & 

VI. Fails in 

Papers II, 

III, IV & V. 

288 MUSHTAQ 

AHMAD 

RATHER  

MOHMAD 

SHAFI 

RATHER  

48 50 36 51 42 55 282 Passes. 

289 MOHD 

YASEEN 

BHAT 

AB MAJEED 

BHAT 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

290 JEEVEN LAL BHAGAT 

RAM 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

291 IQBAL 

AHMAD BHAT  

MOHD 

YOUSUF 

BHAT 

58 38 32 56 47 53 284 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper III. 

292 CHANCHALA 

DEVI 

PURAN 

CHAND 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

293 SUNEEL 

KUMAR 

MAKHAN 

LAL 

19 16 24 A 12 22 93 Fails in 

Papers I, II, 

III, V & VI. 

Absent in 

Paper IV. 

294 ROUF AHMAD 

DAR 

MOHD 

ISMAIL 

DAR 

46 37 30 27 42 35 217 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

V & VI. Fails 

in Papers 

III & IV. 

295 SAVITA 

SHARMA 

SH 

RAMPAUL 

SHARMA 

24 27 31 8 8 13 111 Fails. 

296 PARVAIZ 

AHMAD DAR 

GH 

MOHAMAD 

DAR 

40 33 31 36 34 36 210 Passes in 

Papers I, IV 

& VI. Fails 

in Papers II, 

III & V. 

297 MOHAMMAD 

MUZAFFAR 

BEIGH 

GULAM 

MOHAMMA

D BEIGH 

66 61 36 51 59 47 320 Passes. 

298 CHANDER 

KANT 

ISHWAR 

LAL 

56           

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

41 56           

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

52 37           

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

45           

Passed 

in 

09/2020 

287 Passes. 

299 SOHAIL 

AHMAD 

GANAIE 

ABDUL 

HAMEED 

GANAIE 

A 34 A 45 A A 79 Fails in 

Paper II. 

Passes in 

Paper IV. 

Absent in 

Papers I, III, 

V & VI. 

300 RUKAYA 

RAHIM 

AB RAHIM 

WANI 

36 34 30 50 40 A 190 Passes in 

Papers I, IV 

& V. Fails in 

Papers II & 

III. Absent 

in Paper VI. 

301 FIRDOUS 

AHMAD 

GOJREE 

MOHAMMA

D SIDEEQ 

GOJREE 

49 46 35 50 42 51 273 Passes. 

302 NOWSHEENA 

MEHRAJ 

MEHRAJ 

UD DIN 

MIR 

61 44 37 52 57 53 304 Passes. 
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303 ASHA RANI NIKA RAM DID NOT 

APPLY 

14 DID NOT 

APPLY 

DID NOT 

APPLY 

DID NOT 

APPLY 

1 15 Fails in 

Papers II & 

VI. Did not 

apply for 

rest of the 

papers. 

304 QAMAR 

ZAMAN 

SH 

MOHAMME

D IDRESS 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

305 KOUSAR 

SHAFI 

MOHD 

SHAFI 

RATHER 

11 25 72           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

39           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

16 17 180 Fails in 

Papers I, II, 

V & VI. 

306 MOHD AZAD  NOOR 

MOHD  

27 27 21 16 34 24 149 Fails. 

307 HARVINDER 

SINGH 

MEHTA 

FOJA 

SINGH 

MEHTA 

54 40 36 45 49 52 276 Passes. 

308 RAVI KUMAR BODH RAJ 49 26 32 21 35 45 208 Passes in 

Papers I, V 

& VI. Fails 

in Papers II, 

III & IV. 

309 MEENAKSHI 

KHAJURIA 

LATE SH 

KESHAV 

KUMAR 

KHAJURIA 

60 36 36 42 37 39 250 Passes. 

310 UMAR 

BASHIR 

BASHIR 

AHMAD 

DAR 

41 42 35 40 40 42 240 Passes. 

311 RANGEEL  

SINGH 

KARPAL  

SINGH 

56 38 31 36 38 53 252 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper III. 

312 SHAKEEL 

AHMAD MIR 

GH MOHD 

MIR 

A A A A A A A Absent. 

313 SURINDER 

KUMAR 

BANARSI 

DASS 

49 20 24 A 51 35 179 Passes in 

Papers I, V 

& VI. Fails 

in Papers II 

& III. 

Absent in 

Paper IV. 

314 RAKESH 

KUMAR 

LATE DUNI 

CHAND 

54 36 35 36 40 51 252 Passes. 

315 SUKHCHAIN  S S DOGRA 42 36           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

42           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

10 59           

Passed 

in 

09/2018 

49 238 Passes in 

Papers I & 

VI. Fails in 

in Paper IV. 

316 NOOR MOHD SHRI WALI 

MOHD 

38 21 30 9 40 48 186 Passes in 

Papers I, V 

& VI. Fails 

in Papers II, 

III & IV. 

317 NEERAJ 

KUMAR 

LATE SH 

WARYAM 

SINGH 

29 26 30 A 36 A 121 Fails in 

Papers I, II 

& III. 

Passes in 

Paper V. 

Absent in 

Papers IV & 

VI. 

318 JYOTI KUMAR LATE SH 

NIKKA 

RAM 

36 47 36 41 19 41 220 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

III, IV & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper V. 

319 SARTAJ 

AHMAD 

SHEIKH 

LATE GH 

MOHI UD 

DIN 

31 15 30 37 35 56 204 Fails in 

Papers I, II 

& III. 

Passes in 

Papers IV, 

V & VI. 

320 VINOD 

SHARMA 

TEJ RAM 

SHARMA 

51 51 30 44 54 61 291 Passes in 

Papers I, II, 

IV, V & VI. 

Fails in 

Paper III. 
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JKFA To Hold Premier 
Football League 2nd 
Phase From July 5
Observer News Service

SRINAGAR: The Jammu & Kash-
mir Sports Council (JKSC) and 
J&K Football Association (JKFA) 
on Wednesday announced that 
the 2nd Phase of Premier Football 
League J&K 2020-21 will be held 
from July 5 at Synthetic Turf TRC, 
Srinagar.

A total of 9 football clubs from 
Kashmir Valley will participate in 
the competition.

The teams include: J&K Bank XI 
(Srinagar), Kashmir Avengers FC 
(Srinagar), Etihad FC (Pulwama), 
Ferrari Lions (Ganderbal), SWFC 
(Baramulla), Iqbal FC (Qalosa, 
Bandipora), Dar Sports (Kupwara), 
Shopian FC (Shopian) and Khud-
wani Quimoe FC (Kulgam).

The participating clubs have 
been grouped in 4 pools.

In a statement the JKFA said 
that the selected clubs are the 
ones who have qualified from the 
1st Phase of the League, held in 
November-December, 2020.

In the first fixture on July 5, JK 

Bank XI will take on Khudwani 
Quimoe at 2 pm. The other fixture 
on the same day will see Kashmir 
Avengers FC take on Iqbal FC Qa-
losa at 4 pm.

The JKFA has requested all 
teams to strictly adhere to the Gov-
ernment regulated COVID-19 SOPs.

Talking to KO, JKFA said that 
inclusion of spectators on match 
days will depend on Sports Coun-
cil guidelines. 

“There is a possibility of limited 
number of fans being allowed to 
watch the games. But if JKSC says 
the competition should be held 

behind closed-doors, then no 
spectator will be allowed,” JKFA’s 
PRO, Mr Bilal said.

The top qualifying teams of the 
2nd Phase will then lock horns 
with football clubs from Jammu in 
a 3rd Phase, which will eventually 
decide the winner. The JKFA told 
KO that winners will receive a sig-
nificant cash prize.

On being asked why there were 
no teams from districts of Anant-
nag and Budgam, Mr Bilal said 
that in-fighting between clubs and 
lack of football grounds where the 
main reasons for their exclusion.

ICC To Award Same Points For 
Each Match Won During WTC 2
Press Trust of India

DUBAI: The International Cricket 
Council (ICC) will award stan-
dardised 12 points for every match 
won during the second World Test 
Championships cycle which kicks 
off with the five-match series be-
tween India and England in August.

Teams will get six points in case 
of a tie and four points if the match 
ends in a draw.

That there would be changes 
to the points system was first de-
clared by ICC interim CEO Geoff 
Allardice during a media interac-
tion earlier this month.

"Instead of each series being worth 
the same number of points, 120, ir-
respective of whether the series is 
played over two Tests or five Tests, the 
next cycle will see each match being 
worth the same number of points - a 
maximum of 12 per match," an ICC 
board member told PTI.

"Teams will be ranked on the 
percentage of available points 
they won from the matches they 
have played."

The changes in the points sys-
tem will have to be ratified by the 
ICC chief executives committee in 
the coming weeks.

"The aim was to try and simpli-
fy the points system and to allow 
teams to be meaningfully com-
pared on the table at any point, 

though they may have played dif-
fering numbers of matches and 
series," the Board member added.

Apart from the India-England 
series, the Ashes later this year 
will be the only other five-match 
affair in the second cycle which 
will end in June 2023.

Australia's tour of India next 
year is the only four-Test series in 
the upcoming cycle.

The nine Test teams will play a to-
tal of six series: three home and three 
away just like the previous edition.

In the inaugural edition, which 
New Zealand won after defeat-
ing India in the final earlier this 
month, the ICC had changed 
the qualification criteria for the 
World Test Championship from 

maximum points earned to per-
centage points earned from the 
matches contested after many 
scheduled series were cancelled 
due to COVID-19.

During the last cycle, the value for 
each series was 120 points where a 
two-match India-Bangladesh series 
had 60 points for a win while a four-
match India-Australia Test series 
had 30 points in store per victory.

"England will play the most 
Tests (21) in WTC-2 followed by 
India (19), Australia (18) and South 
Africa (15). The inaugural WTC 
winners New Zealand will play 
only 13 matches, similar to that 
of West Indies and Sri Lanka, but 
one less than Pakistan (14)," 'ES-
PNcricinfo' reported.

ICC Test Rankings: Kane 
Williamson Back At Top, 
Virat Kohli Remains Fourth

Press Trust of India

DUBAI: New Zealand captain 
Kane Williamson has reclaimed 
the number one position in the 
ICC Test Rankings for batsmen af-
ter leading his side to the World 
Test Championship title in South-
ampton last week.

The 30-year-old’s knocks of 49 
and 52 not out in the low-scoring 
final against India helped him move 
above the 900-point mark and he 
now enjoys a 10-point lead over 
Steve Smith (891 rating points).

India skipper Virat Kohli re-
mains in fourth position while 
Rohit Sharma has moved up to 
the sixth spot. India wicketkeeper 
batsman Rishabh Pant is seventh.

Williamson, who conceded the 
top spot to Smith two weeks ago, 
is back in the position he had first 
grabbed in November 2015 dur-
ing a series against Australia.

Ross Taylor, who scored an un-
beaten 47 and partnered in an 
unbroken 96-run stand with Wil-
liamson, has advanced three places 
to 14th position while left-hander 
Devon Conway has gained 18 slots 
to reach 42nd place after top-scor-
ing with 52 in the first innings.

New Zealand’s fast bowlers too 
have gained after thriving in the 
seaming conditions with player 
of the match Kyle Jamieson con-
tinuing the stupendous start to 
his Test career.

His figures of five for 31 and 
two for 30 have pushed him up 
to a career-best 13th position, not 
surprising since no bowler has 
taken more Test wickets at a bet-
ter average than him since 1900.

Left-armer Trent Boult’s fig-
ures of two for 48 and three for 39 
have lifted him two places to 11th 
position while for India, vice-cap-
tain Ajinkya Rahane’s progress of 
three places to 13th position after 
scores of 49 and 15, was the only 
notable gain.

Ravindra Jadeja has slipped 
behind West Indian Jason Holder 
to second position after a week 
at the top of the rankings for all-
rounders.

In the T20 Rankings, West Indies’ 
left-handed opener Evin Lewis has 
moved from 13th to 10th position 
after a player of the match effort 
of 71 off 35 balls in the first of the 
two matches of their ongoing five-
match series that counted for this 
week’s rankings. Left-arm spinner 
Fabian Allen has progressed 23 
places to 20th position.

South Africa’s Quinton de Kock (up 
one place to 22nd), Reeza Hendricks 
(up three places to 24th) and Temba 
Bavuma (up 24 places to 64th) are 
among the others to move up.

England’s 3-0 series win over Sri 
Lanka, which should come as a mo-
rale booster for the 50-over World 
champions ahead of this year’s ICC 
Men’s T20 World Cup, sees several 
of their players move up too.

Need To Overcome Unfair 
COVID Protocols To Succeed 
In Tokyo, Says Batra

Press Trust of India

NEW DELHÌ: There is “no way out” 
of some “unfair” restrictions that 
Tokyo Olympics organisers have 
imposed on Indian athletes in 
view of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
IOA President Narinder Batra con-
ceded on Wednesday, asking the 
country’s contingent to be men-
tally prepared for added curbs.

Batra said the Indian Olympic As-
sociation (IOA) is still awaiting clarifi-
cations on several issues like athletes’ 
training and food arrangements dur-
ing the Games and hopes to have res-
olution for some of the issues before 
the event opens on July 23.

“We are trying to prepare our-
selves mentally according to the 
present situation and if there are 
certain situations, we have to live 
with them, there is no way out,” 
Batra told PTI in an exclusive inter-
view on Wednesday.

India is among 11 countries 
identified as high risk by the Japa-
nese authorities, who have asked 
the athletes travelling from here to 
get tested for COVID-19 for seven 
days before departure and be in 
hard quarantine for three days af-
ter landing in Japan.

Batra said negotiations are still 
on to ease restrictions on training 
during quarantine.

“Tokyo organising committee 
has been very co-operative and 
very helpful. Every country has 
different guidelines. Guidelines re-
lated to the pandemic are not laid 
down by the organising commit-
tee, these are always laid down by 
the respective governments.

“So, it takes time to discuss and 
negotiate with the government and 
get response. They are trying their 
best, and whatever responses we 
are getting are positive,” he asserted.

“Many issues have been resolved, 
and on many things, we have asked 
for more clarifications but there is 
still sufficient time and we hope to 
get all the clarifications we need.”

The clarifications that the IOA has 
sought is with regards identification 
of training areas for the Indians.

“Clarifications like where athletes 
will have their food, where they will 
have their gym training, where they 
will be able to train. About first three 
days, it’s not quarantine but there are 
some special conditions.

“We are still awaiting replies on 
those parts, rest all have been clari-
fied, testing labs have increased and 
many other issues have been sorted.”

The stricter regulations will not 

apply for Indian athletes travelling 
from non- high risk countries, like 
Italy or other parts of Europe where 
a lot of them are training right now.

“…the conditions that have 
been put that we cannot train 3-5 
days before events are unfair be-
cause that is the time when the 
athletes attain their peak. If you let 
them sit idol and their diets are not 
taken care of, it is unfair.

“So we still await clarification, 
it might be that these things are 
resolved but as of today, I feel that 
the conditions are a little unfair for 
these 11 countries but I can only 
speak for India,” Batra said.

He was, however, hopeful that 
elite athletes, who have trained for a 
good five years for the Games would 
be able to overcome some of these 
challenges in pursuit of medals.

“…you have trained for this Games 
for five years but I do know these 
things remain at the back of your 
mind. I feel one has to overcome these 
issues and go and give their best.

“There has been no compro-
mise in preparation of the athletes. 
Proper training has happened all 
the time in India and outside India. 
The athletes are fully fit and raring 
to go to the Olympics,” he said.

The IOA chief feels it would be a 
logistical nightmare if they are re-
quired to send the Indian athletes 
individually just before their events.

“We have asked for clarifica-
tions on this matter. For example, 
shooting starts on July 24 but the 
events are scattered all over, so do 
we have to send athletes one by 
one or everybody checks in at July 
24 or five days before that? Send-
ing athletes individually would be 
a logistical nightmare.

“We had a flight on 17th and 
18th July but both got cancelled. We 
have spoken to Air India and Spice-
jet to give us special flights. So let’s 
see what works out. We are plan-
ning to send the contingent of 70 or 
80 athletes from India on 17th.”

Over the last one year, the IOA 
chief has maintained that he ex-
pects a double digit medal count 
from the Tokyo Games. However, 
on Wednesday he toned down his 
expectations, saying it would be 
unfair to put pressure on the ath-
letes in such a difficult time.

“I had made a statement in the 
past which has been going on con-
sistently for the last one year, but 
now taking cue from our Hon’ble 
Prime Minister and I think he is 
very right that we should not put 
any pressure on the athletes.

BCCI To Recommend 
Mithali Raj, Ravi Ashwin 
For Khel Ratna - Report
Press Trust of India

NEW DELHI: The BCCI has decided 
to recommend women's cricket 
great Mithali Raj and premier spin-
ner R Ashwin for Rajiv Gandhi Khel 
Ratna, country's highest sport-
ing honour. For Arjuna Award, the 
Board will send the names of senior 
batsman Shikhar Dhawan, who 
was ignored last year, K L Rahul and 
pacer Jasprit Bumrah.

"No women cricketer has been 
nominated for Arjuna. Mithali's 
name has been recommended for 
Khel Ratna," a BCCI official told PTI 
on Wednesday.

It remains to be seen if Mith-
ali is c h o s e n 
by the Sports 
Ministry- a p -

pointed panel in an Olympic year.
She completed 22 years in inter-

national cricket last week. The 38 
year-old is also the leading run getter 
in ODIs with more than 7000 runs.

Ashwin, who is already an Ar-
juna awardee like Mithali, has also 
been a consistent performer for 
India in Test cricket. He has taken 
413 wickets in 79 Tests besides 150 
and 42 scalps in ODIs and T20s 
though he doesn't play for India in 
the shorter formats.

Dhawan, who will be captain-
ing India in the upcoming limited 
overs series in Sri Lanka, is a front-
runner for Arjuna.

The 35-year-old southpaw has 
scored 5977 runs in 142 ODIs be-
sides 2315 and 1673 Test and T20 
runs respectively.

MESSI’S FUTURE 
Up In The Air As Contract 

With Barcelona Ends
Agencies

MADRID: Lionel Messi’s contract 
with Barcelona is coming to an end 

Wednesday with no news from the 
player or the club about his future.

The expectation is that the 
34-year-old Messi, who is playing 
with Argentina at the Copa Amer-
ica, will stay at the Catalan club. 
He reportedly had been close 
to reaching a deal to extend his 
contract for two more years.
Messi’s future has been a mys-

tery since he had his request to 
leave the club denied at the end 
of the 2019-20 season. He ended 
up staying and said he would re-
consider his options when this 
season was over.

A lot has changed since he an-
nounced he wanted to leave the 
club. That decision was made not 
long after the team’s embarrass-
ing 8-2 loss to Bayern Munich in 
the quarterfinals of the Cham-
pions League, one of the worst 
defeats in the club’s and Mess’s 
history. But since then, Barce-

lona has a new coach in Ronald 
Koeman and a new president 

after the resignation of Josep Bar-
tomeu, who was at odds with Messi.

In came Joan Laporta, who won the 
club’s presidential election in part because 
of his good relationship with the Argentina 
star. He was the president when Messi’s 
career started. Laporta said recently he was 

optimistic that Messi would renew his con-

tract. When asked about Messi’s future on 
Wednesday, he briefly said “don’t worry.”

Messi excelled again this season despite 
staying against his wishes. He led the Span-
ish league in scoring with 30 goals and 
helped the team win the Copa del Rey title.

In Messi’s previous contract, signed in 
2017, he reportedly earned 138 million euros 
($164 million) per season.

Playing in Barcelona’s favour to keep 
Messi is the fact the club has been slowly 
improving financially amid the coronavirus 
pandemic. Koeman is staying for a second 
season, and some players are arriving to 
boost the squad, including Memphis Depay, 
Sergio Aguero and Eric Garcia.

Messi has won 35 titles in 17 seasons with 
Barcelona. He helped the club win the Cham-
pions League four times, the Spanish league 
10 times, the Copa del Rey seven times and 
the Spanish Super Cup eight times.

While with the club, Messi earned himself a 
record six Ballon d’Or awards. He is the team’s 
all-time leading scorer with 672 goals in 778 
appearances, and the top scorer in the Spanish 
league with 474 goals in 520 matches. He also 
is the player with most matches with the club.

He was the top scorer in the Spanish 
league in eight seasons and the top scorer 
in the Champions League on six occasions. 
His 26 goals against Real Madrid are a record 
for the “clásico” matches against Barcelona’s 
fiercest rival.

Messi arrived at Barcelona at age 13, when 
he and his family came to Spain to try his luck 
at the club’s youth academy. He made his of-
ficial debut on Oct. 16, 2004, and two years 
later helped the club win its first Champions 
League in a squad led by Ronaldinho.

Didn't Step Down As Pakistan Batting Coach 
Over Hasan Ali 'Ice Bath' Argument: Younis Khan
Press Trust of India

KARACHI: Former Pakistan captain 
Younis Khan has rejected reports 
that he stepped down as the na-
tional team's batting coach due to 
an argument with batsman Hasan 
Ali but also declined to state the 
exact reasons for his decision citing 
contractual obligations.

Younis resigned a few days ago 
but neither him nor the Pakistan 
Cricket Board offered any expla-
nation for it. Later, media reports 
blamed the series of events on 
Younis' tiff with Ali over ice bath 
following a training session.

"Let me make it clear that the 
reason for my decision to step 
down as batting coach is not the 
incident with Hasan Ali. The entire 
episode has been blown out of pro-
portion," he said in an interview in 
'Jang' newspaper.

"Yes the trainer, Yasir Malik, had 
asked me to speak to Hasan and 
convince him that he should take 
an ice bath. There was an argument 
but Hasan apologized to me about 
it and we embraced and the matter 
was closed," Younis said.

The former batsman said Ali was 
touring England at the moment 
and for this issue to be played up 
was strange. He made it clear that 
there were other reasons for his 
decision to step down but he was 
bound by his contract with the PCB 

which didn't allow him to speak on 
the matter for six months.

"I have not made any comments 
on the matter so far in the better in-
terests of Pakistan cricket and PCB 
and our team is also touring Eng-
land," Younis added.

But he claimed that there were 
some people in the PCB who leaked 
out things to dent his confidence 
and reputation.

"I have never run after money for 
positions. My only concern was to do 
something for Pakistan cricket and 
ensure the players could take advan-
tage of my experience," he added.

Younis noted that from day one 
he had made it clear he would only 
talk to the Chairman, Ehsan Mani 
or CEO Wasim Khan.

"In future also if I have to serve 

Pakistan cricket and work with 
the board I will ensure matters are 
made more transparent and clear 
in our agreement," he stated.

Younis, known to be a tempera-
mental person, stepped down as 
batting coach just before the team’s 
departure for England and since then 
there have been speculations about 
the reasons for his sudden exit.

Another reason being specu-
lated for his decision was that he 
was declined permission to join 
the team's bio-bubble in England 
a bit later than scheduled. Younis 
reportedly needed the time to un-
dergo a critical dental procedure. 
Pakistan's head coach, Misbah-
ul-Haq has said that Younis' exit 
as batting coach is a big loss to 
the players.

YES THE TRAINER, YASIR MALIK, HAD ASKED me to speak 
to Hasan and convince him that he should take an ice bath. 

There was an argument but Hasan apologized to me about it and we 
embraced and the matter was closed."
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3 Militants Killed

Srinagar based Army hospital.
He further said that the search team 

also retaliated to the militants firing 
leading to an encounter.

In the ensuing encounter, the police 
spokesperson said, three militants were 
killed and their bodies were retrieved 
from the site of encounter.

He identified the trio as Shahnawaz 
Ahmad of Shopian and Waseem Ahmad 
Bangroo and Zakir Bashir of Kulgam. All 
the three militants, he said, were affili-
ated with ‘The Resistance Front’, an off-
shoot of Lashkar.

“Pertinently, Zakir Bashir had recently 
joined the outfit. As per police records, all 
the killed militants were part of a group 
involved in various militancy crimes,” the 
police spokesperson said.

He further said that incriminating 
material including arms and ammuni-
tion were recovered from the site of 
encounter.

“In this connection police have regis-
tered a case under relevant sections of 
law and investigation has been initiated. 
People are requested to cooperate with 
police till the area is completely sani-
tized and cleared off of all the explosive 
materials, if any,” he added.

Today’s encounter comes barely a day 
after two militants, including Lashkar-e-
Taiba commander Nadeem Abrar and a 
Pakistani national were killed in an over-
night encounter in Maloora area of the 
city outskirts on Tuesday.

Abrar, who was arrested by state forc-
es from Parimpora on Monday, as per 
police, was killed when he was leading a 
joint team of police and CRPF to recover 
a rifle from a house in Maloora.

Drone Sightings
installations, two bombs were 

dropped at the IAF station in the early 
hours of Sunday, causing minor injuries 
to two airmen.

The explosions took place around 1.40 
am within six minutes of each other. The 
first blast ripped off the roof of a single-
storey building at the technical area of 
the airport manned by the IAF in Satwari 
on the outskirts of Jammu. The second 
one was on the ground.

The aerial distance from the Jammu air-
port to the international border is 14 km.

There were also reports of sightings of 
unidentified drones over vital military in-
stallations during the previous three nights.

The Army on Monday had confirmed 
the presence of drones over its brigade 
headquarters at the Ratnuchak-Kaluchak 
station and said a major threat was 
thwarted by the alertness and proactive 
approach of the troops who engaged the 
unmanned vehicles after being spot-
ted twice at 11.45 pm and 2.40 am on 
Sunday night.

Both the drones disappeared after 
firing by the troops but no debris was 
found during the subsequent search op-
eration in and around the camp.

Reports also claimed sighting of 
drones over Ratnuchak and Kaluchak 
around 1.08 am and 3.09 am on Tuesday 
and again over the Kunjwani garrison 
around 4.19 am.

Suspected drones were also spotted 
over army installations at Miran Sahib 
at around 9.32 pm on Tuesday and 
Kaluchak and Kunjwani at 4.40 am and 
4.52 am on Wednesday, respectively, the 
officials said, adding that there was no 
reaction from the Army troops on the 
ground as the drones were flying at a 
high altitude.

An Army officer, when contacted, nei-
ther confirmed nor denied the sighting 
of drones over the past few days.

The Kaluchak Army station was at-
tacked by militants in 2002, in which 31 
people including 10 children were killed. 
Six soldiers and a civilian lost their lives 
in another militant attack at the Sunjwan 
military station in February 2018.

NSG, CISF Chiefs
(NSG) director general M A Ganapathy 

and CISF acting DG S K Saxena visited 
the Jammu airport where the Indian Air 
Force (IAF) stated is located.

Ganapathy and Saxena reviewed the 
security situation and were briefed 
about the investigation into the drone 
strike by senior officers, they said.

The NIA has taken over the investiga-
tion into the attack.

Kuldiep Singh, the CRPF chief who 
holds the additional charge of the 
National Investigation Agency (NIA), was 
also scheduled to visit the IAF station but 
his visit got cancelled.

The reason for the cancellation was 
not immediately known, they said.

Specialists from the counter-terror 
drone wing of the NSG also demonstrat-
ed the functioning of its counter-UAS 
mechanism at the technical area of the 
IAF station, sources said.

UAS stands for unidentified aerial 
systems.

The NSG is understood to have pro-
cured the gadget from abroad and it is 
used to detect unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs), drones and suspicious flying ob-
jects that fly at below-radar levels.

The CISF has a stake in counter-drone 
defence and attack mechanism as it is 
entrusted with the perimeter security of 
64 civil airports, including the sensitive 
ones at Srinagar, Delhi and Mumbai.

Drone Use Banned
flying machines.
An order issued by District Magistrate, 

Rajouri, Rajesh Kumar Shavan also di-
rected those having drones or like ob-
jects in their possession to deposit the 
same with local police station.

However, the government agencies 
using drones for mapping, surveys and 
surveillance would get the local police 
station in-charge and executive magis-
trate informed, Shavan said in his order.

In what was the first instance of mili-
tants deploying drones to strike vital in-
stallations, two bombs were dropped at 
the IAF station Jammu in the early hours 
of Sunday, causing minor injuries to two 
personnel.

The explosions took place around 1.40 
am within six minutes of each other. The 
first blast ripped off the roof of a single-
storey building at the technical area of 
the airport manned by the IAF in the 
Satwari area on the outskirts of Jammu. 
The second one was on the ground.

As per the order, Shavan imposed the 
ban/restrictions on the storage, sale, pos-
session, use and transport of any drone 
or small flying objects/flying toys in the 
district in exercise of powers vested un-
der section 144 of CrPC.

However, those having already the 
drone cameras/flying objects or toys or 
like objects in their possession shall get 
the same deposited with the local Police 
Station against proper receipt, the order 
said.

Defending his decision, the district 
magistrate said it has been observed that 
anti-national elements are using drones 
and flying objects to cause damage, inju-
ry and risk to the human lives in certain 
parts of the Union Territory.

Whereas, it has also been noticed that 
for the last 10-15 years, the domestic 
use of small drone cameras has also in-
creased in the society for capturing pho-
tos and videos in the social and culture 
gatherings and particularly the youth are 
more fascinated to have use of drone like 
toys and electronic gadgets.

Whereas in the current situation to 
avoid any confusion and to secure the 
aerial space near the vital installations 
and highly populated areas, it is ratio-
nale and expedient to discontinue the 
use of any drone/small flying toys/ob-
jects in all social and cultural gatherings 
to eliminate any risk of injury to the life 
and property, the order said.

Shavan said since it was not possible 
to serve prior notice, it is, as such, being 
issued ex-parte.

Any violation of this order shall attract 
punitive action as warranted under rel-
evant law. The Senior Superintendent of 
Police, Rajouri shall ensure implementa-
tion of this order in letter and spirit, the 
order read. (PTI)

J&K Reports
Pulwama 7, Kupwara 12, Anantnag 

26, Bandipora 10, Ganderbal 9, Kulgam 
19, Shopian 3, Jammu 19, Udhampur 8, 
Rajouri 13, Doda 31, Kathua 3, Samba 2, 
Kishtwar 14, Poonch 8, Ramban 6 and 
Reasi 45 fresh cases of coronavirus.

Also, officials said 562 more patients 
have recovered in the last 24 hours—186 
from Jammu division and 376 from 
Kashmir.

Regarding the fatalities, they said 
four of the victims were residents of 
Kashmir Valley and three from Jammu 
Division. With these deaths, the overall 
fatality count in J&K reached 4323 on 
Wednesday.

Employees Given 21
Department, M Raju said sanction had 

been accorded to the cancellation of al-
lotment of residential accommodation 
of officers and officials in Srinagar and 
Jammu.

Employees from Jammu had been al-
lotted residential accommodation in 
Srinagar and those from Srinagar in 
Jammu.

The order said the officers and officials 
would vacate their government-allotted 
residential accommodation in the twin 
capital cities within 21 days.

As part of the ‘durbar move’, the Raj 
Bhavan, the civil secretariat seat of the 
Jammu and Kashmir government along 
with many other offices used to shift be-
tween Jammu and Srinagar twice a year.

The practice, under which the ad-
ministration used to function in Jammu 
during the six months of winter and in 
Srinagar during the summer, was started 
by Maharaja Ranbir Singh in 1872.

UN Chief Asks
(7), crossfire between unidentified 

armed groups and Indian security forc-
es (3), crossfire between unidentified 
armed groups, and grenade attacks (3), 
Indian security forces (13), and crossfire 
and shelling across the Line of Control 
(13),” said the UN report, referring to the 
de facto border that divides Kashmir re-
gion between India and Pakistan.

The UN report said at least seven 
schools were used by the Indian forces 
for months. It added that four children 
were detained by the government forces 
in Kashmir for their alleged association 
with the armed groups.

“I am alarmed at the detention and 
torture of children and concerned by the 
military use of schools,” Guterres said.

The UN chief said he welcomed the 
positive engagement of the Indian gov-
ernment with the UN’s special represen-
tative to implement preventive and ac-
countability measures.

“I urge the (Indian) government to 
ensure that children are detained as a 
measure of last resort and for the short-
est appropriate period of time, and to 
prevent all forms of ill-treatment in de-
tention,” he said.

“I also urge the (Indian) government 
to ensure the implementation of the 
Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of 
Children) Act, 2015 to address the use 
of children for illegal activities and the 
situation of detained children.”

The police and central forces in 
Kashmir have extensively used shotgun 
pellets to subdue Kashmiri protesters, 
many of them young men and teenagers.

During the 2016 agitation triggered by 
the killing of Hizbul Mujahideen com-
mander Burhan Wani, more than 1,100 
people were partially or fully blinded, 
the report said.

Many victims were children, some as 
young as 19-month-old Hiba Nasir, who 
was injured while sitting in her mother’s 
lap in November 2018 in a southern 
Kashmir village, the report added.

Meanwhile, Pakistan has called on 
the UN Security Council to take immedi-
ate action to protect children in conflict 
zones, particularly in Kashmir, media re-
ports said on Wednesday.

In a written statement to the UN, 
Munir Akram, Pakistan’s permanent 
representative to the global body, said 
Indian forces have been “deliberately 
targeting” children with pellet guns, 
Pakistan’s Dawn newspaper said.

“The scale and intensity of today’s 
conflicts is stretching our capacity to 
protect children,” he said.

Diplomatic Relations
and Kashmir.
India abrogated the special status of 

Jammu and Kashmir under Article 370 
on August 5, 2019 and bifurcated it into 
two Union territories.

“I want to make it clear that diplo-
matic relations will not be restored with 
India until it rescinds the illegal steps of 
5th August 2019,” Khan said while ad-
dressing the National Assembly.

Khan said that “entire Pakistan stands 
by their Kashmiri brothers and sisters”.

His statement comes amid reports of 
back-channel contacts between the two 
sides which led to a ceasefire on the Line 
of Control in February but no further 
movement has been reported to nor-
malise the ties.

Pakistan had downgraded ties with 
India and suspended trade after the 
Indian government revoked the special 
status of Jammu and Kashmir.

India has maintained that the is-
sue related to Article 370 of the Indian 
Constitution was entirely an internal 
matter of the country.

Meanwhile, the Foreign Office on 
Wednesday categorically rejected a re-
ported statement of Union Minister of 
State for Home Affairs G Kishan Reddy 
regarding the recent drone attack in 
Jammu and Kashmir.

Two explosives-laden drones crashed 
into the IAF station at Jammu airport in 
the early hours of Sunday, perhaps the 
first time that suspected Pakistan-based 
militants have used unmanned aerial ve-
hicles in an attack.

Reddy had reportedly said that 
Pakistan’s role in the attack cannot be 
denied.

Delimitation 
Commission

added that the commission already 
has had a series of meetings on data/
map of the districts and constituencies 
related to census 2011.

“Earlier, it invited all associate mem-
bers for interaction, which were partici-
pated by two of the associate members. 
A number of representations have also 
been received on various aspects con-
cerning delimitation from civil societies 
and members of the public from the UT,” 
it said.

It added that the commission has al-
ready taken note of all such suggestions 
and directed that these may be deliber-
ated further in the context of ground re-
alities concerning delimitation.

The commission for redrawing the 
parliamentary and assembly constituen-
cies in Jammu and Kashmir was consti-
tuted in March last year with a one-year 
time frame.

It was given an extension of 12 months 
by the Union government in March this 
year in view of the Covid pandemic.

The visit of the delimitation com-
mission comes after Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi held a meeting with 
the leaders of mainstream political par-
ties from Jammu and Kashmir last week 
where he stressed that the delimitation 
exercise has to happen quickly so that 
polls can be held in the UT.

During the visit, the members of the 
commission will hold talks with various 
political parties, their representatives 
and also the five associate members who 
are the five Lok Sabha MPs from the UT.

Of the mainstream parties, the 
National Conference, which has won 
all the three Lok Sabha seats from the 
Kashmir Valley, had earlier decided to 
stay away from the proceedings of the 
commission contending there was no 
need to redraw the constituencies at this 
stage.

However, there are indications that 
the party is having a rethink as it recently 
authorised its president Farooq Abdullah 
to decide whether to participate in the 
deliberations of the commission.

The prime minister, during the June 
24 meeting, had said the ongoing delim-
itation exercise in Jammu and Kashmir 
has to conclude quickly so that polls can 
be held to form an elected government 
that gives strength to its development 
trajectory.

In a series of tweets after a three-and-
a-half-hour-long meeting with 14 politi-
cal leaders of Jammu and Kashmir, the 
prime minister had said, “Our priority 
is to strengthen grassroots democracy 
in J&K. Delimitation has to happen at a 
quick pace so that polls can happen and 
J&K gets an elected government that 
gives strength to J&K’s development 
trajectory.”

The delimitation exercise has attained 
an urgency amid indications that the 
Centre is keen to hold early assembly 
elections in Jammu and Kashmir. There 
is speculation that the polls could be 
held in the next six to nine months.

During Wednesday’s meeting, the 
delimitation commission is understood 
to have reviewed the progress made so 
far, including the consultations held by it 
last week with all deputy commissioners 
of Jammu and Kashmir on restructuring 

of the existing assembly constituencies 
and carving out seven new seats.

At the meeting with the deputy com-
missioners on June 23, inputs were gath-
ered on how to make the assembly seats 
more geographically compact.

Once the delimitation exercise is com-
pleted, the number of assembly seats in 
Jammu and Kashmir will go up from 83 
to 90.

Twenty-four seats of the Assembly 
continue to remain vacant as they fall 
under Pakistan-controlled Kashmir 
(PcK).

Trains To Chug
authorities had suspended the ser-

vices in view of the covid-19 situation in 
Kashmir Valley and as per the guidelines 
and SOPs issued by the government till 
May 16. Later it was extended from time 
to time till June 30.

LG Rolls Out
solidarity with the families who lost 

the earning member due to the pan-
demic. Besides pension, every effort will 
be made to ensure they live a dignified 
life and have no financial difficulties,” he 
added.

Under the scheme, the official spokes-
person said a cash assistance of Rs 1000 
per month shall be provided to spouse 
and the eldest member of the family. 
Apart from this, the scheme provides for 
a scholarship of Rs 20,000 per annum for 
school going students and Rs 40,000 per 
annum for college going students.

He further said that a family in dis-
tress shall be eligible for scholarship for 
two children, if they are not getting any 
other scholarship. Besides, the benefits 
of all the other social welfare schemes, 
including pensions, etc will be extended 
to the families.

“It is our duty and utmost responsi-
bility to support families, restore liveli-
hoods and ensure stability in their life,” 
the LG said, as per official spokesperson.

“For extending handholding to the 
affected families, a special cell has 
been constituted in the Social Welfare 
Department to track and facilitate ben-
efits under existing government spon-
sored welfare schemes which the family 
may be eligible for,” he added.

According to the official spokesper-
son, Sinha remarked that the adminis-
tration will reach out to every affected 
family with financial assistance if they 
are willing to start their own business or 
other venture for self-employment, be-
sides imparting training and providing 
market linkages to them.

He said all Deputy Commissioners and 
officials of the Social Welfare depart-
ment were directed to identify the fami-
lies who have lost their loved ones due to 
Covid, so that social protection and other 
necessary support can be extended to 
them. The LG, he said, also directed the 
District Social Welfare Officers to pay 
regular visits to such families in their re-
spective areas in order to provide round 
the clock support to them.

“Work with high sensitivity and dou-
ble your efforts in reaching out to every 
affected family ensuring that no one is 
left behind,” Sinha, as per the spokesper-
son, told the officials.

“Prime Minister Narendra Modi has 
also initiated a separate scheme named 
“PM CARES for Children” for the help 
and empowerment of the children af-
fected by Corona, which will benefit the 
families of our UT. All the concerned of-
ficials should make sure that PM CARES 
benefits are extended to all the affected 
families,” he added.

The official spokesperson further said 
that the LG also appreciated the efforts 
of the Social Welfare Department to 
identify as many as 512 beneficiaries for 
scholarship and pensionary support and 
further called for 100% coverage under 
the scheme at the earliest.

“Simultaneously, the beneficiaries un-
der the scheme received the Scholarship 
and Pension grants in various locations 
across the UT,” he said.

LG’s Advisor Farooq Khan, Principal 
Secretary Nitishwar Kumar, Chief 
Secretary Dr. Arun Kumar Mehta, 
Divisional Commissioner Kashmir 
Pandurang K Pole, Secretary, Social 
Welfare Department Sheetal Nanda, and 
Deputy Commissioners from all districts 
were present on the occasion, in person 
and through virtual mode.

HC To Resume
Registrar General Jawad Ahmad said 

advocates will be allowed entry into the 
court premises from July 5 in view of the 
changing COVID-18 situation.

However, only those advocates and 
staff members of the high court will be 
allowed entry who have been vaccinated.

The advocates have been asked to re-
strict their entry into court buildings to 
the days when their respective cases are 
listed, as per the order.

The advocates will be allowed to en-
ter court rooms when their cases will be 
called for hearing, it said, adding only 
two advocates per party will be allowed 
entry inside the court room.

Lawyers have been asked to “make an 
endeavour” to leave the court room as 
soon as the hearing of their case ends.

The entry of petitioners and agents 
or clerks of lawyers shall continue to be 
prohibited, the order said.

In case a litigant on reasonable 
grounds is compelled to argue the case 
personally, he/she will be allowed to do 
so, it said. He or she will have to apply 
to registrar or presiding officer, in case of 
subordinate courts, through email and 
seek permission for entry into the court 
premises, it added.

Accused persons and witnesses can 
be presented before the courts only after 
strictly following the Covid aappropriate 
behavior, the order said.

The courts may allow an advocate to 

appear for a hearing virtually if he or she 
cannot appear in person and the other 
side has no objection, it further said.

‘No Evidence Found
our apartment and detained me and my 

colleague Dr. Vijay Anand.”
While Dr.Anand was released the next 

day, Bashir was made captive “for the 
crime” he still has no clue about.

“I was told that I will be released after 
questioning,” Bashir recalls. But he was 
shortly booked under the UAPA and lodged 
in Gujarat’s Vadodara jail.

For over 15 days, Bashir didn’t know the 
charges slapped on him. It was on March 
14, 2010 that he came to know that he been 
named as a Hizbul Mujahideen associate 
“recruiting Muslim youths for training in 
Pakistan and spreading terrorist activities 
in India”.

“I was presented before the media on 
March 14, 2010,” Bashir recalls. “It was dur-
ing that media trial that I came to know 
about my case through my lawyer.”

Waiting for their son’s homecoming and 
getting anxious about his whereabouts at 
the same time, Bashir’s family was shocked 
to see their handcuffed and blindfolded son 
being presented as “Pepsi Bomber” on TV 
news channels. The tag—akin to media term 
of “rage boy”—had to do with Delhi Press’s 
make-believe notion of Bashir’s prowess to 
turn a cold drink into an explosive bottle. 
His arrest was termed as a major success by 
then union home secretary, G.K. Pillai.

“Forget what Pillai said, we all knew that 
there was nothing adverse against him,” 
said a senior police officer, under whose 
tenure Bashir was brought to Srinagar’s 
Central Jail, in 2015, related to a 2008 case. 
“But then the case was beyond our control.”

After Delhi media termed Bashir “Hizb 
terrorist”, Mokhta wanted to shake heaven 
and earth to prove her son’s innocence.

“But then,” she says, “how many 
Kashmiris can fight the dictates known to 
devour our sons’ innocence.”

Bashir, however, didn’t lose hope, as he 
knew he was “innocent” and was being 
“framed” in the case.

But soon after his arrest, he was hospital-
ized due to severe torture. “But later on,” he 
recalls, “I was respected by jail authorities 
and was kept in a high security ward.”

Back home his younger brother, Nazir, 
stepped into his shoes, and became his jus-
tice campaigner.

“The first big loophole in the case was 
the ATS’s claim of arresting my brother 
from Anand district when they arrested 
him along with his colleague from his 
Ahmedabad hostel,” Nazir says.

The distance between Anand and 
Ahmedabad via NH64 is 77. 1 km. All 
these years, Nazir says, ATS Gujarat failed 
to establish how Bashir traveled from his 
Ahmedabad hostel where he was staying 
throughout his training period with his col-
league to Anand district.

But to prove his innocence, his fam-
ily faced hitches. Traveling 1,647.3 km from 
Srinagar to Ahmedabad via NH54 proved a 
daunting task.

The last time, in 2014, when Bashir’s 
mother travelled that distance, she was al-
lowed only a 15-minute meet with her son. 
Due to financial compulsions, such visits 
became quite a rarity.

Compensating her son’s absence by mak-
ing rounds of his room every day, Mokhta 
almost came barefoot one day, in 2015, to 
meet her son. Bashir was then shifted to 
Central Jail Srinagar. The fleeting reunion 
only lingered the mother’s wait.

“My brother was shifted to Central Jail 
Srinagar in 2015 regarding a 2008 case,” 
Nazir says. “But ATS Gujarat could never 
prove anything adverse against my brother 
all these years.”

Nazir kept fighting for his brother’s in-
nocence by working as a salesman. Earlier 
to support his family, he had to suspend his 
college education.

“My brother was our family’s hope and 
support,” Nazir says. “And when he was 
imprisoned, our father became terminally 
ill and was diagnosed with colon cancer in 
2014.”

Before imprisonment, Bashir during his 
college days had started a computer insti-
tution to support his small time contrac-
tor father. When the same supportive son 
became a prisoner, Bashir’s father lost his 
“shade and shadow”.

The captive’s father had sought his son’s 
last meeting when he was on his deathbed 
in 2017. “Struggling for my sibling’s release, 
my father didn’t die in peace,” Nazir la-
ments. “My brother could never come out 
on parole to attend his father’s funeral and 
his sisters’ wedding.”

With his sibling in jail and father in grave, 
Nazir had to act as a headman. “It was never 
easy,” Nazir says. “But during this last de-
cade, only one thing kept me going and that 
was my brother’s innocence.”

But all these years, Bashir didn’t waste his 
time and completed three degrees in jail.

“I would focus on my studies and com-
pleted Masters in Political science, Public 
Administration and Diploma in Intellectual 
Property Rights,” he says.

Although he learned a lot of things as 
inmate, the prison atmosphere filled with 
some hardcore criminals “haunted” him all 
the time.

But even as the court lately mentioned 
that Bashir had “very good behavior” in jail, 
living without his family traumatized him 
all these years.

“I would constantly think about my fam-
ily and their struggle for my freedom. My 
brother Nazir didn’t marry all these years. 
He would tell me that he will get married 
once I will be released.”

Keeping this family struggle and financial 
compulsions in mind, Bashir’s lawyer, Javid 
Khan Pathan, didn’t charge a penny to fight 
his case.

“I was lucky to get a lawyer like him,” 
Bashir says.“He fought till the end but un-
fortunately he died just 10 days before my 
freedom.”

Amid these losses, Mokhta’s sober son 
is now looking forward to restart his life 

and support his family as a headman once 
again. But the changed pulse of life might 
not make it a pushover for him.

Eleven years after a wrongful imprison-
ment, when Bashir arrived in his homeland 
recently, he was amazed to see a sweeping 
change. The old structures he once admired 
were long obliterated from the sight, so 
were some familiar figures—including his 
father, his uncle, his lawyer.

The captive’s homecoming after 11 sum-
mers took some time to strike semblance 
with the place. “Last I knew it,” he says, 
“people weren’t feeling as suicidal as they 
have now become.” Bashir talks about the 
growing life attempts in Kashmir that men-
tal healthcare specialists are attributing to 
the growing distress.

“I saw flyovers, altered lifestyle and 
changed mentality,” says the wrongful 
prisoner. “Perhaps 11 years is a long time 
to change the world we once know and 
admire.”

LG Hails Doctors
along with other frontline workers, have 

collectively risen as a formidable response 
to the threat of the pandemic, going above 
and beyond the call of duty to alleviate hu-
man sufferings,” Sinha said, as per an official 
spokesperson.

Lauding the pivotal role played by the 
doctors in clinical management of patients, 
the LG, he said, remarked that doctors 
have introduced confidence and strength 
through their perseverance and unwaver-
ing commitment in the midst of this new, 
unprecedented reality, while continuing 
to aware the world to the dynamics of this 
novel virus by enriching research and ad-
vancing medical knowledge to facilitate the 
emergence of a worldwide response to the 
pandemic.

“This day marks a great significance for 
recognizing and honouring the invalu-
able contributions of the doctors who 
have been fighting on the front lines of the 
COVID pandemic,” the LG said, as per official 
spokesperson.

 “I call upon everyone to take this day as 
an opportunity to appreciate the services of 
the doctors who have been effectively car-
ing for the sick and promoting good health, 
at a great personal cost and sacrifice,” he 
added.

Fire Triggers
raging and efforts were being made to 

control it when last reports were received, 
they said. (PTI)

No Weekend
that a large number of local tourist are 

thronging Pahalgam tourist destination 
especially on the weekends,” said Deputy 
Commissioner Anantnag, Dr Piyush Singla, 
who is also the Chairman District Disaster 
Management Authority.

The heavy influx of tourists, he said, pos-
es danger of resurgence of Covid-19 pan-
demic in view of possible violation of covid 
appropriate behavior.

The Sub-Divisional Magistrate, he said, 
has also reported that unrestricted and 
unabated influx of tourists and day picnick-
ers to Pahalgam may seriously undermine 
Covid-19 mitigation efforts put in place by 
the administration.

“It has been also observed that a large 
number of tourists are pitching tents in an 
unregulated manner at a number of places 
in the meadows of Pahalgam tourist resort, 
thereby posing plausible danger to fragile 
eco-system of the tourist place.”

Subsequently, the Deputy Commissioner 
that on Saturday and Sunday, only such per-
sons  or tourists shall be allowed to proceed 
towards Pahalgam who possess a proof of 
confirmed booking in the hotels of famous 
health resort. “No day-picnickers shall be 
allowed to visit Pahalgam on Saturday and 
Sunday,” he said in the order.

SDPOs Srigufwara and Aishmuqam 
have been asked to establish checkpoints 
at Aishmuqam, Langanbal, Nunwan and 
Srigufwara to ensure that only “bonafide 
tourists having advance hotel bookings are 
allowed an entry.”

The Deputy Commissioner also directed 
SSP Anantnag to work out the modali-
ties for restraining the influx of traffic at 
various Nakas in Anantnag town enroute 
to Pahalgam so that unnecessary build up 
of vehicles at Pahalgam can be discouraged.

He has also directed concerned officers 
including SSP Anantnag and CEO Tourist 
Development Authority Tehsildar Pahalgam 
and Assistant Director, Tourism Pahalgam 
have been asked to carry out detailed in-
spection of all the hotels of Pahalgam to 
check whether all measures for ensuring 
covid appropriate behaviour have been 
put in place. Also, a fine of Rs 1000 shall 
be imposed on locals, tourists and hotel 
staff found roaming without masks, the 
order said.

The Deputy Commissioner has also 
prohibited haphazard pitching of tents 
at the tourist destination and asked 
officials to remove immediately any 
haphazardly erected tent. The Deputy 
Commissioner also directed CEO PDA to 
explore possibility of designating a particu-
lar area for camping and giving permission 
for erecting tents at such place with prior 
permission. (GNS)

Jammu Sizzles
heat for the past couple of days with 

Srinagar recording a high of 33.8 degrees 
Celsius and a low of 16.6 degrees Celsius.

Day temperature in Srinagar was 3.3 
notches above normal, while the night tem-
perature was 0.5 degrees below normal.

Katra, the base camp for the pilgrims vis-
iting Vaishno Devi shrine in Reasi district, 
was the second hottest place in the union 
territory with a maximum of 39 degrees 
Celsius and a minimum of 25.7 degrees 
Celsius, the official said.

The weather office predicted “mainly 
dry” weather for the next 24 hours.

Youth Found Dead
after conducting a post-mortem to deter-

mine the cause of death.
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KTPO, Flipkart Joined Hands 
For Women Entrepreneurship 
Program In J&K

KO NEWS DESK

SRINAGAR: In the challenging 
times of pandemic, Govern-
ment of Jammu and Kashmir 
took a proactive measure, via 
Jammu & Kashmir Trade Pro-
motion Organization (JKTPO) 
under aegis of Department of 
Industries of Commerce, with 
the initiative called “HAUSLA” 
for women entrepreneurs of 
Jammu & Kashmir. The initia-
tive was launched by Lt. Gover-
nor  Manoj Sinha on 29th June 
2021 at SKICC Srinagar.

The initiative is a 5-month 
training program for women 
entrepreneurs of J&K organized 
by JKTPO and partnered with 
India’s homegrown e-commerce 
marketplace Flipkart to give an 
extra-mile outreach and mar-
keting support for the products 
of these women Entrepreneurs. 
In addition to this, Flipkart will 
provide them with time-bound 
incubation support that includes 
e-profiling, e-listing of products 
and their seamless onboarding 
on its marketplace as sellers.

Jammu & Kashmir Govern-
ment’s initiative “Hausla” will 
be driven by some of the big 
minds from the entrepreneur-
ship domain, Financial insti-
tutes and e-commerce platform. 

The program is supported by 
India SME Forum, Ni-MSME & 
Mission Youth J&K as program 
partners, J&K Bank as finan-
cial partner and Flipkart as an 
e-Commerce partner. The pro-
gramme will help them to over-
come financial, legal, social and 
marketing challenges in their 
business ventures. Hausla shall 
enable and empower women 
entrepreneurs with wider out-
reach and visibility for their 
products and services.

Ms. Ankita Kar, Managing 
Director, JKTPO said “As the 
“HAUSLA” programme aims to 
create effective marketing link-
ages for Women Entrepreneurs 
and their products, we have tak-
en a major step in that direction 
to ensure an effective e-com-
merce platform with Flipkart for 
our program participants.

Jammu and Kashmir Govern-
ment is committed to continue 
its support to women entrepre-
neurs of J&K with market link-
age and assistance, access to 
finance, outreach through exhi-
bitions and fairs.”

Rajneesh Kumar, Chief Cor-
porate Affairs Officer, Flipkart 
Group said “At Flipkart, we have 
locally developed technology 
and innovation at the core of 
all that we do. As a homegrown 

company, our constant and in-
tense engagement with local 
Indian businesses has enabled 
us to better understand their 
challenges and needs. We have 
been an enabler of women-led 
businesses, with a strong pres-
ence of such entrepreneurs on 
our marketplace.

As part of our flagship Flip-
kart Samarth program, we’ve 
partnered with JKTPO and we’re 
happy to power their ambition 
with locally developed technol-
ogy by providing them access 
to a large pan-India consumer 
market. JKTPO’s program ‘Haus-
la’ is in line with our efforts to 
develop an enabling business 
ecosystem where women entre-
preneurs are able to contribute 
to the socioeconomic develop-
ments around them.”

Flipkart Samarth works closely 
with reputed NGOs and Govern-
ment bodies and livelihood mis-
sions to reach a large number of 
rural entrepreneurs, with a spe-
cial focus on women-led enter-
prises, differently-abled entre-
preneurs, artisans, and weavers, 
who often face obstacles such as 
lack of access to working capital, 
poor infrastructure, and inad-
equate training. Currently, the 
programme positively impacts 
7,00,000+ livelihoods. 

J&K Bank Will Support And Handhold 
Genuine Entrepreneurs: Chhibber 

KO NEWS DESK

SRINAGAR: A delegation of Federa-
tion Chambers of Industries Kashmir 
(FCIK) - an apex organization of In-
dustrial Association- led by its Presi-
dent Shahid Kamili on Wednsday 
called upon Chairman and Managing 
Director (CMD) J&K Bank R K Chhib-
ber here at Corporate Headquarters. 

Executive Presidents Sunil Gupta 
& Arun Gandotra, Special Secretary 
to CMD Karanjit Singh, President 
Anil Deep Mehta and other senior 
officials of the Bank were part of the 
meeting which saw the FCIK del-
egation put forth their demands and 
problems faced by different indus-
trial sectors in the valley.

CMD stated that J&K Bank was a 
strong and successful organization 
which has stood the testing times 
ever since its inception.

“J&K Bank has a strong foundation 
and has always prevailed in adver-
sities. J&K Bank’s share is surging 
ahead owing to recently declared 
Financial Year 2020-21 results. Our 
success is primarily because of our 
customers, business community, 
second to none workforce, an ef-
ficient Board of Directors and all 
weather promoters as J&K and La-
dakh UT Governments whose sup-
port and guidance gives us strength 
to come out of any crisis and lend us 
stability,” said the CMD. 

Acknowledging the business com-

munity for having emotional sen-
timents about the Bank, the CMD 
reiterated symbiotic relationship 
between the two. 

“If your business is in a good 
shape, it is definitely going to have 
positive effect on the growth of J&K 
Bank. Success and failures of indus-
trial sector has a direct effect on J&K 
Bank and its businesses. We will al-
ways come forward to support and 
handhold genuine and aspiring en-
trepreneurs as per set procedures 
and guidelines. We have already for-
mulated a scheme for textile indus-
try which will be soon rolled out,” 
CMD told the delegation. 

President FCIK Shahid Kamili stat-
ed that J&K Bank and Industrial sector 

were married to each other saying, 
“We look up to J&K Bank whenever 
we are in distress. J&K Bank is our 
hope and at this point in time when 
there are hardly any business from 
last two years due to Covid 19 in-
duced disruptions, we need hand-
holding from J&K Bank to get us out of 

this crisis. MSME sector needs special 
attention from the Bank for it to come 
out of current situation marred by 
multiple disruptions over the years.”

The delegation collectively 
thanked the senior Bank manage-
ment for giving a patient listening to 
the matters concerning them.

Pandemic Can Cost Tourism 
Industry Over $4 Trillion: UN

Agence France-Presse

PARIS: The economic impact 
from the plunge in tourism 
since the pandemic emerged 
last year could top $4 trillion, a 
UN report said Wednesday.

The joint report by the UN's 
World Tourism Organization 
(UNWTO) and Conference on 
Trade and Development (UNC-
TAD) found that the lack of 
widespread vaccination in de-
veloping countries was leading 
to mounting economic losses.

"Tourism is a lifeline for mil-
lions, and advancing vaccina-
tion to protect communities 
and support tourism's safe re-
start is critical to the recovery 
of jobs and generation of much-
needed resources," UNWTO 
Secretary-General Zurab Polo-
likashvili said in a statement.

He noted that many develop-
ing countries are highly depen-
dent on international tourism.

The outbreak of the corona-
virus pandemic brought inter-
national air travel to a near halt 
for much of last year as many 
countries refused to allow 

non-essential travel.
That punched a $2.4 trillion 

hole in the tourism and related 
sectors last year, and the report 
warns a similar loss may occur 
this year depending on the dis-
tribution of Covid-19 vaccines.

With Covid-19 vaccination 
rates wildly uneven -- with 
some countries having inocu-
lated less than one percent of 
their population while others 
have topped 60 percent -- will 
see the economic damage con-
centrated in those countries 
with low vaccination rates.

The report found "the asym-
metric roll-out of vaccines 
magnifies the economic blow 
tourism has suffered in devel-
oping countries, as they could 
account for up to 60 percent of 
the global GDP losses."

It noted they already suf-
fered the biggest drops in tour-
ism arrivals last year, estimat-
ed at between 60 percent and 
80 percent.

Although the tourism sector 
is expected to recover faster 
in countries with high vac-
cination rates, like the United 
States, the UNWTO doesn't ex-
pect international tourism to 
return to pre-pandemic levels 
until 2023 at the earliest.

The 63-75 percent drop in 
international tourism this year 
from 2019 levels forecast by 
UNCTAD is expected to cause 
between $1.7 and $2.4 trillion 
euros in lost economic activity.

RBI Ban On New Credit 
Cards Sale Hit Market 
Share: HDFC Bank

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

T
he RBI's ban on selling new 
credit cards has impacted 
market share on an incre-

mental basis, HDFC Bank said 
on Wednesday, promising to get 
back to the market "with a bang" 
once the "temporal" embargo 
is lifted and recoup the losses. 
The bank's head of consumer 
finance, digital banking and 
information technology, Parag 
Rao, said it has used the last six 
months to "introspect, re-en-
gineer and innovate" about the 
cards business, where it has 15.5 
million customers.

The bank has lost its market 
share by a couple of percent-
age points because of the ban, 
but the actions taken internally 
have ensured that it continues 
to hold on to market share by 
spends, he said.

In December, the RBI acted 
against repeated technological 
outages at HDFC Bank over two 
years by slapping unprecedented 
penalties, which included a ban 
on any new credit card issuance 
and also prohibition on launching 
new digital initiatives.

"We have got very aggressive 
plans to get back in the market 
with a big bang... You will rapidly 
see HDFC Bank not just regaining 
market share, but also significant-
ly increasing our spend market 
share," Rao said.

Without sharing any details 
over when he expects the ban 
to be lifted, Rao said within 
3-4 months of the ban get-
ting lifted, one should expect 
a correction in the incremen-
tal market share back to the 
pre-ban levels, launch of new 
products and features and also 
partnerships which have been 
forged during this period.

"We were very clear that this 
is at best a temporal situation. 
During the six months when 
we were not issuing new credit 
cards, we increased our mer-
chant acceptance base, our li-

ability franchise increased and 
today we are sitting on a large 
base of already analytically data 
mined customers who have 
already kept ready and pre-ap-
proved," he said.

The "large sales force" has 
been trained, re-skilled and 
primed for the aggressive play 
ahead and backend processes for 
them have also been made more 
streamlined, Rao said.

He admitted that rivals have 
seized up on the opportunity 
once HDFC Bank stopped issuing 
the cards, amidst reports on how 
ICICI Bank and SBI, among others 
have grown. It can be noted that 
HDFC Bank''s credit card custom-
ers decreased by 4.67 lakh be-
tween December and April, when 
they stood at 14.9 million, while 
SBI has gained over 6 lakh new 
cards and ICICI gained 10 lakh. 

The bank has been in con-
stant discussion with RBI ever 
since the ban was imposed and 
has upgraded its systems as per 
the indications from the regula-
tor, Rao said, adding that it has 
now presented a plan which 
focuses on the immediate, short 
term, mid-term and long term 
plan to the central bank.

"We are awaiting the com-
ments from the RBI. We are 
hopeful that RBI will be satis-
fied with the plan which we 
had submitted," he said.

Rao said the bank's invest-
ments in technology were 
already at par with global 
standards, but the recent regu-
latory action will see higher 
spends on technology over the 
next two or three years.

Reiterating its focus outlined 
earlier, he said outages do hap-
pen and they happen with rivals 
as well, but the important as-
pect will be how it manages its 
way out of a crisis. 

The bank's shares were trad-
ing 0.17 per cent down at Rs 
1,499 apiece on the BSE at 1344 
hrs, as against gains of 0.28 per 
cent on the benchmark. 

Google India Publishes First 
Compliance Report, Says 
Removed 59,000 Content 
Pieces In April

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

G
oogle received over 27,700 
complaints in April this year 
from individual users in In-

dia over alleged violation of local 
laws or personal rights, which re-
sulted in removal of 59,350 pieces 
of content, the company said in 
its maiden monthly transparency 
report. Google is among the first 
large digital platforms to release 
its monthly compliance report in 
compliance with the IT rules that 
came into force from May 26.

Under the new IT rules, large digi-
tal platforms - with over 5 million 
users - will have to publish periodic 
compliance reports every month, 
mentioning the details of complaints 
received and action taken thereon. 
The report is to also include the 
number of specific communication 
links or parts of information that the 
intermediary has removed or dis-
abled access to in pursuance of any 
proactive monitoring conducted by 
using automated tools.

A Google spokesperson told PTI 
that the company has a long his-
tory of providing transparency 
into the different types of requests 
it receives from around the world, 
and how it responds.

"All of these requests are tracked 
and included in our existing Trans-
parency Report since 2010. This 
is the first time we will publish a 
monthly transparency report in 
accordance with (India''s) new IT 
Rules, and will continue to pub-
lish more details as we refine our 

reporting processes for India,” the 
spokesperson said on Wednesday.

The report said there will be a 
two-month lag for reporting to 
allow sufficient time for data pro-
cessing and validation.

"In future reports, data on re-
movals as a result of automated 
detection, as well as data relating 
to impersonation and graphic sex-
ual content complaints received 
post May 25, 2021, will be includ-
ed. We are committed to making 
improvements in the upcoming 
iterations of the report based on 
feedback from all stakeholders, 
including providing more granular 
data," the report noted.

On Tuesday, social media giant 
Facebook has said it will publish 
an interim report on July 2 provid-
ing information on the number 
of content it removed proactively 
between May 15-June 15. The final 
report will be published on July 
15, containing details of user com-
plaints received and action taken. 
The July 15 report will also contain 
data related to WhatsApp.

As per Google's report that has 
been released on Wednesday, 
Google and YouTube received 
27,762 complaints from individual 
users located in India via designat-
ed mechanisms during April 2021.

Fuel Prices Rise By Rs 8.50 Per Litre 
During Peak Of Covid

Y
ou May not have realised it, but 
your fuel bill silently increased 
by about 10 per cent in the past 

two months during the peak of the 
second Covid wave that disrupted 
millions of lives in the country.

Starting from a price line of Rs 
90.40 a litre on May 1, petrol is now 
priced at Rs 98.81 a litre in the nation-
al capital, rising by a sharp Rs 8.41 per 
litre in the last 60 days. Similarly, die-
sel price in the capital also rose by Rs 
8.45 per litre in the past two months 
to reach Rs 89.18 a litre in Delhi.

Though, oil companies gave respite 
to consumers on Wednesday, keeping 
fuel prices unchanged, the price pause 
has come after rates have been revised 
upwards in 32 out of 61 days between 
May and June to make retail rates 
touch new highs across the country.

Officials in oil companies put the 
consistent increase in fuel prices to 
development in global oil markets 
where both product and crude 
price have been firming up for 
past couple of months on demand 

rise amidst slowing of pandemic. 
However, closer look at fuel retail 
prices in India gives a picture that 
it is high level of taxes that is keep-
ing fuel rate higher even in times 
when global oil prices are firm.

Global crude oil price is now hov-
ering around $75 a barrel. It was 
over $80 a barrel in October 2018 
but even the petrol prices hovered 
around Rs 80 a litre across the coun-
ty. So, even with lower oil prices 
now, petrol prices have hit century 
and crossed it by a wider margin 
now in several parts of the country.

On Wednesday, oil marketing 
companies (OMCs) kept petrol, 
diesel retail rates unchanged, but 
officials said it might again rise in 
coming days and only way retail 

prices could be brought down in 
this period is by way of tax cuts by 
both the Centre and the states.

Fuel prices are already touching 
new highs everyday. Petrol price is 
most expensive in Rajasthan's Sri Gan-
ganagar where it is now retailing at Rs 
109.67 a litre. Even diesel in the city is 
priced at a high of Rs 102.12 a litre.

In the city of Mumbai, where 
petrol prices crossed Rs 100 mark 
for the first time ever on May 29, 
the fuel price reached new high 
of Rs 104.90 per litre on Tuesday. 
It remained at the same level on 
Wednesday. Diesel prices also in-
creased in the city to reach Rs 96.72 
a litre, the highest among metros.

With global crude prices also ris-
ing on a pick up demand and deplet-
ing inventories of world's largest fuel 
guzzler - the US, retail prices of fuel 
in India is expected to firm up fur-
ther in coming days. The benchmark 
Brent crude reached multi year high 
level of over $75 on ICE or Intercon-
tinental Exchange. IANS

Amul Announces Pan-
India Hike In Prices Of 
Milk By Rs 2 Per Litre

AHMEDABAD: Prices of 
Amul milk will be increased 
by Rs 2 per litre with ef-
fect from July 1 across all 
brands, a senior Gujarat 
Cooperative Milk Marketing 
Federation (GCMMF) offi-
cial said on Wednesday.

He said the price was 
being hiked after a gap 
of nearly one year and 
seven months which be-
came necessary due to 
an increase in the pro-
duction cost.

"Prices of Amul milk 
will be increased by Rs 
2 per litre across India 
from tomorrow. The new 
prices will be applicable 
on all Amul milk brands 
like Gold, Taaza, Shakti, 
T-special, as well on cow 
and buffalo milk," said RS 
Sodhi, Managing Director, 
GCMMF, which markets 
Amul brand of milk and 
dairy products.

Sodhi said the hike in 
the milk price became 
necessary due to the rise 
in food inflation.  

"Additionally, the cost 
for packaging has gone up 
by 30 to 40 per cent, the 
transportation cost by 30 
per cent, and the energy 
cost by 30 per cent, which 
led to the increase in the 
input cost," he said. PTI
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HE IS SUCH A MISGUIDED MAN who 
thinks of giving ‘bhashan’ and doing acting. Today, 

Punjab does not need such a person who does acting. Punjab 
needs a person who can lead the state and take it forward.”
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Tamil Nadu Ranks First In Handling 
Second Wave Of Covid-19, 
Maharashtra Among Top 5: Survey

Agenceis

NEW DELHI: Tamil Nadu has 
emerged as the top state in its 
overall handling of the second Co-
vid-19 wave.

As per a survey by LocalCircles, 
on an aggregate basis, 59 per cent 
of Tamil Nadu residents rated the 
Tamil Nadu Government's han-
dling of COVID 2nd wave as effec-
tive or higher.

Tamil Nadu was followed by 
Andhra Pradesh as on an aggre-
gate basis, 54 per cent of Andhra 
Pradesh residents rated the 
Andhra Pradesh Government's 
handling of COVID second wave as 
effective or higher.

Fifty-one per cent of Uttar 
Pradesh residents rate govern-
ment's handling of 2nd wave as ef-

fective, 47 per cent of Maharashtra 
residents rated their government 
as effective and only 46 per cent 
of Gujarat residents rated Gujarat 
Government's handling of the CO-
VID 2nd wave as effective or higher.

Only 43 per cent of Uttarakhand 
residents were impressed along-
with Odisha at 43 per cent, Kerala 
at 39 per cent, Rajasthan at 36 per 
cent, Haryana at 34 per cent, Punjab 
and Madhya Pradesh at 28 per cent, 
Karnataka at 25 per cent, Telangana 
at 23 per cent, Delhi at 20 per cent 
and Bihar also at 20 per cent.

Seventeen per cent of residents 
rated the performance of the 
West Bengal Government's han-
dling (availability of testing, con-
tainment, hospital beds, oxygen, 
medicines, etc.) of the 2nd wave 
as "effective", and 41 per cent said 

"somewhat effective". 17 per cent 
of residents surveyed rated it as 
"total failure", and 25 per cent said 
"ineffective".

Tamil Nadu, the highest-rated 
state had the benefit of the late ar-
rival of the second wave and a rela-
tively better hospital infrastructure 
than many other states. Despite 
having its state elections, the state 
did a reasonably good job of han-
dling its 2nd wave of COVID with 
59 per cent of its residents rating it 
as effective, the survey said.

Andhra Pradesh was commend-
ed for its community engagement 
and creating awareness about test-
ing and surveillance of COVID posi-
tive individuals at the ward level 
with the effective deployment of 
health and ASHA workers as well 
as auxiliary nurses.

COVID-19: Centre Stresses On Graded Lifting 
Of Curbs, Continued Focus On Containment
Agenceis

T
he Centre has told states it is 
critical that the lifting of re-
strictions and providing relax-

ations are carefully calibrated with 
continued focus on containment ef-
forts to curb the spread of the coro-
navirus infection.

In a letter to states and union 
territories on June 28, Union Health 
Secretary Rajesh Bhushan said 
that in order to bring uniformity, 
the need for following the existing 
framework for either imposition of 
restrictions or allowing relaxations 
based on the burden of disease and 
strain on healthcare infrastructure 
still remain important.

Bhushan shared a list of targeted 
actions that need to be imple-
mented by the states which include 
monitoring of cases with districts 
as administrative units on a regular 
basis and taking necessary action 
for containment and health infra-
structure upgradation.

He said case positivity calculated 
based on total positive cases vis-a-
vis samples tested during the week 
is one of the prime indicators of 
the spread of infection in a district. 
Higher case positivity would imply 
the need for stringent containment 
and restrictions so as to control the 
spread of infection.

Similarly, he said each district 
needs to analyse bed occupancy 
vis-a-vis the available health infra-
structure to ensure that it doesn't 
get overwhelmed and seamless pa-
tient admission and follow-up can 
be done. Higher bed occupancy is 
an indicator that the district needs 
to undertake specific measures to 
upgrade the available beds while 
focusing on containment activities 
equally vigorously.

It is important to emphasize that 
a lead time is required to upgrade 
health infrastructure (a month or 
more) and hence districts need to 
plan such upgrades after having 
duly analysed the case trajectory on 

a regular basis, he stated.
For prioritizing districts which 

need intensive follow-up, states and 
UTs may identify districts which 
require the highest level of restric-
tions while the remaining districts 
may be allowed higher degree of 
relaxations based on lower weekly 
case positivity or a relatively low 
bed occupancy rates.

District with high weekly case pos-
itivity or a high bed occupancy would 
need intensive monitoring, and thus 
the health ministry asked the states 
to consider appointing a senior offi-
cer from the state headquarter as the 
nodal officer for these districts.

The District Nodal Officer will work 
in coordination with District Collector 
/Municipal Commissioner to iden-
tify cluster of new cases and ensure 
implementation of required contain-
ment activities, the letter stated.

Restrictions once imposed will 
remain in force for a minimum peri-
od of 14 days while in the remaining 
areas of the district not under con-
tainment action, clearly relaxations/
restrictions may be provided.

As a monitoring mechanism, the 
state government may consider 
monitoring the status of classifica-
tion parameters on a weekly basis 
and ensure their wide publicity so 
as to inform community at large and 
obtain their support in management 
of COVID-19 while restrictions are 
imposed or relaxations are allowed.

While positivity rate and bed occu-
pancy rate are vital criteria that need 
to be monitored for selection of high 
focus districts requiring intensive 
public health action, states and UTs 
shall also regularly monitor districts 
with higher numbers of active cases 
per million population as it is an im-
portant indicator to predict need for 
upgrading health infrastructure and 
logistics so as to manage the cases.

Stating that COVID-19 is an on-
going challenge, the healh secre-
tary asked the states and UTs to 
continue working on five pillars of 
its management: "Test-Track-Treat-
Vaccinate and adherence to COVID-
Appropriate Behaviour."

Early identification of cases is im-
portant for curbing the spread, and 
for this adequate testing is crucial. 
RT-PCR machines and sufficient kits to 
ensure required level of testing should 
accordingly be maintained in all dis-
tricts, the secretary said in the letter.

In addition to following clinical 
management protocol, the states 
should focus on upgradation of 
health infrastructure, timely com-
missioning of PSA oxygen plants 
in hospitals, adequate planning for 
availability of medical oxygen, avail-
ability of logistics, maintaining buffer 
stock of drugs and taking up neces-
sary action for creation /redesign-
ing of appropriate Covid-dedicated 
healthcare infrastructure, especially 
in peri-urban, rural, and tribal areas.

International Flights 
Suspension Extended Till July 31

Agenceis

I
ndia on Wednesday extended 
the suspension on interna-
tional commercial flight op-

erations till July 31, 2021.
"In partial modification of circu-

lar dated 26-06-2020, the compe-
tent authority has further extended 
the validity of circular issued on the 
above subject... regarding scheduled 
international commercial passenger 
services to or from India till 2359 hrs 
IST of 31 July, 2021," the circular is-
sued by the Directorate General of 

Civil Aviation (DGCA) said.
The circular said that the restric-

tion shall not apply to international 
all-cargo operations and flights 
specifically approved by DGCA.

"However, international sched-
uled flights may be allowed on 
selected routes by the competent 
authority on case to case basis."

Passenger air services were 
suspended on March 25, 2020 
due to the nationwide lockdown 
to check the spread of Covid-19.

Domestic flight services, how-
ever, resumed from May 25, 2020.

CA Exams: SC Allows 
Opt-Out Option to Candidates

Agenceis

O
bserving that the scheme 
provided by the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of 

India (ICAI) is not enough, the Su-
preme Court Wednesday permit-
ted candidates scheduled to appear 
for the upcoming CA exams to opt 
out if they or their family members 
have suffered from COVID-19.

A three-judge bench of Jus-
tices A M Khanwilkar, Dinesh 
Maheshwari and Aniruddha Bose 
also made it clear that a candi-
date need not produce RT-PCR 
(real-time reverse transcription-
polymerase chain reaction) test if 
medical certificate issued by reg-
istered medical practitioners for 
his family members is produced 
along with request for opting out.

A candidate who has suffered 
COVID-19 personally or any of his 
family members, so certified by a 
registered medical practitioner, as 
a result of which he is unable to 
appear for exam, or disabled from 
preparing for the exam, is entitled 
to exercise the option of opting 
out. It will not be considered as an 
attempt. Such candidate will be 
permitted to appear for the next 
examination for both old and new 
syllabus, the bench said.

With regard to candidates af-
fected by lockdown during the 
relevant period of exam, the apex 
court said as per ICAI scheme, 
such candidate will be allowed 
to opt-out and will not be treated 
as an attempt and such candidate 
will be allowed to appear in the 
next examination.

As regards the logistical ar-
rangements, both infrastructural 
and human resources-wise, the 
ICAI shall ensure that there is 
strict adherence to the SOP noti-
fied by the competent authority, 
including the Disaster Manage-
ment Authority.

It is also clarified if any can-
didate who is attempting exam 
gets COVID-19 during exam, he 
will be allowed to opt out and it 
will not be treated as an attempt. 
They can give the exam in the 
next year. He may be permitted 
to appear in backup exams as per 
the rules, the bench said.

The top court also said that in 
case of last minute change of ex-
amination centres, it disapproves 

the suggestion of ICAI that if it's in 
the same city, the candidate will 
not be allowed to opt out.

We direct that candidate 
should be allowed to opt out and 
it will not be treated us an at-
tempt. Such candidate can appear 
in backup when situation is con-
ducive, it said.

Senior advocate Meenakshi 
Arora, who was appearing for one 
of the petitioners, said that some 
serious issues have not been ad-
dressed in the note filed by the 
ICAI and it is not in line with what 
the apex court had observed.

Arora referred to the issue of 
RT-PCR report and said candi-
dates, who have to travel to dif-
ferent places to appear in the 
exam, may have suffered from 
COVID-19 earlier but he or she 
has not recovered fully.

The apex court was hearing a 
batch of pleas seeking different 
reliefs including an opt-out op-
tion for the candidates, postpone-
ment of the exam, and increase in 
number of centres this year.

During the earlier hearing con-
ducted through video-conferenc-
ing, the bench observed there are 
instances where the RT-PCR test 
may be negative but the person 
shows symptoms of COVID.

The ICAI has recently said that 
opt-out option will be provided 
in case the examinee himself or 
herself or his family members 
(residing in the same premises) 
are infected with COVID-19.

The bench had said that RT-
PCR report should not be the 
parameter and there has to be 
a competent authority having 
medical experience which can is-
sue certificate to the candidates 
looking at COVID or COVID re-
lated issues.

ICAI had on Monday told the 
apex court that it is the most con-
ducive time to hold CA exams as 
COVID-19 spread is now at a sub-
stantially low level, offering an 
opportune moment for chartered 
accountants to further their pro-
fessional career.

It had said that the present 
COVID situation in the country is 
similar to when this court had al-
lowed ICAI to hold examinations 
in November, 2020 and there is 
no reason to believe that it will 
not take adequate precautions.

Sidhu Misguided 
Missile, Says Badal
Aimed At Destroying Your 'Corrupt 
Businesses', Retorts Cong MLA
Agenceis

S
hiromani Akali Dal chief 
Sukhbir Singh Badal, on 
Wednesday, described Con-

gress MLA Navjot Singh Sidhu a 
"misguided missile" that lacks 
control, drawing a retort from the 
Amritsar legislator who said his 
aim is to destroy the Akali lead-
er's "corrupt businesses".

The SAD chief's statement has 
come amid infighting in the state 
Congress and on the day Sidhu 
met his party's national general 
secretary Priyanka Gandhi Vadra 

in New Delhi.
Sidhu is at loggerheads with 

Chief Minister Amarinder Singh 
and has gone public against him 
in the recent past.

Addressing the media in Am-
ritsar, Badal said Sidhu does not 
get along with anyone.

After joining the BJP, the per-
sons in the party whom he called 
as his "mai-baap", he dubbed 
them as "chor" later, alleged Badal.

"Navjot Singh Sidhu is a mis-
guided missile which does not 
have any control. It can go in any 
direction and hit anywhere. May-
be it can hit himself," said Badal 
responding to a question.

"He has crammed five to six 
dialogues, which he used at every 
place. By using them, he pleased 
Sonia Gandhi and with them, he 
might have earlier pleased (Nar-
endra) Modi sahib," he said.

"Therefore, he is such a mis-
guided man who thinks of giving 
'bhashan' and doing acting. Today, 
Punjab does not need such a per-
son who does acting. Punjab needs 
a person who can lead the state 
and take it forward," said Badal.

Responding to Badal's re-
marks, Sidhu said on Twitter, 
"Guided and aimed at you to 
destroy your corrupt businesses. 
Until your Sukh Vilas built on 
Punjab's ruins is not turned into 
a Public School &amp; Public 
Hospital to serve Punjab's poor, I 
won't relent !!.

Earlier, Badal also took on 
AAP national convener and Delhi 
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal 
over his announcement of giving 
up to 300 units of free electricity 
if his party comes to power in the 
state next year.

Badal accused Kejriwal of 
trying to mislead with the an-
nouncement and said people will 
be charged for the whole con-
sumption even if one unit is con-
sumed over and above 300 units.

"I want to ask in what position 
Kejriwal is making promises to 
Punjabis. Who is their CM face 
or who is their (AAP) leader who 
can make a statement or take re-
sponsibility," asked Badal.

On AAP's promise of 24-hour 
power supply, Badal said the pre-
vious Akali government provided 
round-the-clock electricity in the 
state.

Owaisi Is A 'Political 
Terrorist': UP BJP MLA

Agenceis

B
JP MLA from Ballia, Suren-
dra Singh, known for mak-
ing controversial remarks, 

has termed AIMIM chief, Asadud-
din Owaisi, a 'political terrorist' 
and accused him of trying to in-
stigate and break the society.

The MLA also said that Presi-
dent's rule may be imposed in West 
Bengal soon. Talking to reporters 
on the sidelines of a programme 

in Bairia assembly segment, Singh 
said the All India Majlis-e-Ittehadul 
Muslimeen (AIMIM) leader should 
have faith in India's secularism till 
Hindus are in majority.

"Owaisi is a political terrorist. 
It is his intention to instigate and 
break the society," the MLA said.

The BJP MLA further said West 
Bengal was "going the Jammu 
and Kashmir way" and the cen-
tral government was monitoring 
the situation there.

OUTPOST

UP Panchayat Decrees 5 Shoe-
Slaps & Rs 50K Fine For Rape
Agenceis

A village panchayat in Maharajganj 
district recently asked a minor girl 
to settle her rape case for Rs 50,000 
and five slipper slaps to the ac-
cused.

The girl's family declined to ac-
cept the panchayat decision and 
contacted the police, after which a 
case of molestation was filed.

SP Maharajganj, on Tuesday, di-
rected the police to record the girl's 
statement under section 164 of CrPc 
and get her medically examined.

According to reports said that 
the girl's mother, a resident of a 
locality under Kothibhar police 

circle, lodged a complaint with the 
village panchayat that their minor 
daughter had been raped by a vil-
lage youth.

Acting on the complaint, the 
panchayat, on June 23, asked the 

girl to take Rs 50,000 from the ac-
cused and slap him five times with 
a slipper in front of the panchayat 
members to settle the issue.

However, the girl's family re-
fused to accept the decision and 
contacted the Kothibhari police on 
June 24. On the family's complaint, 
an FIR was lodged under IPC sec-
tion of molestation and POCSO Act 
against the accused.

The family later made the pan-
chayat decision viral on social me-
dia, after which Maharajganj SP 
Pradeep Gupta directed the police 
to get the girl medically examined 
and also record her statement un-
der Section 164 of CrPc.

Naseeruddin 
Shah Admitted 
To Hospital
Agenceis

V
eteran actor Naseeruddin Shah has been diag-
nosed with pneumonia and admitted to a hos-
pital in Mumbai, actor-wife Ratna Pathak Shah 

said on Wednesday.
Naseeruddin Shah, 70, was admitted to Khar 

Hinduja hospital on Tuesday. The actor has a "small 
patch" of pneumonia in his lungs and is currently un-
dergoing treatment.

"Yes (he has a) small patch and all under control. 
(He is) Responding well to treatment so hope he'll be 
discharged soon," Ratna Pathak Shah told PTI.

The multiple National Award-winning actor was 
last seen in the 2020 drama "Mee Raqsam" and the ac-
claimed Amazon Prime Video series "Bandish Bandits".
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